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Abstract
The setting of this explorative research is a rural area predominated by the production of corn and beans,
exemplifying new agricultural environments in Central America. Monoculture production leads to problems with
pest and diseases and the dependency on agrochemicals is increasing. With low and uncertain output prices
farmers feel a squeeze. Actors agreed that production arrangements are unsustainable. Farmers suffer from a
negative monetary income, institutional discontinuities and resource scarcity, including knowledge. Restricted
possibilities to develop solutions result in demotivation and farm dropout.
An integrated value chain approach has been developed by taking concepts from socio-economic theories, and
especially from Actor Network Theory. The objective of the research was to analyse how different actors frame
problems with production and distribution of corn and beans and how this affects their strategies and
interventions in the chain. It has been done using a variety for qualitative research methods.
All actors define factors and problems in value chains differently. Those who intervene in the production sphere
predominantly follow a modernist paradigm and make use of top-down projects. Those are found to disqualify
so-called beneficiaries. Knowledge hierarchies favour external and scientific knowledge. Supporting actors claim
farmers’ culture to be the reason for persisting problems, while it is found that these connect to a web of
historically influenced dependencies. The predominance of a supply industry led discourse on innovation is
juxtaposed to the socio-economic reality. Political interventions are geared to relief, lack scope and are populist.
The current problems connect to old development paradigm, while newer ones promise relief.

Keywords
Actor Network Theory; Framing; Interventions; Problematisation; Small-scale producers; Staple foods.
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Local middle man
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The Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our Americas . Trade alliance of socialist and
social-democratic Latin American countries.
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Actor Network Theory
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El Frente
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FSLN

Frente Sandinista de Liberación Nacional,
The Sandinista political party for national liberation
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Instituto National de Técnología Agropecuaria

MAGFOR

Ministerio Agropecuario y Forestal
The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

MARENA

Ministerio del Ambiente y los Recursos Naturales ,
The Ministry of the Environment and Natural Resources
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Large wholesaler of grains

Menorista

Small wholesaler of grains

Ministerio de
Economía familiar

(coll) Ministry of Home Economics
Official name: Ministerio de Economía Familiar, Comunitaria, Cooperativa y Asociativa
The Ministry of Home, Community, Cooperative and associative Economics.

Qu/mz
Quintal per manzana

Measuring units:
1 quintal = 48.95 kg, 1 manzana= 0.7 ha

UNAG

Unión Nacional de Agricultores y Ganaderos
The Union of Small and Middle Sized Farmers and Ranchers, a Farmers Organisation
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1 Introduction
The interest of this thesis is to apply a meta-view on problems for farmers while using the value chain concept as
initial guidance. It was influenced by my former focus on specific solutions for socio- environmental problems in
food chains in Europe, with an accent on alternative chains and consumption. Furthermore, this thesis has been
elaborated after conducting a study on dairy value chains and a producer cooperative in San Carlos, Nicaragua.
Problems were found to be multi-dimensional. Having contact with farmers and organisations that not only work
with dairy producers but also grain producers, I got a first insight and interest in exploring staple grain
production. Therefore a lens on problems in value chains inspired the thesis. Driven by a personal interest in
local markets and food processing I explored those topics next to doing research. Although women are the only
ones setting up regional chains of staple foods, only a fraction of larger traders are women. At the moment, men
largely dominate trade and production. Those domains were less immediate to grasp and I took them as topic to
be explored in this thesis. In my daily life I continued exploring food culture with an interest in changes over
time. Unfortunately I could not take a scientific look on food and consumption and add those topics to the thesis
because of time limits.
Knowing that the cover picture to this thesis originates from Central America, a European public might place
such a corn and bean farming systems into a context of indigenous communities. In fact, very different groups of
farmers produce corn and bean throughout Latin America. A production zone of equally small-scale farming but
situated in a new agricultural situation in Nicaragua is inherently different. It is built up by a patchwork of
migrants, and indigenous communities have disappeared long ago.
I would like to direct the results of this thesis to a public interested in Southern Nicaragua or other regions
where small scale staple food production takes place alongside other activities, as well as to those that are
interested in the theoretical approach taken. It has to be noted that this thesis is based on primary and
secondary data in Spanish language. With little secondary literature on the topic being available in English
language, non-Spanish speakers curious about the topic are hardly able to get a complete picture. Therefore I
hope to contribute with this thesis to the body of literature available for this area.
In this chapter, firstly the research problem will be derived by combining insights gained from literature and
through involvement with people and agricultural landscape in the area where the research is situated. The
wider problem is sketched in the first part, research methods in the last one.

1.1

Problem description

Small- scale farmers of grains encounter difficulties in production and fight with an array of problems. There are
agronomic problems such as poor yields, pests and diminishing soil fertility. As there seem to be no strategies for
climate change, problems can be expected to increase. An older farmer describes his situation: “We don’t earn
with agriculture, because of low prices. The prices do not secure an income. In order to harvest, you have to
make an expensive investment. Perhaps you subsequently produce little and then the price gives you the final
stroke. “Input prices go up, while output prices are on a low level, with occasional price drops. The farmer above
states that he runs the risk of a bad harvest but has no means to absorb drawbacks. Next to being subject to
instable prices farmers feel to depend on intermediaries. This suggests that there are problems with both
production and distribution of corn and beans. Therefore the first topic of investigation encompasses difficulties
in value chains with an accent on problems for farmers. But are farmers’ problems mostly connected to the
setup of the value chains? In order to be specific a case study in the municipality of San Carlos is chosen where
the researcher had gained insight that lead to the problem description.
Some issues to be investigated are stated in a village self-analysis, where representatives of La Venada
community state: “One of our resources is the earth that we use for producing corn and beans, which we eat
and commercialise. We do not have protection measures for the soil.” (Gutierrez 2005). The extensive study of
Mordt (2002) done nearby the research area is about sustainability, broadly defined in social, economic and
spatial terms. It is the only relevant scientific source about the area. Mordt addresses institutions, livelihood
activities and therefore her study serves as background information. However, since that research has been
conducted, nearly 15 years have passed and discourses, politics, agriculture, trade and climate have changed.
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Mordt sketches the problem of environment versus people. The research introduced here draws on some of
Mordt’s concepts, its focus however is on problems for people.
Projects are one research problem by itself: They have come to the area, seemed to have had little impact and
did not try to answer local demands, or were for other reasons not associated with positive change. The scope of
this thesis research therefore includes questions that are not asked by projects that were executed in the region,
in order to get a more complete understanding. It is possible that during the planning of projects and
interventions important factors for problems and their possible solutions have been overlooked. Therefore
strategies to overcome problems are also subject of this research.
Agriculture related ministries claim that the degree of organisation into for example cooperatives is too low with
farmers of corn and beans. The ministry of Home Economics proclaims in a workshop for farmers: “If we do not
sell together, we will never leave poverty”. Farmers are furthermore said to have a blurred view on the past as
they e.g. do not write down production data and are accused to have a different perception than reality.
Farmers as a group are often accused to have a wrong “mentality” and approach to farming. “They practise
monoculture as they are used to, and wait for help.” Hearing this gives the impression of not willing to face
complex problems for resignation. “There is a mentality of not thinking about the future.” This tells a
businessman active in the region. A NGO president comments that in the whole country there is a lack of
thorough reflection on agriculture and planning for the future. Neither is there a strong and organised lobby for
farmers needs as before, nor is there dialogue, and think tanks are missing. Another topic of research is
therefore the actors that deal with production and distribution by setting the frame or being engaged indirectly.
When searching for literature on value chains in developing countries, one finds a large field of literature on
Global Value Chains that originates in tropical countries and describes traditional or new cash crops. There is less
literature on staple foods and their national value chains, and also less literature about staple food trade with
developing countries. This research bases its analysis on a case study for national value chains of the main staple
foods in Nicaragua, corn and beans. While sorghum and rice are also considered as staple food in Nicaragua,
sorghum is only used as such in the north. Besides, it is also used as animal fodder. Rice is also a staple food,
which was subject to successful import substitution since the beginning of the 1990s. It is overall a more
industrialised crop than corn and beans and therefore its chains are not comparable. Corn and beans are for
more than 90% produced by small scale farmers (Escobar–Lacayo 2012). In the case of Nicaragua there is a lot of
professional, but little scientific literature on corn and bean chains. Literature available is therefore is more
instrumental and of limited use. Some of the literature lacks data on Rio San Juan, the area where this research
is located. This is probably a result of as low yields which make the region failing to count as important
production region.
The report thus firstly sketches physical problems with production of corn and beans, as well as obstacles that
come from how distribution is currently organised. Secondly, there are different opinions on causes of and
solutions for problems for farmers depending on the stakeholder. Little relevant current literature is available
about Rio San Juan, where the case study research is situated. In order to contribute to the body of literature,
relevant theoretical insight will be explored. This will make it possible to derive relevant research questions and
fitting methods for investigation about the situation sketched in this section.

1.2

Theory

Theory is used to derive research questions, to decide for research methods, to gather and analyse data and to
come to answers to the research problems. Theories relevant to this research will be explained in this subchapter. Some concepts are explained further when analysing the data. Firstly, value chain related analysis is
explored as topic for social scientists. Secondly, Actor Network Theory and derived concepts that are relevant to
this research are explained and discussed. Thirdly, other theoretical concepts that are used to enhance the
understanding of topic in this research are mentioned at the end of this section.
Social Theory for value chain related analysis
I build up the thesis including notions of networks, historical context, connectedness and also agency. Such as
other social scientists have argued before (Verschoor 2011), conventional (global) value chain approaches alone
are not enough grasp what is happening in and around value chains. Already earlier commodity chain
approaches have been found too restrictive from a sociological point of view. Marsden and Arce ( 1995) came
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up with the concept of food networks in order to include the significance of the political social and cultural
environment (Jackson 2006).
The authors in Helmsing and Vellema (2011) come each with a different conceptual framework from social
science disciplines in order to show how diversity of conceptual approaches can help to grasp specific value
chains in their dynamics and impact. They all acknowledge that the focus of global value chain analyses and
derived policies lies too much on direct actors which disregards reality and with it for example issues of power.
From my problem statement it is evident that a broader framework is needed to grasp the relations and to
frame a picture of the value chain case study. I take as ultimate background Escobar’s critiques of radical
contextuality, radical connectivity, radical agentivity and radical historicity (Escobar 2008). They are a stimulation
to look deeper. Analysing and criticising development related approaches and projects, many scholars have
criticised simplifying models, approaches or theories that exclude factors that actually are essential for the
understanding of certain situations or configurations. A critique to that however is, that often, those analyses
have not been specific enough. For the case of connectivity this means: We acknowledge that things are
interconnected. However, which connections are especially important for a certain situation, which different
connections, do exist, and why do we need to know their intensity? While writing, questions like this have been
taken into account to avoid meaninglessness of described context, history, connections and artefacts. As for an
explorative study, not everything has to have a described meaning and it is one goal of the thesis to set a
broader impression. However, by trying to incorporate Escobar’s critique that points on blurriness, a sharper
analysis is facilitated. It leads to digging deeper to what underlies actions and networks connected to the value
chains and especially the problems that various actors describe. The theories underlying the value chain analyses
therefore have to be able to let include history, contexts, relations and agency, while enable to view units of
analysis that make sense. Also conventions come up by this way of inquiry.
Verschoor et al. (2011) state that there are at least the economic and innovation domain, and the social-cultural
domain which scholars take as a begin point to analyse and work with value chains. Analysing NGOs and state
agencies, Jackson et al. (2006) find that the term commodity chains are used very flexibly and create “chaotic
conception” (p.138). Reading their analysis I conclude that the terms value chain and commodity chain can be
used simultaneously, while commodity chain can have the connotation or historical consciousness of processes
of monetarisation of different kind of economies. The term value chain is only used in money based economies.
Jackson (2006) proposes that the term is useful for various actors, from NGOs to policymakers and consumers, in
management and policy for its encompassing view. They underpin with case studies that the use of the term can
sustain conflicting economic or political interests. They acknowledge however that when used as a buzz concept
the value chain can conceptually connect actors and facts that are unrelated and therefore has the potential to
form misanalysis. Using the concept in an instrumentalist way can back up uninformed interventions. Viewing
the popularity of the concept and its trickling down and spreading to different circles of policy makers, scientists,
NGOs and other practitioners worldwide indeed suggests that it has the potential to get meaningless when being
misused. It also leads to ever new definitions of the concept. When reading about it or when noticing its use it
can be useful to view behind and see what the terminology is used for by whom and under which conditions.
Examining professional literature on value chain approaches in development work it got evident that especially
NGOs and policy makers try to make up for the restrictiveness of value chain approaches to the economic sphere
in order to use the concept in analyses that lead to interventions. Bolwig et al. (2010) and Riisgard et al. (2010)
come up with a conceptual and strategic framework in order to integrate poverty and environmental issue into
the work with value chains. They draw on a variety of value chain case studies by and after the approach of
Gibbon et al. (2008). Also Trienekens (2011) gives a framework for the analysis of value chains in developing
countries. Contrasting other literature in the field he uses the concept of a netchain to explain conceptualise
horizontal and vertical relationships in chains that are not guided and planned entirely form input until
consumption. Figure 1 helps to understand the vertical and horizontal perspective of the value chain and also its
chaotic order: not linear as it is not pre-determined by a lead firm where a product will end up. Where it goes,
depends on the actors in different positions and their influences or networks they are enrolled in. However,
those networks are not included. This view also still forgets the multiple roles actors can take: in one context a
person might be a trader of corn, while in another the person might be a consumer of producer. Even in the
same chain, people might enact several roles. While using the network concept, Trienekens binds his analysis to
scales. Moreover, supporting actors or non-actors, that in this thesis are described to have influence, are not
taken into account.
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The guiding questions are also with Trienekens instrumental: which upgrading possibilities are there for
producers in developing countries and how can chains get efficient through collaboration. Gibbon et al. however
themselves wonder if the value chain approach is sufficiently theorised or if it can be used as methodology with
different theoretical underpinnings. Hospes and Clancy (2011) criticise approaches to value chain analysis from
e.g. Gibbon et al. as often prescriptive and instrumental: it is assumed that actors want to be included and get a
better position within the value chain, and this is promoted through policies, projects and programs. This
interventionist use of value chain analysis however forgets “how different types and historical patterns of
differentiation, power relations and inequality in society or social systems affect different parts of value chains
and their actors” (Hospes and Clancy 2011, p.28). Through adding the concept of embeddedness they include a
historical perspective to analyses and in order to “... Turn attention to the social worlds, rationalities and
relationships of those targeted...” (ibid p.33). By additionally using the concept of scales it can be analysed in
how far actors in value chain related projects are able to voice their opinions and take influence. The third
concept which the authors bring forward is inclusion: People are approached on the assumption that they want
to be economically included, whereas political, cultural and other dimensions of social inclusion are disregarded.
Voluntary or partial exclusion can be an alternative, although disregarded by approaches that see value chain
inclusion as a blueprint for development.
All those concepts can be suitable to analyse and examine the use of the value chain concept by various actors.
While this will be part of this research, the actors looked at are framed by their engagement with a particular
value chains that have their production phase around the localities of La Venada. The research problem is not
about functioning and efficiencies in the chain, but on the perceived working and problems in it. The aim is to
analyse the problems within value chain, or the production and production phases of it, and to describe and
explain the different views, conceptualisations, and actions of primary and secondary actors in value chains.
Furthermore the research explains strategies for particular engagement in value chains, especially by farmers
and actors that directly influence them. As the value chain is then the concept or medium for other actors to
engage with farmers, the value chain concept is secondary, yet the reason for the focus of the research.
Therefore theories coming from the social and cultural domain, using the distinction of Verschoor et al. (2011)
are more useful for this research. Acknowledging the others and lending tools for analysis is however useful. The
research was inspired by Convention and Actor Network Theory (ANT), which will be explained below.
Convention Theory plays a small role in the analysis, Actor Network Theory however lends more concepts.
Actor Network Theory
ANT comes with an array of concepts and tools from which a selection is presented and used here. Therefore
Actor Network Theory is very useful in the context of describing a complex situation. Trying to attack the
categories in which we are thinking, ANT can unmask how actors opinions are shaped. Those categories form a
bias in research and predetermine research which should have an open outcome depending on answers found
by using a certain methodology. Trying to omit concepts such as active- passive or material- social, ANT enables
the researcher to get to the real content behind categories. “ANT contains within it concepts that, abstracted
from the multiple trajectories of ANT, can be used as tools to better reveal the complexities of our sociotechnical
world” (Cressman 2009). It is “…intriguing because of the potential for re-thinking taken for granted ideas that
are problematised through such a radical approach.” ANT serves therefore as lens to look at a situation. Hospes
and Clancy (2011) reveals that inclusion is an underlying concept of value chain approaches which does not get
questioned anymore when those reach to a policy or project level. ANT gives a conceptual underpinning to
approaches like this.
ANT emerged in the early 1980s following writings of Michel Callon and Bruno Latour in the domain of the
sociology of technology and knowledge. Also John Law and Annemarie Mol developed the theoretical toolkit
further. For the agricultural domain Norman Long and Steward Lockie were influential (Langanki 2010). All of
them and many more write about, use and develop ANT, whichis more a field and approach unified by very
similar theoretical considerations and conceptual tools, rather than an unified theory.
To exclude power is a criticism to ANT, however ANT thereby allows for the observation of power in action.
Looking at interaction and networks power can get visible through decisions for taking views, opinions and
actions. This also allows for viewing and acknowledging the agency of actors. The concept of agency, the ability
of actors and actants to voice opinions, and partly shape their (life) projects is a central tool of ANT. ANT
therefore tries to “deconstruct the power of the powerful” (Morgan 2006) by showing relational structures and
5

the difficulty to maintain them. Referring to power, Lockie (2002, p.7) adds: ' By treating power and agency as
outcomes of network relationships rather than as properties of individuals, the actor-network and
governmentality perspectives shift our focus away from the identification of the powerful and towards the ways
in which network connections are established and maintained.' The actor- network has by Callon (1981) been
defined as heterogeneous network of aligned interests. Contrasting other network descriptions, the concept is
connected to every actor. By relating to things or people, networks are formed and therefore provide a radical
holistic perspective. The smallest entity of sociological analysis is then reduced from two persons to one, as it
cannot be other than to be related to things or other people. Even as non-actor of a specific network things or
objects can relate to each other.
“You see that I take the word network not simply to designate things in the world that have the shape of
a net [...] but mainly to designate a mode of inquiry that learns to list [...] the unexpected beings
necessary for any entity to exist. A network, in this second meaning of the word, is more like what you
record through a Geiger counter that clicks every time a new element, invisible before, has been made
visible to the inquirer. “ (Latour 2011).
Thus, networking is a lens for this thesis and is not constantly referred to, but has been used as a methodology
for research of the value chain of corn and beans, which is a concept that includes various groups of people and
things. As ANT allows for treating objects and people similar we can use it in order to describe both the value
chain, and the research question on problems with production and distribution. Moreover, the value chain can
be viewed from various relevant disciplines that are all relevant such as economics, politics, sociology,
marketing, agronomy etc. Also, all actors have their different opinions and views. As various actors have
different background such perspectives are merged. Reducing the analysis to one of them would not allow for
grasping problems in networks of people around the value chain sufficiently. However, all opinions, influences,
artefacts, discourses and their situation in space and time belong to a value chain seen as assembly of actornetworks. With ANT we can “attempt to understand how all of these elements combine to create the
phenomenon in question” (Cressman 2009). Worded differently, “... Actor-network theory tries to make visible
that which otherwise would remain hidden or lost from view.” (Verschoor 2011).
Critique to Actor Network Theory and approaches come on the one hand from its sometimes apolitical
character, analysing contested situations by trying to take a neutral stance. Another critique goes to ANT’s apersonal character. The individual and physical persons are not mentioned with actor-network analyses, while a
central position of one actor does accentuate her or his individual strength in a particular relation with others
(Langanki 2010). In contrast, more anthropological approaches e.g. accentuate ‘the body’ and the very personal
effects on it, and power connected to people and their bodily motivated actions. I see those critiques in no way
hindering research: ANT is a theory- approach from various authors that try to develop tools for analysis. There
is a whole array of them, and many studies are complemented by using different theories to refine analyses and
provide tools and conceptualisations for a certain research, which potentially shapes the theory-methodology
again. Researchers using ANT often use other theories as well to build their conceptual frameworks. This makes
the tools flexible. If however only parts of the theories are used and out of context they might of course be less
powerful, yet this is about understanding and use, not about content of the approach. A criticism of Saldanha
(2003) is that networks are seen isolated within ANT inspired research. In this thesis a first approach is that of a
value chain. By adding ANT, some shortcomings of a value chain approach can be filled in. Seeing all kind of
networks makes visible the fallacies of the value chain as unit of analysis coming from literature that has trickled
down to development interventions by state and non-state actors. Using networks is enriching. Seeing them
along a horizontal-vertical value chain, spiced with actors and conventions provides a tool for sense making.
Using ANT tools of problematisation for specific events or issues reveals underlying intentions, showing political
interests, paradigms in action etc. Concerning the apolitical character, it can thus be enlightening to try to take a
step away from politics to the people and networks engaged with it, in order to be able to work. Political actors
are not only shaped by politics. They are expected to act strategically. Yet in practice also contingency happens.
In this thesis politisation is problematised, while it is not seen in contrast to using ANT methods. In contrast
politics is demystified by using ANT methods. While Saldhana (2003) criticizes an apolitical character, to take a
certain point of views however is still possible. Yet already choices for topics may be political. I see no difficulty
using ANT and taking politics as a factor in certain events.
ANT can be used apart from paradigms, this is a practical and relieving feature of the approach. Knowing about
personal paradigms on topics included in the research, ANT offers the possibility to let them loose and overcome
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fallacies of those. This can enable to avoid engaging in a paradigm war inside the research, but come with results
on questions that are really inspired by research, and not see results inspired by paradigms. Analytical tools such
as social capital or also livelihoods represent certain streams and trends in development thinking that could be
interpreted as being more political or value loaded as ANT tools of analysis, and which are also criticised for this.
While ANT gets criticised for being apolitical, overcoming postmodernism but being inspired by its critique, other
approaches are not accepted for their political undertone.
Problem categories have been used in a first phase of research. However, analysing data gathered, those
categories were let lose by applying problematisation, one concept of ANT. With the thesis it is tried to look at
the ways different actors define problems and how they engage with each other. Describing problems and
obstacles as givens does not make sense when one acknowledges that there is no single truth in a complex
situation, and therefore also not a single problem. Problems are formed by problematisation and within
different networks of actors and artefacts assemblies of facts can be clustered to problems. By acknowledging
the different actors as “framers of personal truths and problems”, influenced by situational interpretations of
facts, it gets evident that in order to understand interactions and problems the framing of the issue at stake is
important. This helps to understand frictions and differences that come forward with problematisation.
Subsequently it helps to explain a historical account of working with situations with different actors.
According to Callon (1980) distinct actors frame problems differently and can see other main reasons for a
problem. According to their world view, training, experience, goals and personal situations they come up also
with other solutions, which are based on assumption on how the world works. Therefore Callon specifies that “
To problematise is, amongst other things, to produce social context both for oneself and for others.” (1980
p.216). If two actors agree on a problem they might also agree on a solution. In how much of the problem the
solution solves can be viewed differently. If the reasoning and assumptions different and if those are not
outspoken solutions might get applied and not solve the problem, or only solve part of it. If the more powerful
actor suggests solutions that have other components which seem attractive, they might get accepted. The
proposer thinks the problem is solved, while the other actor sees some positive side effects, but does not see a
sufficient connection with the problem. Another possibility is that both the actors and one of them is ignorant of
some parts of the problems, which are evident or important for another. The concepts sub-problems and
framing will also be useful for the research: especially projects or non-institutional actors work with sub –
problems of bigger ones and therefore can be conceptualised as trying to change one tier or element in a causal
chain. Sub-problems have links with encompassing problems and through problematisation can be linked very
distinct with those.
A valuable concept within problematisation is the one of parasiting: If an actor voices a problem, another actor
can agree just to come into interaction with that one. At the same time however the actor tries to implement
something to their own or another one’s benefit. Because of personal or strategic interests, actors therefore can
try to convince others of their problematisation. Framing problematisation can be used strategically to mobilise
or immobilise other actors (Callon 1980). Therefore, important questions to ask within problematisation are:
What is analysed and what not? What is considered relevant and what not, and by whom?
The problematisation process can be analysed as one of translation (Callon 1980 p 211): There are problems and
interdependent sub-problems. In order to solve them a series of actions have to take place. Translation means to
connect formerly perhaps unconnected. The process of translation gets conceptually deepened and concretised
by involving network and different stages. It is then defined as the enrolment of people and objects in a network
or the creation of a network. The stages problematisation, interessment, enrolment and mobilisation form
together the process of translation. Translation thus describes the self-organisation of the network (Noe 2003).
Interessment deals with the definition of roles in the network and enrolment is associated with the term
‘enactment’: Propositions for action suggested in the interessment stage are brought into action. Finally
“…Interests have been translated between the first and second set of actors in a temporary network in which all
objectives have been aligned and the course of action followed the course of action followed through.”
(CreateInnovation 2013). Translation is thus a useful tool for explaining processes of change, formation of
cooperation, in order to grasp changes in value chains. Dery et al. (2013) conclude that the translation process
should not be mistaken as a linear process. Like this, it can be used as an analytical framework. Seeing the
process from problematisation to network forming makes evident that there is no overall plan of a network. It is
structured by translation which means that networks structure themselves from inside. While I formerly argued
that “ANT however does not give importance to the logics or systematics of the process of network creation and
does not provide concrete tools to study it” (Langanki 2010), I would now say that the concept of
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problematisation, together with the ones of actor network and enrolment is a concrete tool to study translation
and processes of change- if one goes to the roots and original meaning of the concept and tools.
ANT gets again more concrete when including its concept of actants. Actants are non-fixed networks of people
and objects which are connected in specific situations. The concept implies that also things and objects have
agency and a story, and therefore can influence people and shape their reactions. To perceive different things,
or people and things together, as actants helps to acknowledge connectedness and makes clear that we cannot
analyse things isolated. They are connected with surroundings. A technology can therefore also be an actant; it
is made up by things and people and does not stand alone. This shows the social side of a technology and will
help to analyse problems in value chains.
Comments about the lack of logics in translation were inspired by Noe’s view on ANT and the concept of
translation (2003): With ANT objects or subjects of study are described in an empirical, ethnographic and
'contingent' way. Contingency however 'opens for exploring [the] diversity [of farming strategies]' (Noe, 2003,
p.6). It comes back to that “we are concerned to map the way in which they *actors+ define and distribute roles,
and mobilize or invent others to play these roles” (Law & Callon 1988, p.285 in Cressman 2009). Indeed, it is less
the precise way of interaction which is of interest, than possible outcomes related to their life projects, actions
or interventions. Actions and reactions to a certain problem therefore can be divergent, depending on own
interpretations and to those of others. Those re-actions also relate to framing and problematisation and the
effectiveness of conscious manipulation or social engineering, or other ways to enrol and convince.
Other important theoretical concepts
Framing and problematisation can be seen as two sides of the same coin. Framing is a concept from
communication theory for analysing communications and actual interaction, while problematisation can be seen
as a meta concept that encompasses framing. Certain facts and interpretations get taken out of the context of a
complex situation and form are a frame to present reality (Aarts 2008). A frame can describe reality, while it is
just an opinion about which facts are important. Framing is guided by unconscious or conscious categorisations.
Frames then are not rigid, but can be reframed in every interaction (Aarts 2008). Actors can use framing
instrumentally to make story convincing. They subsequently adopt the positioning of the situation as truth. This
can be seen as manipulation in media studies, or social engineering in sociology, especially when done by
political actors.
Both social engineering and manipulation involve desired change. Both terms have a negative connotation, and
by some technology philosophers this created a fear for manipulation of people towards a negative opinion on
technology in general and engineering in particular (Hansson 2006). Social engineering refers to the process of
introducing change to a social system (Goldsmith 1981). By defining technology as “any tool for the manipulation
of the environment “, Goldsmith shows technology’s social character. Technology can serve any purpose, and
therefore the term social engineering is useful: “Questions as to how a technology is used, for what, and whose,
purpose(s) are all relevant here.” While social engineering always has taken place, in a democratic society the
interests behind technologies should be explicit (Goldsmith 1981). She bases her plea on the assumptions that
technologies can go viral or that once introduced, they integrate into a dynamics and get merged. There is
possible misuse for the danger of people to exploit their environments and for assuming interconnectedness of
things. Invented around that time but not referenced to, her assumptions suggest the use of ANT to examine
connections of things, and framing and problematisation in order to look behind intentions. Cressman (2009)
puts another good description: “ANT seeks a symmetrical account of the social and the non-social in describing
how and why we have the technologies we do”. The same, this could suggest the use of Convention Theory as to
looking at categories of framing the (market) world and assumptions for (inter)actions and qualities. Her
observations of “difficulties of removing/reshaping a technology once it has become a part of the system ...” and
“The question must always be asked, “Whose interests are being served?” makes a tool to clarify processes of
change neccessary.
Röling (2000) uses the term social engineering in the domain of policy: Technological instruments get offered or
prescribed to fix problems. In their problematisation, policy related actors frame problems as technical subproblems, often from the “assumption that there is a technological fix for every human problem” (p.110). The
subsequent use of experts to solve problems is one case for problematisation. This suggests looking closer at
knowledge and learning, which will be done when analysing research results. To use ANT is then again vital as it
tries to treat all knowledge equally (Asdal 2007). Asdal et al. also point out that “... technoscience must also be
studied in relation to how it creates interests, projects, meaning and social reality” (p.27). Reviewing expert
literature on transitions- processes of change on different levels, Aschhe et al. (2011) suggest that it is a
misconception that change can easily be steered via social engineering. Experts criticise however the view of
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processes of change as instrumental use of theory- or more generally expressed- abstracted pre-determined
ideas of a desired outcome into practice (p.38). When using problems and problematisation, the concept of
social engineering and its uses can help to get grips on voiced problems in the value chain and on how solutions
are suggested and come about.
Also the concept convention and quality convention will be used in the thesis as guidance.1 Conventions are
underlying norms and rules that influence behaviour, especially in market transactions (Wilkinson 1997).
Conventions play a coordinating role in the value chain. If quality expectations, derived from conventions match
along the value chain this decreases frictions. To get clarity about that, it is necessary to look at concerns and
values of actors that either directly interact with each other or that are connected indirectly. Definitions of what
is good, desirable and important are not only guided by economic performance. Knowledge, culture and religion
exert influence on that. Convention theory fits into the array of socioeconomic theories that reject the ideas of
the invisible hand and of (bounded) rationalism in economic transactions. Convention Theory counters standard
economic theory which bases on rational choice and non- cooperativeness. The concept of different and
changing conventions can thus help to explain diversity in market behaviour (Biggart 2003; Ponte 2009).
Literature distinguishes five main conventions – civic, green, and domestic, market and industrial (Ponte 2009).
These conventions enhance understanding in this research and are therefore briefly explained. Civic conventions
are for example solidarity or the usefulness for collective projects. A quality characteristic from a civic point of
view could be the contribution to society or a collective good. Green conventions lead to concern about ecology
and resources and inspire respect for the environment (Verschoor 2011). Quality features of a product then can
be its ecological impact or footprint, its potential for environmental harm or its overall sustainability. Domestic
conventions may be exemplified by an accent on sustainable and trustful relationships, satisfaction, security and
health. The meaning of quality is accordingly derived from personal interactions. Different to this, from a
viewpoint of industrial conventions quality would be assessed with different quantified criteria. Values in an
industrial sphere are for example efficiency, professionalism and productivity. Finally, amongst market
conventions there are ambition, competition and exchange relationships. The quality of a product or service is
assessed by assigning a monetary value or price.
Possible differences amongst actors can lead to misunderstandings and frictions in the value chain. Hence, if
mismatches are empirically found, convention theory’s focus is useful in order to find out if this mismatches
originate from different conventions involved. The concept of underlying conventions also partners the concept
of framing and problematisation when looking at the wider environment of value chains (see 1.4). The term
convention is more exact as frame because it is being backed by socio-economic theory. Convention Theory
acknowledges the influence of cultural, historical, ethnic and social factors to understand relations which are the
core of economic transaction.
From an ANT perspective we can approach diverse actors without judging them. By describing their interactions,
words, actions and non- actions, and especially their connections we can see how they are and act and why. Yet,
these descriptions should be followed research, which may counter or reinforce pre-defined opinions.
Otherwise, research would too easily be manipulation itself. ANT therefore helps to describe the actual state of
the value chain of actor perspectives, but gives also tools to understand processes of change within the different
networks a chain is built up. The network perspective breaks with the dualism horizontal- vertical and is
therefore very useful for this value chain study that has a broad scope. Verschoor et al. (2011) describe the
added value of those theories:” The originality of these approaches lies in their method: they focus not only on
actions and practice (and the description of those), but also on the plurality of interpretations given to these
actions and practices by those who carry them out. ” ANT uses different concepts and puts accent on network
and social configurations, while Convention Theory goes deeper into explaining motives of individuals which
influence how people do or do not engage with other in their personal lives or connected to commerce in value
chains (Biggart and Beamish 2003).
The market as such has to be defined broader than in the neoliberal sense, including political socio-political
factors (Kay 2006). By applying a value chain approaches, this is done even in a longitudinal sense. A broad value
chain allows for explanation of value chain failures and frictions that cannot be explained looking at the market

1 Examples of studies were Convention Theory is the main guide for the analysis of a specific value chain are Ranshuysen (2013) and
Verschoor et al (2011).
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system in a narrow sense only. By using ANT with a value chain approach, the production and market dimensions
gets backed in the reality of the existing socio-political and environmental circumstances.
A theoretical concept that connects to projects and interventions are those of sociological development
theories. Different authors name paradigms and tendencies in development cooperation differently, yet there
can be found a matching in the conceptual load and analysis. Problems with one set of development actions and
derived theories, or theories that involved action evoke analysis, reflection and new paradigms, which break
with perceived negative contents, assumptions and therefore consequences of the former ones. In brief, the
three phases that Sherwood et al. make use of will be explained, as they allow for an overview.
Firstly, development 1.0 appeared with a technology transfer model by planned interventions. Examples are
agrochemicals and certified seed that started to appear in Rio San Juan, and after a certain point the
technologies spread themselves. Development 1.0 is connected to state institutions but also to gibber
international bodies connected to science. What Sherwood et al. (2012) call Development 2.0 is less government
sector influenced and involves broader disciplines than agronomy. Church and NGO programmes directed to
livelihoods and capacity building can be allocated to this paradigm. Practical approaches get diversified and
include participatory approaches. Development 2.0 connects to the development apparatus (Vries 2007) which
consists of bureaucratic institutions that try to convey a picture of acting rationally or/and grounded on values
that respective institutions stand, using methodologies that are target oriented and effected, connecting
scientific insight with knowledge of problems and possibilities to induce change. However, De Vries (2007)
concludes that this apparatus is a chaotic and expansive machine that enters people’s lifeworlds not necessarily
physically, but on a deeper layer by creating desires. The development apparatus thus created a virtual world of
development that goes much beyond factual problems, interventions and measures. Development 3.0 finally is a
new approach that is fundamentally different to 1.0 and 2.0. It acknowledges the existence of development 1.0
and 2.0 and that those practised models have influence on reality. Furthermore, it tries to be transparent and
acknowledges the impossibility of working without paradigms and does not need development 2.0 s bureaucracy
and massive reports to convince itself about doing the right thing. The right thing is not possible, but there are
real problems perceived by people. Researchers and experts still can have a role in processes of change,
countering less pragmatic and more negative analyses of post-development of post-modernism, that are also
reactions to development 1.0’s and 2.0’s faults. It is interesting to note that several current writings (see also
Arce 2013) have a more positive outlook, confirming similar tendencies in similar applied academic fields.
Sherwood et al (2012) suggest with their development 3.0 a different approach from NGOs and science. It is
more about assisting people, to find their way and not to have a local approach to walk a predefined one. To do
so, researchers may explore how people interacted and should of course use knowledge that is there, but be less
prescriptive and more self-reflexive.
Regardless position or power, any actor or constellation does this from a frame for all livelihood activities and
engagement in value chains. Literature on the effect of neoliberal policies on farmers in Nicaragua lacks a view
on the whole value chain, although value chain concepts have been emerged halfway 1980ies (Hospes and
Clancy 2011). By bridging scales and being able to include networks of direct and secondary actors in the value
chains, the approach has the potential to be a tool for more encompassing analysis.
All these concepts and the theories that they originate from are a bridge from the problem description to
research questions that guide the research.

1.3

Research Questions and outline

Recapitulating the problem description, there are challenges with resource use and access. Both the historical
and spatial setting influence this. Production is related to pests and soil fertility in a complex way. Income and
price form a problem for farmers. Production and distribution form most stages of a value chain, a concept that
is used by many actors that engage indirectly with the value chain. They describe problems of farmers more
differently than the farmers themselves. Adding concepts and information from ANT, theories for value chain
analysis and related subjects, and the following research question is derived from the research problem:
How do actors in value chains of corn and beans frame problems with production and distribution, and how
does this affect their strategies and interventions in the chain?
The following sub-questions help to answer this research question:
How can value chains connected to La Venada be described when taking into account social theory’s critique?
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What problems do primary and secondary actors see with production and distribution?
How did projects and other interventions proceed, and what has been their influence?
How can misconceptions create a structure of institutions that do not connect to problems?
In order to answer the research questions, firstly a picture of the production environment in Rio San Juan in
Nicaragua is sketched in a historical perspective (chapter 2). Then, value chains from La Venada are described
using a broader framework (chapter 3). The main problems are analysed afterwards by topic and from the
viewpoint of distinct actors (chapter 4). Subsequently, interventions that target those issues are problematised
with several case studies (chapter 5). Knowledge flows and misconceptions are discussed more deeply in order
to understand factors with persisting problems (chapter 6). After discussing the research strategy, methodology
and execution (chapter 7) conclusions are formulated (chapter 8).

1.4

Methodology

Value chain approaches
Following the theoretical framework, the methodology implies some more practical approaches to value chain
analyses. In development practice value chain approaches are widely used, however only very few use a broad
framework that is in line with what has been described with theories.
In the proposal to this thesis many approaches were described and tested for their usability. Riisgaard et al. and
Bolwig et al. (2010), Gibbon et al. (2008) and Trienekens (2011) provided guidance to the field research by
describing practical steps that fit in the theoretical framework based on ANT. Those approaches provide input
for a methodology that includes horizontal and vertical aspects of a value chain: Direct actors and supporting
ones.

Figure 1: Netchain (Lazzarini et al. 2001 in: Trienekens 2011)

Figure 1 helps to understand the vertical and horizontal perspective of the value chain and also its chaotic order:
not linear as it is not pre-determined by a lead firm where a product will end up. This depends on the actors and
their influences. Yet this scheme still is restrictive as networks of actors do not have to be bound to scales.
Traders may as well be suppliers or producers.
There is a lot of professional literature on beans and corn value chain in Nicaragua (except to the ones discussed
later see also Lindo 2009), although beans are described more often (Escobar-Lacayo (2012). In their meta study
on value chain analyses undertaken in Central America Jansen and Torero (2006) identify what those studies can
be used for and what not. All have a focus on bottlenecks and problems in the chains. However, most analyses
lack a focus on small farmers who make up most of producers of corn and bean. Furthermore they do not look
deeper on one or several tiers and direct actors in the chain. Identified problems and bottlenecks are not
analysed and are not tried to be explained thoroughly (Jansen & Torero 2006).
Escobar-Lacayo (2012) bases his problem analysis of value chains on those bottlenecks and tries to point out the
importance of different actors. He bases his information mainly on statements of various institutions, farmers
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play a minor role. Focus is the most productive areas in Nicaragua. Problems shown are aggregated and it is not
possible to assign distinct problems to who demarcates them as such. Still, the mappings of value chains by this
and other value chain descriptions give a good overview over who acts directly and indirectly in the value chains
or exerts influence, and therefore serve as source of information to bring the models above to reality.
In some Latin American literature, and also by Nicaraguan ministries there are distinctions made between value
chains and production chains. Where no value is added and where tiers do not earn money but loose it is spoken
about a production chain; produce originates and goes somewhere. If there are various deals between several
tiers in the chain, it transforms into a value chain. During the research several government events were visited
were farmers and either input providers or traders were invited to enable communication and deals in order to
shorten chains and facilitate a better price for farmers. Industry, management and process literature makes
distinctions between supply chains and value chains. The concept of supply chains focuses on the material flows
and on cost reduction through efficiency, while value chains eye consumers. In order to satisfy those,
innovations in marketing but also the product itself are aspired (Feller 2006). Feller also hints on the fact that
value is a subjective concept “conditioned by the lager social and economic environment through which...
interactions affect the human perception of value-based transactions” (p.6). This means that value of a certain
good changes for user, producers and others that are involved with the good over time, within a social or
cultural group. Inherent qualities of a good can be the same, however when not being recognised contribute to
its value neither negatively not positively. The first way to recognise value may be financial or monetary, there
are however other values to a product. Staple foods are connected to traditions and different varieties are
connected to specialty dishes. As value chains are made up of relations of different actors and of people that are
influenced by their experiences, there is a historical dimension that impacts behaviours and decisions.
Also, the approaches reviewed are too much directed at upgrading and inclusion which has been criticised in the
theory section. As the subject of the thesis are not the upgrading options, but the perceived problems and past
upgrading interventions, the underlying methodological focus did not come to lie on upgrading possibilities. The
focus is not getting to a value chain intervention as with most professional literature and guides, but an
exploration of the situation to gain deeper understanding. Therefore a methodology that supports an analysis of
problems and the underlying causes, without a premature view on interventions was needed. It was found that
the concepts of the named authors’ were not encompassing enough, and that an even broader view was taken,
supported by approaches of problematisation and a network view. Herr and Muzira (2009) describe an approach
which approaches the methodology used in the thesis and grounds on the same initial problems found: actors
find other actors as scapegoats for persisting problems and this can go on forever if not underlying systemic
constraints are found.
In a value chain we can distinguish direct and indirect or secondary actors. The direct ones have to do with the
grains and its commercialisation: Producers, middle men, processors, and distributors/ sellers. Indirect actors set
the frame for the production and selling and can be called also supporting actors: Providers of financial services,
governmental or non-governmental institutions that support the value chain by interventions or by influencing
conditions (physical infrastructure, knowledge, capacities, relations and linkages in chains). Furthermore there is
a regulatory framework which frames actions, all schematised in the market system framework in Figure 2 (Herr
and Muzira 2009). It is important to note that for this research all actors that the frame for production is
considered as they exert influence on the value chain. So while it is talked about value chain analysis this means
the whole subsector including the supporting functions and rules are considered. Herr and Muzira’s (2009)
approach “... moves away from a mono-dimensional view of value chains, towards a multi-dimensional vision in
which a sector a) consists of a grid of multiple value chains –a value chain system, and b) is embedded into a
market system consisting of various functions and rules and influenced by various private and public market
players.” Herr and Muzira (2009) distinguish furthermore what is showed in Figure 1 as immediate environment.
What will be sketched in chapter 2 and what will come back in later chapters is what he calls the wider business
environment: environment, climate, culture, politics, macro economy and also international cooperation. All
those factors have an influence on the value chain and specific relations and comportments of primary or
secondary actors. For this thesis the image has been adapted.
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•NGOs
•Markets
Rules, norms and regulations •Governments
•Businesses
•Networks

Supporting functions

Value Chain
Stages of prodction

• Infrastructure
•Education
•Research
•State institutions for agriculture
•Farmers organisations
•Skills and capacties

•Production
•Distribution

Figure 2: Players around the value chain. Adapted from Herr and Muzira (2009).

While Convention Theory makes use of the factors culture and history, all value chain approach models that
have been reviewed miss the historical dimension as factor of influence. History has however shown to be an
important factor for reactions of people to whatever decisions or intervention they are confronted with. While
not done in this research, a more systematic use of historical and therefore also spatial factors would be needed
to add to frames for analysis of value chains. Both single actors and actors of the supporting environment have
not only present goals and convictions, but are embedded into a historical line. Culture, for example, is not a
given but is a flexible concept that makes sense when put into a spatial- relational-historical frame and when
putting it into relation with actors and actants, so that it gets part of an network of influence, or is seen as a part
of the actor. The sense of this is that over and over again too many dimensions are forgotten when trying to
grasp a situation, value chain or project, and especially when one tries to grasp this in order to work with the
results of this process of understanding. Terms such as history and culture are abstract and descriptions about
culture and history make only sense of it is really tried to use them to understand a situation.

•Knowledge •Enforced laws •Infrastructure •Information • Resources
•Inputs •Stated & Underlying goals •Paradigms •Skills •Capacities
•Networks •History & Past experiences •Negotiation • Persuasion&
Propaganda •Consciousness •Conventions •Rules •Power •Trust
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Figure 3: Value chain essentials

Moreover it is vital to note that the perceived environment is different for every actor and that the
consideration of factual influences would depict a different image to everybody. For this thesis the dimensions in
figure 3 are added for the understanding of relations and comportments in part of a value chain. They are in the
scheme not attributed to any actor. The production sphere is not only the domain of producers: Any institution
can influence this. Which actors influence and actors in the spheres named above will be topic of chapter 3.
However instead of schematising actors and connections only, the elements above are named. Those are
necessary to understand problems and obstacles in these value chains. While physical routes of goods can be
depicted with a netchain graph or with a model of sequences of tiers, this does not lead to understanding of the
whole situation as explained and are therefore mostly left out.
Data collection and analysis
Data for this research was collected during two months in October and November 2012. For having stayed and
worked in the area several months before, contact to some institutional actors was already established and
entry to the case study area as well. By this the understanding of relations of farmers and governmental
institutions was supported.
The case study site La Venada micro-region was selected purposefully for its geographical situation, its structure
and history, which depicts parallels with other micro regions in the area. A micro-region is an administrative unit
within a municipality of several smaller and one or some larger villages. In the case of La Venada the microregion corresponds to grown and practical relations between villages. The bigger village of La Venada is situated
at a good road 15 km from the municipal and provincial capital San Carlos and the highway to Managua. The
other villages are situated some kilometres from the bigger road but mostly could be accessed by car since 2011.
During the research I mostly stayed in the provincial capital San Carlos, but also repeatedly for several days in
the villages. I visited them more often for interviews. This was purposeful for applying the methods of semi
structured interviews, participant observations and event analysis (Silverman 2011). Important sources of
information were also observations.
Contacts with farmers and traders were made via snowballing, active inquiry and by spending time in the villages
for casual conversations. It was actively tried to access farmers that were different, for example working in
groups or individual. As the research took place in corn harvesting season, traders came to the village. In another
season it would have been difficult to get a picture about trade relations. As most traders also trade beans in the
other season it was possible to make generalisations. A total of 10 farmers, 18 institutional actors and
technicians, amongst them 3 cooperatives, 3 suppliers and 13 traders / middle men and women were
interviewed. Apart from this, I had numerous casual conversations with farmers especially. Next to this I
participated in meetings of cooperatives, extension programs.
Data was recorded by directly writing in the computer or making notes that were later digitalised. Video and
voice recording were also useful data, as well as photos. After some casual conversations and discussions the
essence of the talks was noted down, in some cases however some material was lost or used as background info
for general understanding only, without being recorded in a manner that it could have been found back
After being revised for readability, written interviews were coded. A rudimentary coding scheme was predefined
and altered successively with analyzing more material. For this the qualitative software package Atlas. Ti (Friese
2009) was used. In some cases video- and voice recordings were transcribed and coded as well.
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2 History and politics
This chapter sketches the frame and background of the research area in a spatial- historical perspective. In order
to understand this, the political- developmental context of Nicaragua and partly of Central America is further
explained. The chapter zooms is on the development of the region Rio San Juan and the surroundings of La
Venada, which is the starting point for the case study of this thesis. Important historical developments are land
use change and begin of immigration, the furthering of the agricultural frontier. Those concepts come partly
back in the results chapter and are vital for the understanding the answers to the research questions. Critique to
value chain approaches include furthermore their a-historicity. Indeed, to understand how small farmer
economies in a certain locality work, historical influences are vital. This hints to the importance of social
structure, livelihoods, local organisation and bonding. However, as they are embedded and a product of national
policies and developments, they are described below as well.

Map 1: The area in thick green lines is Rio San Juan department, the darker green area is San Carlos municipality (adapted fr om Espinoza
2007).

2.1 History of the region and influence of policies
th

Most indigenous people were killed by or fled from the Spanish conquistadores already in the 16 century. Only
the Guatusos tribe persisted longer, yet most of them fled to the South or were sold into slavery as well
(Municipalidad, 2011). The Melchoras or Votos, living in the actual case study area, vanished completely not
much later than the 1860ies (Mueller 2001). Rama and Misquito indigenous people lived in the Eastern parts of
the Rio San Juan department. From the 16th century onwards the Spanish and also Mestizo population grew
steadily around some forts as San Carlos and El Castillo. Those were built because of fights resulting from the
importance of the waterway of Rio San Juan from the Atlantic Coast to the inner country in general. The Spanish
made expeditions into the forested areas in order to find out about the economic value to create from them,
e.g. by exploitation of medical plants.
Already in the 16th century the Spanish brought cows from Colombia in to the area, in the 18th century there
existed already huge big haciendas and in the 19th century there existed more than 125 ranches at the East Coast
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of Nicaragua lake. Socio-economically that meant for the whole of Nicaragua that there were some land owners
that engaged in trade, and employed unskilled labour for low wages. The owners of land were largely the ones
to hold political power as well. This was not of large difference after the colonial period which ended 1812 with
the creation of the Central American union. There followed more than a century of wars, revolutions and
differing governments with the main actors liberal, conservative and US- forces, in changing constellations.
Armed conflicts had partly severe impact on people and their livelihoods.
There were some agricultural booms, with the large owners benefitting (Wiggins 2006). That agriculture related
activities included rubber and from the end of the 19th century also Ipecacuanha searching, both products for
export. This attracted some more settlers around the lake shore. In 1915 wood extraction got more workers in
the area, many of them coming from Ometepe Island (Rabella 2004). In a short time 70% of expensive wood
species were extracted of the forests, yet many of the workers stayed in the area. From 1938 onwards
exploitation of Ipecacuanha intensified. By this time, dictator Somoza began to acquire large landholdings in Rio
San Juan for cattle production. There were some small scale farmers, yet under land increasingly got into
ownership of large-scale ranchers that produced for export. Besides, some US banana plantations came into
existence.
Somoza dictatorships
Attempts to redistribute power and property were resisted, and after the US army invading Nicaragua was
defeated by revolutionary Augusto Sandino, he was killed after a peace agreement with the liberal president
Sacasa. Anastasio Somoza gripped power and became dictator in 1936, followed by a 43 year long dictatorship of
the Somoza family.
With higher interest from the political top in the area, Rio San Juan became a province in 1949, directly
subordinated to the president. Salazar Alfaro (2009) describes politics for Rio San Juan under the Somoza
dictators as continued exploitation of the region that begun 400 years ago by the conquistadores. From the
1940ies the ‘taking from the region’ continued with extractive enterprises that got concessions for several
activities and did not invest into the region. For the further understanding of developments a more detailed
background on history is of importance.
Pioneer family farmers came to Rio San Juan from the 1950ies. After 1965 people came to settle in the forested
areas that today form the villages of La Venada and surrounding ones. They used forest products, cleared forests
and began subsistence agriculture. Settlers came from the pacific regions around Leon and Chinandega and from
the Northern mountainous regions in search of better living conditions (Serendipity 2005). A minimal number of
migrants to the San Carlos municipality came from El Salvador or Honduras; wars and an overall deterioration in
economic conditions, together with growing landlessness in El Salvador, made people search new homes in
different Central American countries, also in Nicaragua. Some of the migration was connected to the expansion
of coffee and then cotton production: In the North West of Nicaragua by then huge agro export zones in the
form of large estates developed in the 1950s, 1960s and early 1970s and pushed smaller farmers to at those
times more marginal lands (Hamilton 1991, Barraclough 1988). This push-mechanism worked in different ways:
Subsistence farmers moved from cotton zones to pacific forest zones, before they were expelled after few years.
In other cases, peasants got plots from cotton plantations in exchange of labour. When the need for permanent
labour on the cotton plantations declined, farmers were expelled (Hamilton 1991 p.84). During the 1960ies and
1970ies, internal migration in Nicaragua three folded. Rio San Juan’s population grew between 1960 and 1995
about 240% (Nygren 2004). An Agrarian reform in 1963 encouraged through the National Agrarian Institute (INA)
migration to frontier zones of Rio San Juan, seeing it as a way to soothe land conflicts in the pacific region
(Nygren 2004, Salazar Alvaro 2009). People came to live in a region where without any help of governmental
institutions they began to build not only their homes and began to produce, but also began to build
infrastructure like paths and streets. Poverty was the highest in the country, analphabetic rates as well.
Investments into agriculture were mainly into infrastructure for agro-export, while research and infrastructure
for viable small scale peasant agriculture was neglected (Barraclough 1988).
The Sandinista Revolution and the 1980’s
Since the 1960 young politics built up El Frente Sandinista de Liberación Nacional ( FSLN), mobilising guerrilla
action and silent forces until 1974, which marked the begin of action against the Somoza dictatorship. The
offensive of 1977 succeeded in 1979 to end the dictatorships of the Somoza family.
The revolution resulted in drastic changes in land ownership in Rio San Juan as well: ranches of the Somoza’s and
their connections got confiscated and into the hands of landless peasants that were organised in cooperatives or
collectives by the FSLN. In Rio San Juan, this concerned 80% of the arable area (Rabella 2004). Those changes
were a result of the Agrarian Reform by the Sandinista government. There were no concrete plans for Agrarian
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reforms before the revolution. However, agrarian reform was possible by popular participation by rural people
and their organisation into UNAG and the rural workers union (ATC). Many of their leaders came from frontier
regions and represented the interest of frontier peasants.
The revolutionary government however also wanted to apply policies which promoted ‘national unity’ and
reflected the broad coalition that supported the revolution. Therefore, agrarian reform not focussed on
expropriating all large landholdings and it was less orthodox than other socialist governments (Babb 2001,
Barraclough 1988). Economy still also backed on private enterprises, while the state sector expanded (Babb
2001). Another reason for a not more radical land distribution policy was that politicians continued to believe
that returning land to peasants would create a shortage of seasonal labour on for agroexport goods, which was
however not the case: They overestimated the actual income farmers can create from selling surplus staple
goods, and underestimated the need for people to buy consumer goods that rural communities never or no
longer produced themselves (Barraclough 1988).
The newly created ‘government of national reconstruction’ initiated programs and reforms could be felt in the
frontier villages if Rio San Juan. However, events and conventions mainly took part in the provincial capital San
Carlos. An alphabetisation campaign reached out and villages got assistance by agricultural technicians. Some
villages got assistance by a health care worker and a larger village near La Venada an agricultural institute was
founded. Furthermore, smallholders could now get credits for low rents, which often were forgiven if
‘circumstances beyond control ‘happened to the farmer (Jonakin 1996). Overall, rural poverty dropped during
the 1980ies.
After the revolution, political disputes continued and the contra war begun 1983. It continued to displace people
for security and economic reasons. During the war, people from the study area partly auto evacuated
themselves and fled to the NorthWest or to Costa Rica. Asentamiento La Venada was as other villages in the
region founded to allow people to live more safely than in their dispersed plots, yet people were forced by the
government to live there and therefore sometimes migrated. Many peasants that longed and fought for the fall
of Somoza, now got tired with the revolution’s war as they again were suffering from politics. The UNAG and
church, supporting the government, were convinced that better access to land would ensure peasants’ s political
support, which resulted in more land redistributed to landless people by 1986 (Barraclough 1988).
Already before the Sandinista revolution, the Somoza regime intervened in grain markets by stabilising
purchases. After 1979 there was substantially more grain purchased by the state in order to get prices higher for
farmers, but small scale traditional farmers were hardly able to recover their production costs. During all the
1980ies the state tried to ‘replace’ and gain more control over the market, which they understood as the private
sector. The role of the state in economy during the 1980ies got known as Sandinista interventionism. The
government “entered an open competition *with the private sector+ rather than simply restrict it with legal or
even police measures (Spoor 1994, p.524)”. This exemplified an increasing failure of the interventionist policies,
coming from an originally ideological reasoning, which practically did understand the dynamics of people
wanting to decide on how to use markets.
Until 1985 land got redistributed and went mainly in to collective or cooperative farms. Cooperatives were seen
as an important pillar of the revolution and many people working in cooperatives saw advantages as risk sharing.
A logic behind this was that modernist high tech production is a backbone of the economy- and it could be
organised better in bigger entities. However, collective farms fought with problems originations form internal
organisation, or restrictions imposed from outside by state intervention. Furthermore, many peasant’s desire for
autonomy through own land was deprived by this policy (Kroeker 1996).
Working in cooperatives was helped by trainings. However, those were not to come up with an own structure of
single cooperatives, but tried to create justification for prescribed socialist organisation and practices (Montoya
2007). They were often organised to create different desires, namely for a ‘prescribed modernist scenario of
socialist production ‘in cooperatives (Montoya 2007). Peasants’ own experiences and knowledge often were not
used to shape the collective’s – which often lead to less identification and use for the individual farmer with it in
the long run. This was one reason for lowered enthusiasm with the revolution in the countryside after some
years. Also, farmers became disillusioned about working in cooperatives as they failed or did not work smoothly
- though many peasants kept convinced that working in cooperatives has advantages, they blamed themselves
or the structure that it was not possible.
The revolution and contra war had a specific effect on the frontier: Land clearing activities halted for some years.
Due to violence, land partly could not be worked during the Contra War, which meant that those soils also got
time to recuperate (Barraclough 1988).
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The 1990’s: Neoliberalism with changing liberal governments
The 1990 and following elections were won by a liberal party and turned the economic course from state
intervention in the direction of free market economy, counter opposing the main policies of the Sandinista
government from 1979-1990. The state’s role shifted to just providing a frame for people to organise production
and its selling themselves, which resulted actually in high insecurity, precarious property right situations and in
less institutions to support small actors like peasant farmers.
The new government under Chamorro accepted the offer for debt restructuring for the provision of new funds
Enriquéz 2000) by structural adjustments (SA) of the economy. Lavish loans given from the Nicaraguan state in
the 1980’s provoked high national debt and hyperinflation, which provoked opposing policies in the 1990ies
(Jonakin 1996). Structural adjustment followed in whole Latin America a period of unsuccessful Import
Substitution policies and deteriorating terms of trade, which led to foreign money lenders being afraid that
debts would not be repaid. SA have been offered or imposed to many Latin American Countries since the late
1970ies and came in Nicaragua as a “traditional shock program”, yet extra hard after war. The imposed World
Bank & IMF policies implied the opening of the economy, free trade, currency devaluation, a reorientation of the
economy on export crops, cuts in state spending as for social services and loans, as well as the privatisation of
state enterprises (Enríquez 2000; Babb 2001).
The effects in the agricultural sphere are manifold. Firstly, the attainability of loans changed. New requirements
excluded most farmers that would have needed a loan, and mainly bigger companies were able to access credit.
In 1998 the state bank for amongst others agricultural credits closed, before credit was mainly given for exportcrop and dairy production. Basic grain production was in 1998 getting 6% of the credits of the 1990 level only
(Enríquez 2000). In the same time, the share of credit s to large scale producers went up from 30% to 70%.
Subsequently, the import and availability of agricultural machinery and other farm inputs went down. Moreover,
currency devaluation increased producer debts. Imports got cheaper for the same reasons, and additionally as
protecting tariffs were lowered. This, plus incoming food aid for the (urban) poor worsened the income of
producers of basic grains. Also, the state monopoly on grain trade was abolished which introduced further
competition. Controlling inflation resulted in currency devaluation favoured agro-export, disfavouring small scale
farming and social indicators (Jonakin 1996). Technical assistance had been for free during the Sandinista
government and widely spread, also in small villages. Afterwards, as during Somozas’ dictatorships, it got a
service to be paid and mainly achievable for large producers (Enríquez 2000).
Another development of the begin 1990ies was the split up of collective state farms. The new discourse in
politics and also some incentives favoured individual farms. Furthermore, land tenure for collective farms
seemed insecure (Ruben 2003). Households had the hope to get a title when having their own parcel. Some of
those quickly sold land, for several reasons: As there was the possibility of returning former owners, selling
quickly guaranteed some benefit, although economic hardship for small farmers however not only came from
external factors. Former labourers that got responsibilities in collective farms never had managed farms before
and were overwhelmed with the responsibility of being producers and entrepreneurs on their own.
In sum, the Structural Adjustment resulted in restrictions on agricultural activity, especially for basic grains
(Jonakin 1996). Rural poverty levels were on the rise, subsequently. Small farmers had more difficulty to access
key agricultural resources, comparing to 1980, resulting in both reduced production and consumption, and the
search for off-farm income. Specialising in export products other than basic grains, and organisation provided
some farmers with better possibilities, though. Dairy producers for example began to experience advantages, if
being able to connect to infrastructure.
While the state retreated from strong policies directed to smallholders and the rural sphere and concentrated
on the macroeocnomic frame, NGOs entered with projects for the vulnerable groups of society (Caceres 2010).
Many concentrated on the rural sphere, infrastructure there and agricultural production, often sustainability
oriented. Some organisations formed in the 1980ies as UNAG began to work together with international NGOs
to execute programs. With hurricane Mitch in 1998, some of the international NGOs began to concentrate on
affected areas on the Caribbean cost and halted their support in other regions such as Rio San Juan. Until then,
in some regions, NGO programmes had replaced the Sandinista agricultural assistance and mediated between
neoliberal reform and subsequently retreat from assistance to farmers.
From the end of the 1990 the World Bank and IMF introduced poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSP), and
abated debts for the worlds’ poorest countries, which Nicaragua made part of. Some public policies directed on
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poverty alleviation and pro poor growth was implemented. For rural development, the policies tried to develop
regional clusters to foster agricultural value chains. The interventions had little effect as not being structural and
not affecting structural causes (Caceres 2010; Kay 2006). The governments lacked to implement agricultural
policies that favour small farmers, and concentrated on agro export, which is excluding small farmers,
traditionally engaged in beans and corn production. The reasons for this are explained later, but smallholders
lack various assets, such as access to capital, knowledge, skills and cooperation to engage in other value chains
and export. The policies therefore did not have effect on them.
Orteguismo since 2007
Becoming a president in 2007, Sandinista parties’ president Daniel Ortega promised a new social-democratic
revolution after the FSLN was for 16 years an opposition party.
In Nicaraguan tradition, Ortega acts as a Caudillo in a political landscape oriented at personalisation (Gómez
Pomeri 2012). Political decision making power concentrate on the caudillo, which increasingly encompasses
Rosario Murillo, his wife, who manages the media and propaganda part of the Sandinista party. They gain loyalty
by distributing benefits to their followers. The repeating appearance of caudillos throughout Nicaragua’s history,
accompanied by a resigned pragmatism of political elites is according to Gómez Pomeri responsible for both
weak institutions and a underdeveloped democratic culture in Nicaragua. “Corruption, impunity, inefficiency and
similar conditions are the collateral damage of a political system that orients at the satisfaction of particular
interests of the Caudillo and his followers. They manipulate or cancel the political rules of the game. “(Gómez
Pomeri 2012, p.22, translated from original by author). And “Not the institutions set the frame to do politics and
exert power, but politics determines how institutions should work, and this mostly in favour of the party and the
Caudillo” (p.17, ibid) . The fact that the presidential system gives the president virtually absolute power explains
that people tend to trust political actors and not structures. In fact the whole political – institutional system and
bureaucratic apparatus is saturated with Caudillismo, clientilism and paternalism, and both most of the
opposition and industry play according to this game. Of course decentred institutions are full of it as well and
citizens get in touch with this and play the game when coming into contact with institutions. Civil Society
organising is tolerated to a level until there are dangers to the power of the ruling party2.
Next to the implementation of less liberal policies the country internationally increasingly oriented at ALBA, the
Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our Americas or Alianza Bolivariana para los Pueblos de Nuestra América.
Trade relations and barter with Venezuela got increasingly important. However, also free trade treaties e.g. with
the European Union belong to external politics which impacts on everyday life and in the context of this thesis
agriculture in Nicaragua. The economy under Ortega is however still steered by neoliberal policies on global
level. The neoliberal tone in world politics is used as an excuse vis a vis citizens for them having to compete in a
market environment and for not implementing reforms directed towards a more social economic structure.
There is no change of the agricultural policies tone of modernisation, yet basic food security is placed above free
trade and is secured by e.g. export bans in times of bad harvests. After a neoliberal neglect for social politics,
under Ortega there is an array of relief policies for the poor which do mostly do not ground in structured
planning but are populist in the sense of ensuring the good will of the masses. Though being criticised as populist
they helped Nicaragua however to decrease some poverty indicators during the two Ortega governments, and
therewith ensured recently more trust and financing from global institutions. The region of Rio San Juan, which
is the setting for the thesis, got a strategic place in national and international politics under Ortega. Inhabitants
of the province lamented a total neglect of infrastructure in general and the rural area specifically during the
neoliberal time. Indeed do some political programs, of that time, executed through projects, and bypassed the
province.
As border province with Costa Rica however Rio San Juan gets a place in the present government’s propaganda,
also to ground border claims and disputes with the neighbouring country. Economically, infrastructure projects
connect the province increasingly with the capital Managua and with a bridge soon also to Costa Rica. Those
originate mostly on a large Mesoamerican road and technical oriented infrastructure project, but get depicted as
achievements of the government. Those infrastructure projects directly impact on regional economies. For
2

More analyses on politics and society in Nicaragua from the 1990’s onwards be found in the book “Nicaragua: Zwischen Absolutismus und
Demokratie” by Ricardo Gómez Pomeri, Springer Link, 2012.
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farmers more roads mean more intermediaries and more options to sell. This does however not equal higher
prices for their produce. With milk it happened for example that more milk gets bought by buyers from larger
cities or also El Salvador as they can pay slightly more than local poor buyers. While small farmers earn less the
ones scaling up are able to make a profit by entering industrialised chains. The supply with fresh milk and milk
produce on local markets consequently dwindles and poorer inhabitants of rural towns cannot afford those milk
products anymore. For the upwards mobile middle-class there are increasing opportunities with trade and
business.

2.2

Villages and resources until today

Since first settlers came to the area, villages slowly consolidated and during the last 20 years new schools, health
centres and road added to slowly bettering infrastructure. Until a few years back rain periods that were longer
than today made many farms practically inaccessible during winter. Hard clay roads transformed into sticky mud
pools, where only oxen were able to walk. This had implications for trade: It was common that grains could not
be sold and rotted due to poor post-harvest practices.
With the Sandinista agrarian reform land was distributed to collectives and cooperatives: Land ownership is
however still very fluctuant. There is still a lot of selling, buying, renting out or lending of land. Most of primary
forests in the area have been cleared. Yet, trees have sometimes been replanted around springs and small rivers,
while at other places deforestation around rivers goes on. This means that there is still a lot of migration for
land-seeking, however reasons have changed. Migrants come for the second generation farming after changing
climatic conditions and over-use of land in their regions of Chontales and Leon have made farming difficult.
Mordt (2002) writes still about migrants from intensified agroexport regions in the East of Nicaragua during the
second half of the 1990’s.
In Rio San Juan, land slowly began to be bought by new migrants from different regions, or from larger scale
entrepreneurs. During the war, some inhabitants of La Venada and surrounding villages went back to other parts
in the country. Their land remained partly unused, partly used by other people. Returning, farmers had to
negotiate about lands. J., who was one of the first settlers of the whole region, paid compensation to the interim
farmer who took his land for managing it. This is an illustration of people solving issues themselves. However, in
other cases there were conflicts about lands that had been given to collectives and individuals during the
agrarian reforms, as old owners returned with a claim on their formerly confiscated land. About 40% of the land
titles redistributed during the first part of the 1980ies were disputed afterwards. People learned that a title was
no guarantee of land. However, often farmers faced more immediate problems than the insecure status of their
land titles and focused on generating subsistence, instead of trying to sort out titling. Up to today, state officials
are busy with sorting out the messiness with land titling created before.
Frontier, deforestation and land management: Excursion to a 1990’s discourse
The agricultural or settlement frontier is an area where primary forest is transformed into agricultural or ranching
areas (Kaimowitz 1999). The term is used in all tropical countries – in A European context such frontier would have
made sense talking about thousands of years ago. The term frontier is chosen as there is a visible border between
forested areas and those of the agricultural frontier (Rinne, 2006). Carr (2009) distinguishes the internal and external
agricultural frontier: The former one looks at the premises of farm and primary forest within that. The external
agricultural frontier is the one people commonly speak about as the border between (partly) settled and forest areas.
As happening around La Venada, remaining primary forest cover on claimed land, thus on the internal frontier, is
slowly disappearing for construction purposes and agriculture. Secondary forest appears if there is an instrumental
value of it, or if it has are owners who do not fully use their land. Forest products like raicilla did not suffice to keep
forests for economic purposes. During the late 1980’s secondary forest regrew as many farmers fled temporarily
during the Contra War. Fallow forests can amount about 25% of farming areas in old frontier areas if swidden
agriculture is practised (Wardle 2003). Around La Venada, however, parcels have become smaller than they were and
most farmers do not have enough land to let it rest as fallow, and to practise traditional swidden agriculture. For
firewood, forests are not necessarily reappearing, yet people plant trees, for example in pastures. In Asentamiento La
Venada the community constructed a water supply, and with it small patches of forest as water resource protection.
The concept of trees as water protection is increasingly promoted by extension activities of the ministries of education
and health. Moreover, agroforestry for cacao production is increasing. With a steady need for firewood and
construction, it is likely that at least some forest patches get planted.
Mordt (2002) comments that there was hardly a sense of “stewardship” in the times of advancing the agricultural
frontier, as it can be found in indigenous knowledge systems. Without any institutional help, this process was one of
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trying to dominate nature, which came with dangers and difficulties. In the late 90ies however this has changes and
people saw the necessity to apply ´sustainable´ methods, although not named like this.
Her analysis reflects the dichotomist discourse about environmental protection versus production and subsistence.
Population pressure is seen as cause of deforestation and environmental degradation. ‘’ Stopping the advance of the
agricultural frontier depends on using land more efficiently and to save space.” (Mordt 2002). This may be valid:
Instead of a system of swidden agriculture, with using fallows instead of fertiliser, one can manage a piece of land
more intensively. She however uses the concept of carrying capacity of the land from Allen (1965), which is defined as
the maximal number of people that can be sustained by a certain amount land, if habits and technology do not
change. This concept seems static when zooming in on agricultural systems in problems, thus with a need for changes.
Furthermore, people are linked with their activities into different economic systems. Many aspects of life and products
have commoditised and therefore farmers in the study hardly only depend on their land. Carrying capacity could also
be used economically, and point to crops and other produce that let people earn a living. The ecological concept of
carrying capacity thus lacks the social, political, economic and other dimensions of knowledge. Carrying capacity can
therefore be used to describe a static situation of techniques. Yet, factors are constantly changing. The concept then
can be useful to show that complex factors have to be taken into account when dealing with agriculture.
Sustainability in the context of the agricultural frontier is linked to agricultural practices. Yet sustainability
encompasses more than efficiency. A hypothesis can be that if agriculture is practiced in a less damaging way, while it
is embedded in value chains that pay farmers enough to deliver quality, there is less pressure on forests. Yet this
depends on many more factors, especially the legal system, law and their enforcement, education etc.
While Mordt looks at mechanistic causes for deforestation, Bromley (1999) argues that the final and important cause
for deforestation is land hunger, often caused by other failing policies, and revenues from tree harvesting that can pay
for the costs of conversions from forests into other land uses. If governments were really interested in having more
forests, they would implement measures to have so. Population pressure, insecure property rights, or weak
governments are therefore not the reason, yet it is lack of interest of governments, not their weakness of corruption.
Governmental institutions as MARENA penetrate now into the former frontier lands. Policies of the 70/80’s favoured
extractive practices and therefore the advance of the frontier, while they try to halt them now. In the 90’s there has
been also influence of local, national and international NGOs introducing the topic of sustainability with production.
According to Bromley, however, some institutions with little resources just reflect missing political will. During the last
20 years the frontier went further in the direction of its limits, see Annex 1.

Former frontier area
Former or old frontier means, that most of the people live permanently on the land that was frontier earlier. Up
to 40 years earlier, they themselves, their parents or former landlords had cleared the forest cover and begun
agricultural and pastoral activities in a mostly non-institutionalised environment.
After doing research in the South Eastern Nicaragua Mordt (2002) came up with the following definition of the
agricultural frontier: The agricultural frontier describes an ecologically and economically unsustainable change in
the land use, because of the subsequent loss in biodiversity and productivity of the land that the conversion in
land use causes. Agriculture on the frontier is therefore also a socially and spatially unsustainable activity,
because the land cannot carry the same human population more than a few years (or usually some 8-10), after
which the people have to abandon the land and move on to new areas, thus again spreading the frontier.
Mordt’s definition is fuelled by observations of actual land use and agricultural systems in the study area, and
not by what is potentially possible. She argues here from a conservationist point of view and sees the
encroaching on forests by rural settlers as problem than partly can be solved by applying space-saving
agricultural techniques that ensure high production levels, and are sustainable. It is similar as the concept of
ecological intensification (Tittonell 2013) as solution for future food production. Again however, Mordt’s analysis
of drivers for deforestation elaborates somewhat on sociological factors for deforestation, especially population
growth, while political reasons (imposed agro export model, loss of land, forced internal migration) are only
mentioned. Possible solutions focus on the technical parts as well, while organisational aspects are not taken
into account. Wardle et al (2003) describe a typical frontier framework of development which can be applied,
and empirically emerges from the situation of the research area: First settlers arrive to a forested are without
infrastructure, those are “Early pioneers”. Then an “Early market economy” develops with more infrastructures
being built, and land tenure gets more formalised. The following “Closing frontier” stage is reached when little
forest is left in the region. “Old Frontier” or former frontier, as I call it, is the situation that no more unclaimed
forest is available in the area. The wider area borders the Indio Maiz forest reserve which marks nowadays a
border to populated land.
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Socio-economically a frontier is characterised by instable social structures, transformation of tradition and slow
build-up of new structures. Farmers pioneer into the forest, villages are not formed yet and all kind of services
such as schools, churches, medical assistance are far away, roads are not there and mobilising oneself from one
place to another costs a lot of time. There may be few common social ground and practices in a frontier zone of
scattered settlements in forests. Mordt (2002) describes the frontier zone as one where people have little sense
of space or belonging. Just slowly, a collective memory can develop, going back to the arrival of first settlers.
Until short ago, there were no collective discourses of people living next to each other. In this environment
initiatives from communities difficultly emerge, yet those are seen as main ingredient of ‘sustainable
development’ by development practitioners. Mordt concludes that staying in one place is a crucial element of
the build-up of sustainable societies. Yet, migration still is an inherent element of life in Rio San Juan, as Nygren
(2004) describes and as I found out in my research.
People, communities and culture
Present culture is essentially a hybrid which is made up of immigrants to the region. However, another reason is
seasonal and temporal outmigration to Costa Rica. This although the job market for Nicaraguans in Costa Rica
has been deteriorating after financial crisis that began in the United States in 2008 as a credit crisis. That crisis
that also farmers refer to in conversations resulted from the “principle of competition applied to financial
asset(s)” (Orléan 2013) and lead to a worldwide economic recession3. Costa Rica has a lot of export industry,
organised in tax free zones. The country’s economy therefore relies greatly on purchases of consumer goods in
the world’s North; sales and employment dropped drastically after 2008. Seasonal migrants re the ones
immediately affected as they work without contracts. Moreover, jobs formerly unattractive to Costa Ricans get
claimed by those having better jobs in export industry before. Some working migrants come back without having
found work. However, farmers still rely on the possibility of migration and earning money in case of bad
harvests.
People from in their later teenager years up to 60 year olds migrate for several weeks or months away. This has
the effect that those people are in that time not able to engage in local political activities or networking, and are
not able to take up responsibilities for village and community, even the family. Sometimes parents take children
to Costa Rica for several months. Villagers describe family disintegration as a big problem (Serendipity 2005).
This gives some indication for some possible validity of Mordt’s argument for sedentary living as precondition for
sustainable societies. Of course societies that function well with some members migrating a lot also exist.
Belonging to a community elsewhere and engaging with it working communication, rules, sense of responsibility
and reliabilities. Probably, in those cases there is a great deal of cohesion, organisation, and belonging together
in place. This could be missing amongst inhabitants and communities the research area in the micro region
around La Venada, as further described in Serendipity (2005).
Nowadays not only farmers come to Rio San Juan’s villages: There are a few new rural dwellers that have never
lived in rural Nicaragua before, but gained some money working in different businesses, often in Costa Rica. In la
Venada village there are about four families of those ‘new rurals’. Some begin small shops, or buy land and rent
it out, step into commerce as intermediaries and possibly do this in ways to date unknown in the village. They
partly use the land and take a place in the agriculture based economy, but not necessarily work it themselves as
farmers. By this they diversify the region’s organisational structures further. The new occupations that people
take are one feature of small villages consolidating into urban small towns with more infrastructures at the
place.

3

For a more detailed analysis of the financial crisis see: Orléan, André, 2009: De l’euphorie à la panique: Penser la crise financière. Paris: ENS.
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Map 2 : San Carlos municipality in micro regions (adapted from Espinoza 2007): MR VI is the La Venada micro region, La Venada itself is
falsely called Alejandro Grancha.

During a municipal and democracy development project community self-analysis were done in all villages of the
municipality San Carlos. Those have been done with the same methodology, including village leaders and other
interested people. This is why there is a good historical and anecdotal overview of all villages in this research is
available. Administration wise the region is subdivided into micro regions, which refer also to grown and
practical subdivisions as I experienced. La Venada is the biggest village in the micro-region, and people from
other villages go there to trade, or because there are more facilities than in the villages.
Both from the geographical situation and the history accounts it is possible to reconstruct the development of
the villages. From La Venada people spread further into the monte, hilly forests, to get land and transform it to
be able to begin with agricultural activities Until 3 years ago, there were no roads for all around the year,
making both trade, getting supplies, education and medical care complicated. Also with roads, those problems
partly remain as distances to San Carlos, with more facilities, remain far, also considering the cost of bus or jeep
transfer weighed against the meagre income of the farmers population (Serendipity 2007).
Social and household problems described are first of all poverty, meaning that basic needs such as safe housing
and sufficient food and nutrient intake are not always given. If parts of families have out migrated to Costa Rica,
children are often not cared for sufficiently. Because of that there are a lot of school dropouts, leading to many
(nearly) illiterate inhabitants. Lowered family cohesion and integration is another factor for education, which
does not only take place in schools. There is often also little knowledge about basic principles of hygiene, leading
to disease and overall weakness.

2.3

Present-day agriculture and environment

Today, discourses on (inter)national level are for example (still) about biodiversity, food security, food
sovereignty, watershed management etc. From specific environmental threats attention went to more
encompassing management concepts and sustainable livelihood options. This institutional- discursive frame is
however not always adequately represented in practical programs, yet partially has trickled down to the local
population. The subsistence landscape has gotten accompanied by big investors putting up ranches or
monoculture plantations of citrus, oil palm plantations, partly on previous frontier agriculture land, partly
directly replacing primary forests.
As population has been growing, fewer people can continue with land intensive agricultural practices. There is
more competition for land, so that not everybody wants to move into these occupations. As real job formation is
expensive as well, many people migrate to earn money. Other farmers sell to ranchers from nearby that enlarge,
or that migrate from other parts of Nicaragua. Some change from grain production to animals. Those are only
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the ones who are anyways a bit better off, who can take a loan or who are very determined to take that risk.
There are also families that step by step get more animals. In contrast to grain production there are some
incentives from the government for cattle production. The soil however gets degraded more with the common
way of cattle production with grass, limiting in the end the possibilities to other occupations that depend on the
land. This leads to a problem of conflicting laws and incentives: On the one hand there are laws on food security
and even food sovereignty, which state that the expansion of cattle production should be halted, while it is
cattle production that is also promoted as solution to get an income. Also, in some regions in Nicaragua free
trade zones are placed in the rural areas which makes an agricultural unionist observe that if there are other
employment opportunities, farmers quickly leave agriculture. This again could pose a threat to food security on a
national scale.
Farmers comment that la tierra ya es cansada, the soil got tired in order to describe declining soil fertility. Some
of them take land out of cultivation or sell land, most leading to a change of land use: planting grass for grazing
animals. In some cases land is let bare and gets covered with secondary forest, but this is less and less the
happening. While from an ecological perspective cover with secondary forest would mean an enhancement and
restoration of soil, the cover with grass pastures leads to further degradation of the soil. Cattle ranching make
people in the region speak already of a process of chontalisation, which means a landscape increasingly
dominated by degrading pastures. Chontalizacion can both be a reason for and a result of soil degradation.
Chontales is a province north of Rio San Juan with a long dry period. Considerable amounts of land have first
been transformed in to pastures, which however yield insufficient grass for cows to graze there quasipermanently. With a longer rain period, cheaper land prices and partly less depleted soils, the former frontier
areas forms an attractive area for land seekers and speculators.

La Venada

Map 3: Intensity of land use 2011 ( Fundación del Rio 2012)
Red: Overexploitation, Green: Adequate, Yellow: underexploited.

Analysing land use, the region where the case study is situated is partially overexploited. The areas in which the
La Venada villages are situated seem as a patchwork of land that is used heavily or moderately. However,
compared to areas in the north of Nicaragua there has never been intensive plantation agriculture, and still the
soil is similarly degraded. Although the graph is very general, it shows that the perception of some migrants that
the land is ‘not tired’ in the La Venada region is questionable. Some land is not drained, while some patches are
equally degraded as in other parts of Nicaragua which have a history of intensive cash crops production using
both many agrochemicals and heavy machinery. Some years ago more people cultivated rice, however rice is
more nutrient demanding. With degrading soils and more inputs needed, rice production got less widespread
again. People connect rice production with different problems, possibly provoked by the traumatic event of bad
harvests.
Follow-up developments of frontier are in many regions agroindustry, intensification, cattle ranching and thus
further colonisation (Carr 2009). During the last 30 years, non-timber forest products have lost their importance
for people in the region. Most farmers grow corn and beans and some produce rice. Cattle, tubers as quequisque
and yucca and cacao gain importance. The agricultural basis of the region was slash and burn agriculture with as
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main products corn and beans. Most farmers still produce that for subsistence and commerce but are path
dependent on commercialising this. There are some investors that that bought larger pieces of land for cattle
ranching or fruit plantations which for their size have an impact on the region. On the one hand plantations may
provide seasonal work and on the other hand they bring institutional challenges with local environmental
problems that come with firstly unregulated heavy use of agrochemicals.
The landscape and lives of most people are however dominated by corn and bean production. Technicians tell
that average corn yields are around 15 qu/mz ( ca 513 kg/ha) and beans yield 10-12 qu/mz (340-430 kg/ha). In
nearly all other Nicaraguan provinces yields are much higher and the average corn yields in the country of
Nicaragua are 22qu/mz. Bean and corn production are less mechanised than in other parts of Nicaragua. No
machines are used and ploughing is not done. This non-tillage agriculture by default protects the soil from
erosion, otherwise the very thin usable layer of soil would wither away quicker.
Most farmers prepare their land for bean and corn cultivation by applying herbicides after manually cleaning
bigger shrubs. Agrochemicals have only gotten dominant about 15 years ago. Farmers saw corn and beans in
monoculture, both one time a year while in other regions two harvests may be possible. To saw little holes are
made in the often hard soil with the espece, a stick that has a metal end. The traditional espece with a wooden
end cannot be used anymore for two reasons: the tree species not anymore available for deforestation, but also
soils are generally harder due to less rainfall in the preparation season; even the hardest wood is too weak for
preparing the hard soil. If available to farmers, they use fertilisers during the growth period of the plants.
During the research period the finalisation of a nearby bridge to Costa Rica was expected for spring 2014,
connecting to the Central American highway network. NGO Self Help was pre preparing a project for export of
hybrid corn to Costa Rica. Already in 2012 investors from Costa Rica came increasingly looking for land. With
Costa Rica having a stronger economy and a lot pf processing industry, it is possible that investments will be
facilitated. While individuals in Rio San Juan have planned bean processing plants but never have gotten into
business, it is possible that through physical connections business ventures will get more likely. Most people and
institutions however do not prepare for changes that a road connection could facilitate. Also, climate change
related changes in weather and overall climate are predicted to make production of corn more difficult, leading
to yield losses about 20% by 2020 on poor soils, less for beans. This suggests a need for land use change
(Schmidt 2012).

2.4

Conclusion

This chapter shows the political and spatial history of La Venada surroundings and of Nicaragua in general.
Acknowledging that past developments have an impact on present day situations and decisions it is important to
acknowledge the turbulent political past, which had impacts on people’s daily lives. Agricultural politics and
(counter) agrarian reform had an impact on people in the area and continue to do so. Some policies are just
steering, others get enforced locally. The framing political system which has been identified as Caudillism trickles
down to all institutions and influence people in many situations of life.
The region around La Venada changed during the last 60 years from a tropical rainforest to an area of mainly
small corn and beans, but also dairy production and cattle, neighbouring villages that produce coffee and cacao
for export. Some of the production occupations have directly or indirectly been facilitated by policies, as the
mere furthering of the agricultural frontier as such. All older people migrated to the area, while there is still
migration to the area form areas which get unsuitable for agriculture due to degradation. As for its vicinity to
Costa Rica and responding the general need for people to gain more income, many inhabitants of the la Venada
region labour migrate seasonally or for shorter or longer periods to Costa Rica.
Dispersed farms in the region formed into consolidated villages, yet this was a partly enforced process: During
the 1980ies contra war people were forced to assemble in some villages, which made La Venada a central village
for the settlements around. This is also a reason why farmers partly live in La Venada although their fields are
further away.
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Value chains of corn and beans from La Venada
This chapter forms a rough picture of the concerned value chain which is the basic unit of analysis that the
research evolved from. In the following different actors or tiers in a value chain will be described, but also
concepts that are part of their interactions. Main connections are described, however there are also many
exceptions and possibilities that are left out by process oriented value chain models.

3.1 Actors in value chains
Traditional value chains are those which are eassily reachable for farmers. The farmer only has contact with ‘the
market’ when selling grains to an intermediary. There are different types of intermediaries explained below that
partly sell to each other as well. Only some sell directly to small businesses or in the regional market. While this
means passing by some intermediaries, most grain ends up with some big wholesalers. Those mayoristas are are
a small number and thus the bottleneck of the chain, and they possess most of the information about the whole
chain. Wholesalers also process grains or sell to processers. From there grains go to supermarkets, export or
small distributors and shops, before being consumed.
In this type of value chain the engaged actors mainly have contact only with the ones they are selling to or
buying from. For the farmers it is unclear where their produce ends up, and for the eater of grains that went
through the chain it is unknown where grains came from. The interactions around production and distribution
that form a value chain can be viewed as networks. Some actors are involved in many or wider networks and
have more contacts, while others have few contacts and therefore also few possibilities. On the other hand, not
being included in those value chain related networks means to be less influenced by them, possibly one sees
other options.
Earlier subsistence was the essence of agricultural production. In present day commoditised life it is vital to have
an income. Fewer things get self-produced, while electronics have become basic necessities. Traditions of
processing foods yourself have largely vanished: Sugar has become an item that everybody buys and its
consumption has increased. Still, 25 years ago, farmers planted their own sugar cane and some had machines to
process sugar into cane syrup and sugar cane lips. Traditional dishes such as Pozol, a cold drink from soaked
cooked corn, have partly been replaced by a drink made with oats. Those are imported and consumed by adding
water and a lot of refined sugar.
Obtaining an income by selling corn and beans has however become more difficult with diminishing soil fertility,
more production risks and problems through infestations due to a monoculture type of agriculture. Prices have
fallen and farmers are more than ever dependent on earning money to buy both inputs for agriculture and to
pay for their daily necessities, which have commoditised. Moreover, the daily necessities in the basket of basic
goods have risen sharply in price, with one reason being high oil prices.
Higher input prices, more production risks and lower market prices lead to a squeeze of farmers. Peasants are
dependent on both intermediaries and general national prices of corns and beans and most of them do not have
negotiation power as they act as individuals. Many produce without making profit, just to pay for the inputs and
to have their own food. Several farmers state that growing beans and corn has become a culture and a tradition,
it is not done for making a good income and that it even nearly impossible to do so. For the 2012 season this has
resulted in the micro region around La Venada and Los Chiles in farmers planting 1/3 less beans than the year
and season before. For trading producers focus on a better price, less on quality. This has several reasons. With
the same effort done, they produce less. In the same time inputs such as agrochemicals and tools have become
more expensive. Overall prices for basic grains have dropped as the world market prices have more influence on
national prices due to free trade policies.
Farmers from around La Venada sell their produce mostly in La Venada itself. For some time, the new road to
the villages behind La Venada could be travelled by heavy trucks and intermediaries accessed those villages
themselves. However, the road was not made for heavy transport and deteriorated so fast, that now only offroad pickups can travel it. Most farmers bring their bags full corn and beans to La Venada with animal transport.
Some farmers live in between several other places with intermediaries and decide to travel like this to Los Chiles
or the road to Managua.
Farmers normally sell to middle men, acopiadores, from the village or elsewhere. The middle men that come to
the villages with trucks during and shortly after harvest time are partly regular visitors and some farmers and
local smaller acopiadores have trust relationships already, others are unknown. “No hay un orden con los
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intermediarios.” There is no organised system of middlemen, says a local priest who has initiated agricultural
initiatives for years. All of them have different strategies and business concepts and also have different ways of
dealing with both their clients and suppliers, and the material that they trade with, in this case corn and beans.
A common selling point for corn and beans are local acopiadores, villagers that have a business in selling and
reselling grains to middle men. The biggest local middle men have transport services on their own. Local middle
men sell to bigger intermediaries that want to buy larger quantities. Some of the smaller ones also or only sell to
the local San Carlos market. Those intermediaries are women that use public buses to get to the markets to sell
to individuals and other businesses such as tortilla micro enterprises. The local intermediaries that sell to the
bigger buyers or have trucks themselves are nearly without exception men. There are families where both the
regional market and bigger intermediaries are served; there, a woman sells regionally, and a man trades. Smaller
intermediaries sometimes have difficulties to get enough corn to resell to bigger middlemen. Bigger middlemen
tend to prefer to pick up large quantities at one place as this means less work and time investment. Smaller local
acopiadores rely on relatives and good acquaintances to sell them corn and beans. This could also be a reason
for them to not be able to make demands on quality, in order to have the chance to sell more at once. To do so
some accept to add effort and add steps of processing such as cleaning grains form husks.
The smallest intermediaries store grains in their living room, others have an extra room and the biggest local
intermediaries have a storage room for the grains. One of the acopiadores used a room for extra drying of the
corn, while the others did not further process the corn. Intermediaries stand in a mediated relationship to
farmers. Local ones need to deliver certain volumes to the next bigger intermediary or a mayorista (explanation
in next paragraph). Because of this especially the smaller ones are happy if produce gets delivered to them.
Every quintal means some profit, even if in differing for an intermediary. The smallest local intermediary
therefore is ready to accept low quality and engages in sorting before selling to bigger intermediaries. The
female local intermediaries that sell directly in the market in San Carlos seem not to have special quality
requirements to their deliverers, and perhaps are also partly indebted to them to deliver to them and not to
other intermediaries. Amongst the smaller intermediaries there are also many transactions with relatives,
friends and good acquaintances, possibly related to church or other groups they make part of. The small
intermediaries depend on their circles. Bigger local intermediaries mostly have a shop or another business as
well. They are in contact with several larger sellers or transporter businesses. In La Venada, most of the farmers
from the surrounding villages enter the village via one road and take the first buyer on the way. The place
therefore becomes a temporary hangout for farmers from the surrounding villages and this might increase its
attractiveness. Intermediaries again see the next one they are selling to as the one who sets the tone, which
creates a kind of hierarchy of selling- with farmers at the bottom and mayoristas on the top.

Figure 4: Direct actors in value chains of corn and beans as snap-shot, but relations may change.
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Menoristas or small wholesalers are buyers in bigger cities that buy medium- large quantities from
intermediaries who in turn buy themselves from local middle men. In this research menoristas do not buy from
mayoristas, the large wholesalers but circumvent them. Menoristas have a similar function in the value chain,
yet handle smaller quantities and have less buying and negotiation power. Only if there is much demand,
mayoristas buy also from menoristas.
Mayoristas are requested by the press as pool for information about agriculture as they use experts of
ministries. Mayoristas are the bottleneck of the main value chains of corn and beans. Although there are less
than ten of them, they handle the main part of all Nicaraguan grains. They do not sell to final consumers but are
exporting, sell to distributors, supermarkets and processing industries. In some cases mayoristas are involved
themselves in processing and possess packaging factories.
Grain from La Venada moves from big sellers to distributors, that sell to shops all around the country. Some
grain is bought from abroad. It was usual that distributors sell to markets in rural regions in exchange for grains,
yet this increasingly got abandoned. Supermarkets are also distributors and buy from mayoristas. All except one
supermarket sell grains packaged.
Some corn and beans go to the processing industry. However, there is very little processing happening in
Nicaragua and most of canned food, amongst others beans, get imported from e.g. Costa Rica and Guatemala.
Canned food furthermore amounts only small part of food consumed.
Although I did not specifically do research on consumption there are some important things to tell about how
grains are used. Consumers of grains can be the ones that buy what has been travelling through the value chain.
However, also producers eat their grains and therefore the term consumer is avoided here. Farmers have
different opinions on grains depending if they see themselves as producers and sellers or if they view their grains
from the point of view of eater. Some farmers produce different grains for own consumption than for the
market. However, not every farmer sees her/himself as producer for an abstract market. Also, eaters behave
differently when talking about tastes and quality or about price.

3.2 The role of supporting actors and the state
While above direct actors have been described, indirect actors exert influence as well. They mostly are involved
in supporting functions described in 1.5 Figure 2 and are part of distribution and production as sketched in
Figure 3.
A temporarily static frame is formed by laws and also the availability of infrastructure. Also norms are solid for
some time. Regulations become evident when the government enforces them. Some laws are written but not
really enforced. Therefore food sovereignty for example is a new concept that should underlie decisions made,
yet in public policies food security, which forms part of the same law seems to be the only one enforced or
promoted. The law however makes it possible for organisations that know about it to lobby for its
implementation through public policies.
About 15 state functions and institutions form the Gabinete de Producción or production cabinet, which all have
to do with influencing and monitoring production also of corn and beans, only some are perceived as important
by other direct and indirect actors. Some institutions changed the ministry that execute them. The Instituto
Nicaragüense de Fomento Cooperativo INFOCOOP for example had its seat in Nicaragua’s capital Managua. Now
functions are decentralised with the Ministry of Home Economics. Cooperatives do not have to travel anymore
to the capital for to attend bureaucratic procedures. This is an example of changes in supporting functions that
have impact on daily lives of producers. A national production plan that is issued by the state every year shall be
executed by involving all those institutions that form the production cabinet. This goes along projects and
programs with state institutions alone or working together as framing actors or directly intervening.
The government monitors the expected yields of beans and corn through MAGFOR closely. Beans are an
important export item. However if yield estimations are low export is being banned to ensure availability of
staple foods and food security the country. Businesses that are able to export prefer to do so as to higher prices
and the export of beans became an important market possibility for businessmen. Due to 2010 rules to protect
local supply, export to the US is becoming more difficult. It is difficult for small producers’ associations to export
directly therefore few earn benefits from export. There are different initiatives of farmer organisation such as
UNAG to try to shorten chains and commission production of grains for export. Past export experiments were of
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short term or failed also due to lack of knowledge of smaller association, and due to high risks and dependence
on the external demand.
From a macro view, one of the main goals is that quantities of staple foods must be sufficient for a) food security
and b) export. The overall solutions are measures that raise production volumes. Agriculture related ministries
execute what the state wants but differentiate and balance the ultimate goals of high production with some
environmental and midterm project goals. Ministries have to respond to the legal state, the official rules, and are
however also part of the propaganda machine and power goals of the government, and form part of the
government’s party rhetoric. The government can be seen as a state related actor, but with a life of its own:
Especially when trying to get reflected and in general to gather political support, the ruling Sandinista party
makes short term relief programs and gives small gifts to farmers. The government shows itself paternalistic. As
agricultural policies are made on a national scale, provinces’ agricultural outputs are compared. With Rio San
Juan having the second lowest output of all country the focus on production augments could partly be caused by
this. It mirrors a top-down view and organisation, not starting by local needs but by national goals.
As to the Nicaraguan government’s so called ‘oil agreement’ with Venezuela, which is mostly based on imports
of Venezuela oil with barter payment by foods and services, exports of beans are rising. This trade and mutual
economic aid takes place in the Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our America (ALBA), of 10 Latin American
socialist and social-democratic states, founded by Cuba and Venezuela (Kellog 2012 ; for more about Nicaragua
in ALBA see Muhr 2008). While farmers in Rio San Juan hope to directly export to Cost Rica with fewer
intermediaries, Costa Rica tries recently to protect national bean production and imports from China. While in
2011 exports were banned by the government to secure national self-sufficiency, in 2012 it was not possible to
export the beans that were produced.
On a more decentralised level there are many more state institutions that have influence on production and
distribution of beans, amongst them are ENABAS, INTA, INETER , the ministry for Home Economics, MARENA,
universities and schools. There are again ministries on national level in the Gabinete de Producción that exert
influence on the regional actors. In how far those are involved depends on which are the main projects they are
involved with and what capacities they actually have to do the work they are demanded to do. Most state
institutions lament on not having enough workforce and subsequently not being able to do their work properly.
If this involves projects it can mean that they cannot deal with the size or scale of a project or that it will be
implemented superficially. It can also mean that fewer laws are enforced or fewer tasks fulfilled than are on the
year planning. ENABAS, Empresa Nicaragüense de Alimentos Básicos, the state enterprise for staple foods, is an
institution that is set up to take price setting power from wholesalers and to accomplish food security. They pay
as an intermediary- like actor a higher price to farmers than a normal wholesaler, or offer other services which
are not available in Rio San Juan at a lower price. However, the capacities are very limited and thus this state
institution buys less than 1% of the national output of basic grains. The institution creates therefore more hope
than it directly interferes with market transactions. Projects of INTA will be mentioned in chapter 5 as they are
numerous and more influential compared to ENABAS. Several technicians work in INTA’s San Carlos extension
office to organise projects on production techniques. MAGFOR however is the biggest agriculture related
ministry present in the region, doing assessments next to exerting projects and informing about laws.
There are some farmer organisations as UNAG that have membership and say to possibly influence binary
percentages of bean or corn output through their members. They have provincial and national offices and
communication structures and try to facilitate both production and distribution. UNAG for example helped to set
the national round table on beans which is made up of several state institutions, international organisations and
national NGOs and farmer organisations. Those gremia work with a value chain perspective and try to organise
production and trade more efficiently. UNAG initiated some trade programmes around beans during the last
years. However, quality requirements set form above not match local realities. Initiatives that come from those
gremia are therefore sometimes did not a match for farmers. In how far initiatives match local realities can
depend on the departmental branches having a voice. Still, farmers are often represented and do not speak for
themselves. Industry may happen to have quite a say at those tables and then is given a big voice for possible
opportunities.
While the municipality does not seem to be involved with production and distribution directly, municipal
officers encash trade taxes for intermediaries of about 2% what those pay to farmers or local middle men. While
this is not entirely legal, municipalities have a lack of income and trade obviously involves money circulation that
it is a target for tax levy. This is an example for different interpretations of law and regulations and shows that
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the enforced rules are the ones that count practically. While those intermediaries who transport corn and beans
out of the region pay this tax, farmers seem not to be aware that not only the intermediary self makes a profit
from trade. On the other hand the municipality works on infrastructure such as roads that are necessary for
transport for goods.
Credit
Due to high rates of poverty and extreme poverty (Espinoza 2007) many farmers in the region try to get and
depend on credit to buy agrochemical inputs and in some cases seeds. However, there is no best solution for
obtaining credit. Earlier credit was possible with some development projects. There are independent or state
owned banks that have credit programmes for producers which are mostly at exorbitantly high rates. At the
moment CRISSOL is a state programme that comes with credits, organised as a project and available to a select
small group only. Farmers may get credit from the COOPERIO cooperative, and some that are connected to the
church can access credit schemes via that route. In those cases large animals or land tenure papers are needed
as security for the money lender. As there is a risk to lose land, some farmers do not borrow money.
Intermediaries do not give credit, while this may be common in other regions. Microcredit is possible with e.g.
ASODELCO. Rents are generally high if credits are taken for staple food production and limited to a short term.
There is a more varied offer for credit for cattle, and with better rates. This means a slight disadvantage and
disincentive for grain production. Some farmers that have diversified their farm report to have accumulated
enough money to not depend anymore on credit for inputs. So for example Matilda. She trades local produce in
the regional market and her husband has a job in public transport. The family produces corn and beans but does
not depend on it. Their soils are exhausted and they have ground only that can be used as pasture for their
cattle. Therefore they have reduced their corn and bean production to 1mza, but also planted fruit trees. People
like Matilda are the ones that are a bit better off, yet as poverty prevails, they are minority. The 1 mz that they
sow and that is only some of their land, could be all the ground a poorer farmer has.
Smaller wholesalers and intermediaries also depend on credit. For them however it is easier to attain it. They are
only indirectly connected to risks of production. The fact that much trade is financed however shows where
much of the money goes. Some value chain studies of Nicaragua therefore show higher profits for intermediaries
and wholesalers than they actually get due to rents having to be paid. There was no study available that showed
how much money involved in production and distribution of grains actually stays with financing institutions.
Education and information
Also education and knowledge and related institutions such as schools and universities take on supporting
functions to production. Most children attend school, however only a low percentage finishes secondary school.
Nowadays, already in primary school children learn about the environment and resources on a basic level. Much
however depends on parents. Secondary schools are not oriented at learning about agriculture. Although there
was a secondary school with an agriculture specialisation it did not succeed. There is hardly practical education
about agriculture, while there are two agricultural universities nearby. Only a small percentage of people attend
that. People involved in teaching in universities often also work in ministries or NGOs. At the regional
universities however little research is done. Natural sciences lack the materials to use in order to be able to
work. The existing regional universities furthermore are not recognised by the state and have to finance
themselves. While there is a decentralised branch of the national university council in San Carlos, this institution
partly works for the government directly. Yet through this organ it is planned to bring more interns from
different universities to the region. Most NGOs and ministries that are related to agriculture offer some courses
and trainings for a limited number of participants. One NGO recently has built a centre for capacitation of farmer
leaders, an environmental NGO has different programs for children- however both not in La Venada or
surroundings but further away, not reachable for the people there. But education is not connected only to
institutions as will be described in other chapters.
Finally, possibilities to exchange ideas and to network are supportive to organise production and trade. The
village with shops, church, school, health post, soccer field and the neighbourhood facilitate people to meet.
Information disseminated through TV, mobile phones and radio fulfils functions, too. However, few farmers
make use of information that they search with media to direct their decisions. Traders do this more, and the
bigger they are the more information they get and can compare. While governmental institutions disseminate
information also per internet, villages are hardly connected. Information by state institutions moreover has to be
interpreted, and propaganda be filtered from other information. Many people take information uncritically.
Computer literacy is low high but rising.
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3.3

Relations, transactions and quality

With the transactions observed, most intermediaries did not thoroughly check quality of corn or beans that they
bought. Bigger intermediaries however often check quality before buying. Some local acopios sort bad grains out
manually and with the help of ventilators after they bought beans with degraded grains. Intermediaries that buy
huge quantities are ok with bad quality if the percentage of bad bags is not too much. Before selling to
mayoristas, the bigger intermediaries with storage halls have the opportunity to mix all grains to reduce the
percentage of bad grains in the overall mix of corn. In one transaction observed, the smaller intermediary was
paid the price agreed on for good quality, although there were bags of corn detected to be of lower quality when
meticulously testing every bag of corn; the corn was warm, which indicates fungal activity. However, the
intermediary was in need of corn to resell a big enough amount, and he knew he could hide the bad quality then
mixing the good with the bad grains as he knew the quantity of spoilt produce. Moreover, the two
intermediaries in the transaction had a long relation of doing business with each other. As there was no need to
be picky for the bigger one, he saw no need to reject the bags with lower quality. The local intermediary was the
only one to deliver big quantities as he served as contact for most of farmers from surrounding villages and the
two businessmen have worked together for years and planned to go on with this. To middle men that come new
into the area and that do not possess local knowledge and contacts, it can happen that they come to buy and
find no supply at that point of time and make a loss. Some farmers lament this practise, as they get paid badly
for low quality; however they do not get paid better for high quality. “This year they paid one price, not a better
price for better quality” laments a woman that sells to a regional encompassing cooperative that resells good
quality corn as seeds. ENABAS and COOPERIO, partly selling to ENABAS, are amongst the only parties to ask for
high quality, while COOPERIO only remunerates it sometimes. Prices for corn are higher with ENABAS, however
not high enough to motivate farmers of the cooperative from Asentamiento La Venada, one of the regions in the
La Venada micro region, to invest into sorting out. COOPERIO also does own processing and tries to achieve
higher prices with delivering a good quality. MAGFOR’s and ENABAS’ employees see the quality requirements as
a way for farmers to learn about quality. However, farmers see these quality requirements mostly only as
burden, as there is insufficient remuneration for extra efforts that contribute to attain these properties.
Delivering higher quality to intermediaries, and therefore consumers, does not pay off, therefore there is little
incentive to do it. Incentives even go into the opposite direction: Payment is done for weight, and a drier bean
has less weight.
For large wholesalers there is no other quality difference than “not usable” or “ok”. The distributors then also
make no quality distinction and consumers can buy one quality only. Mayoristas claim not to take corn which is
infested by gorgojos, the maize beetle which is commonly found in bags of corn with intermediaries and
farmers. Either bigger intermediaries treat corn already to get rid of gorgojos, or mayoristas do accept corn with
gorgojos although stating that they do not. Farmers themselves do not face claims of corn without gorgojos and
are not asked by intermediaries about that. However, the notion of good quality changes also with the
availability of the product: If there is a higher demand than can be satisfied immediately quality standards drop.
If there is excess supply, mayoristas can lower the price to pay by examining quality more thoroughly.
Some middlemen work differently. By shortening the chain they sell cheaper, yet still earn more than selling to
another middle men. Buyers, mainly female tortilla microbusiness owners, check the quality. Such a middlemen
states: “If there are mouldy grains, or if the corn is mixed with bad quality grain, they ,the buyers- notice it. “
Other end-consumers that buy small quantities on the market do not care for some bad grains or do not know
other quality than mixes of good and bad grains. As corn is mostly washed before usage, they sort mouldy grains
out as they swim on the water surface
There are different dimensions of quality and definitions of quality: While acopiadores look mainly at the purity
of seeds, meaning having only one variety of beans in a stack, end consumers also add up clean and uniform
grains to their quality perception. Farmers and intermediaries handle dryness of corn and beans as quality
criterion. However, drying and dryness does not pay off in the present trading structures, therefore farmers try
to dry up to a level that grain does not get mouldy- mouldy drain possibly pays less and gets unusable. Beans
dried more than possible with traditional means is a quality attribute for export grain only and not known with
farmers.
As there is only sorting for colour of corn and beans, there are no chins for different varieties. Some producers
produce yellow fodder maize but they do not sell this and yellow grains in the corn mix are an impurity nearly
even more than decayed grains. There is an increasing amount of hybrid corn being planted for seed production.
Only the best cobs from a field are being sold as seeds. This means that there is an increasing amount of hybrid
varieties in the intermediaries corn mix.
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One quality aspect in the transactions is colour of the grain. Staple food grain is from whitish corn varieties,
while corn exists in various colours such as yellow, red and black. Corn coloured differently than whitish is not
wished in the mix and is considered dirt such as mouldy grain, though edible. Smaller acopios try to sort out
yellow grains.
As for quality, some farmers would prefer to plant maiz criollo, local varieties for their better cooking and
storage qualities. However, other farmers have been in contact with bettered varieties which are better in
coping with some weather circumstances: Local varieties are up to 3m high which makes them easily affected by
weather that is getting more extreme due to climate change (Schmidt 2012). Most farmers that are concerned
with varieties work together with some sort of external actor or are organised in a cooperative to get varieties
that bring more output. Thus quantity is paid, few quality aspects are. None of the farmers does breeding. All of
them at least partly use their own grains, with different success. However, drying beans and other seeds
correctly and storing those dry helps to prevent intermediate sprouting, which leads to grain unusable as seed
for the following year. “ These beans need at least 3 days of good sun to dry in a way that they serve as seeds” ,
tells a farmer that elaborates about bean varieties and treatment of seeds. But there are farmers that fail to
store grains in a way that prevents germination. Successful farmers treat grains for seeding in an especially
careful way with e.g. extra airing. If beans are not dry enough they cannot be stored for long and spoil. “El frijol
se pudre.” Beans get powdery. The drying process depends on the weather. Both corn and beans around La
Venada are dried in the sun on plastic foils on the soil, and in rare cases on elevated boards, and farmers make
efforts to tap them on time when rain is approaching. Not far away, for example in Los Guatuzos, the technique
of moveable roofs for beans drying racks is common. If there is high air humidity for a longer time, it is difficult
to dry beans to a degree that they are sufficiently save from early or intermediate sprouting. There is an
economic problem for farmers if seed is not usable. For export production, grains need to be dried to an
industrial level, only to be managed with special techniques. However, the drier the grain the less revenue- as
produce is paid per quantity without checking the humidity other than with by hand to notice mould.
Beans have similar quality requirements: Nicaraguan staple beans are red. As there are black beans planted for
exportation, black beans can get mixed with up red ones. Chains for black beans are different, leading more
directly to export via state institutions or other exporters. Moreover, there are various varieties of red beans
differing in colour and size, and in cooking properties. With farmers selling to intermediaries and beans are
getting mixed up, the end consumer does not get pure varieties. Some farmers are not sure about which variety
of beans which they sow, while others have clear reasons for using the one and not the other. However, some
varieties can be distinguished by their size and most traditional beans are smaller. Improved varieties of bigger
beans are easy recognisable, especially when they have a different colour. They pay less, as people prefer to buy
traditional red varieties for their taste.
Beans are more difficult to store. Mostly, they are treated with Gastozin to eliminate pests. It is toxic aluminium
phosphide, which commonly is only known as pastille de amor or the ‘love pill’ as it was use for suicides related
to impossible love relationships. Some consumers prefer to have untreated beans and try to buy a quantity of
beans needed for a year- and preserve it otherwise. However, making such an investment is difficult to attain for
most consumers and few do it. At the end of the chain, some mayoristas and large processer apply industrial
methods to clean grains with mineral oil. For industrial quality it is important that the beans shine and are of
identical colour.
Culture and practice of production
Several farmers admitted not to make profit, but said that producing corn and beans has become a custom.
More farmers state that producing corn and beans is a part of culture and not only a means to make a living. This
means that corn and bean production has more and other values than making a living only. Essential is the
production for auto consumption and subsistence. Corn and beans are the basic diet, although rice consumption
is on the rise. Some corn dishes are also in rural areas replaced by equivalents from other, mostly imported,
grains (bread instead of tortilla, oats drink instead of corn drink, wheat cake instead of corn cake etc). In urban
areas corn products are not produced anymore directly from the grain, but from processed flour. It also leads to
the fact that farmers loose by selling staple grains, even if they do not count in their work.
However bean production for export is not a tradition and only makes up a part of the economy since about
2005. With prices falling, farmer leaders deplored in 2012 that they cannot motivate farmers anymore to plant
beans. Farmer leaders are in frequent contact with ministries, who pass on governments’ wishes for higher
production for national food security and for export. Some farmers seek a way out. Some of them farm less, and
find some paid job for the income that production should normally provide.
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While government officials relate production with international ciphers on production per acre, local farmers
evaluate their production differently. They see developments over time, and relate their harvest to the
conditions. Those are both economical and biophysical, but can even mean workforce which was possible to
mobilise within the family or pay by hiring.
Inputs, providers and use
The only monetary investment most small farmers make into their production of corn and beans is in
agrochemicals. Herbicides are used to ‘clean’ fields before sowing and again when plants grow, pesticides to
combat pests and diseases, mostly it is insecticides but there are other products for snails. Another important
agrochemical is chemical fertiliser. Nitrogen fertiliser is the most common one used in grain production together
with NPK fertiliser. Farmers value their desired effect but lament their dependency on them. Most farmers have
developed a personal routine for the use of herbicides (Glyphosate, Paraquat), insecticides (Cypermethrin) and
fertilisers (urea and NPK) which were not necessary some years ago according to them. “Some years ago the
pests came. Therefore we need to buy inputs and therefore we do get a profit”. Other inputs that farmers need,
such as machetes also got more expensive and a farmer notes in October 2012: “Before it was great, the inputs
were cheap. It is just now that we feel the crisis”. The use of fertilisers was not widespread in the region until
few years ago but agrochemicals became common earlier. The main influences were promotion by ministries
and getting acquainted to their use through work migration to Cost Rica. Ministries and NGOs taught about
agrochemicals alongside agroecological production methods. The production of organic fertilisers has been part
of project and extension programs as either import substitution or from an agroecological perspective, they are
however not sold in shops. Pesticides are applied with manual pumps and some hope to get the possibility to
acquire a motor pump to save time and make work easier.
Farmers recognise NPK fertiliser make plants grow better for a longer period and to ‘last longer’, but being more
expensive decisions upon price are made for urea, nitrogen fertiliser. Whether agrochemicals are used or not
and to which amount therefore often depend on the availability of money and financing. The farmers that can
access financing through projects, microcredit organisations or cooperatives use those mainly to buy
agrochemicals. Few have the money to buy all inputs that they would need, according to their experiences and/
or advised by extension officers. Producers try to get agrochemicals as cheap as possible. Buying in the next
village can amount to a price difference of 5%-10%. Some cooperatives buy agrochemicals together to lower the
price directly from one of the big markets in Managua, however few farmers are organised in cooperatives and
able to reach the cheaper inputs. Some individual farmers can get packages of inputs from a so called
‘cooperative of cooperatives’ as credit and pay them back with produce. Next to a set of herbicides, pesticides
and insecticides such a package can also include a pump required for the application of the chemicals. As orders
have to be made beforehand and often farmers in a cooperative might buy some input together, and
additionally buy more when needed. There are also some relief oriented government programs such as CRISSOL
and Hambre Cero/ Bono Productivo which include direct or indirect possibilities for financing to acquire inputs.
Around La Venada there are a binary number of people that take part in those programs.
In La Venada itself there are about three sellers of agrochemicals, in the villages of the La Venada there are
none. Some farmers form the villages are closer to Los Chiles and buy there, where high volumes and more
direct connection to Managua through general sales activities make some products available at a lower price. In
the provincial capital San Carlos agrochemicals are more expensive than in the rural town Los Chiles. At least
sellers in Los Chiles and San Carlos are visited by sales representatives with new products. The typical input shop
is a Veterinaria and people who work there mostly have agriculture related training, however not necessarily
know about agrochemicals. The sellers in La Venada have no training and make use of loose regulations, storing
the chemicals next to foods which officially is forbidden. Everybody can buy chemicals and information that
officially would have to be passed with transactions is not passed and sometimes not even known by sellers.
Misinformation and creative interpretations and beliefs about agrochemicals lead to misuse and careless
handling, as the possible negative consequences are not known or not repeated, leading to neglect. In daily use
liquid agrochemicals are spread with spraying devices and without protection. Herbicides for example can be
sprayed with a sort of umbrella to prevent crops and people being directly affected and bringing down the
amount of liquid used, yet nobody uses those and spreads the information. This technique is also nearly only
possible when a different non-traditional technique of sawing in straight line. Straight line sawing, en zurco, is
promoted by the agricultural ministries for the possibility of planting more plants in a field in order to get a
higher production. However the link with more efficient use chemicals is not evident and farmers are reluctant
to embrace this technique for the higher workload.
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While the agrochemical giants such as Bayer and Monsanto invent formulas that are widely used around La
Venada, it is their equivalents from Chinese produce are actually sold as they are cheaper. Salesmen of different
agrochemical firms therefore enter the small trade centres in the rural areas such as Los Chiles to introduce new
products with other qualities promised which come from the larger firms. As farmers report increasing
problems, input producers come with new products. Those new products are not only spread through salesmen,
but the ministries where employees become convinced to give salesmen a platform to tell that farmers are best
helped with new packages, especially when the products can be bought in a more direct way from the
producers.
With chemicals being expensive, the richer people tend to apply more especially to clean the fields from grass
and shrubs before planting. Technicians spoken with report that many farmers tend to use rather more than less
of chemicals than advised on packages in the hope to increase effectiveness and to get a better yield. It could
not be verified how widespread this happens, but there was anecdotal evidence for some farmers doing this. It
was reported that in spring the rivers smell like rivers of herbicide. IN a meeting of extensionists, ministries and
farmer leaders it was said that there are many myths about the use of pesticides. However, especially cattle
ranchers use more herbicides than prescribed and they are also the ones that are more liquid in financial means.
This may give an indication that only the ones who can pay do overdose agrochemicals and those are often ones
who engage with cattle ranching as well. Pastures are extensive which means that a lot of land suffers from
overuse if only one larger farmer practices this. Though agrochemicals are widely used, they replace other
techniques not fully, and they are complemented by new ones: herbs are not only tried to combat with
herbicides, but additionally by manually chopping herbs with machetes, and every farmer has their different
system.
Most farmers in the region know little about the real dangers and precautionary measures to prevent harm by
agrochemicals. This is different in other departments of Nicaragua. Immigrants in the research from northern
zones report control and awareness raising measures there. Those immigrants consider themselves knowing
more than locals in this respect but not necessarily spread information. In 2012 some ministries got together to
talk about control and information about agrochemicals, however it will cost time until this takes place. Until
now most farmers are not cautious with handling agrochemicals, although the ones that are being used are
considered as highly damaging and are in other countries in the process of getting abolished for health risks. The
concept of bio accumulation of harmful chemicals is not known and except for agriculture, biocides are used in
and around homesteads. When applying biocides people are often exposed directly to the substance
themselves.
Seeds are an essential part of production. Seeds will be described and problematized in a later chapter more in
detail as example. Most small farmers reproduce their own seeds. High air humidity for example is a
complication for good storage especially of bean seed, which is a precondition for a high germination
percentage. Not only this , but also the search for good varieties make farmers look for quality seed elsewhere:
During sowing seasons many farmers are reported to look for good seed, either at their neighbours and
acquaintances, farmers associations or shops. Of the 10 farmers that I interviewed, four had suffered from bean
seeds with bad quality in the sowing season of 2012: They discovered after preparing the land and sowing their
own seeds during several days, that the seeds did not germinate. Like this, they lost many days of hard work.
Those farmers were also among the poorest that I interviewed in terms of deprived of money, help from family
members and links to people that could help. When visiting another village with somebody from farmers
organisation UNAG he immediately was approached by a farmer who inquired about possibilities to buy seed as
he should sow soon, but did not encounter an easy possibility to acquire seeds. Seeds seem to be an emerging
market for sellers of those, and also for farmers to produce them. In the discourse around higher yields and
better incomes, new varieties of corn and beans are promoted by ministries, NGOs, industry and sellers of
inputs.

3.4 Distinct value chains
Farmers apply different strategies to get more income. One of them is to remind political actors of their
responsibility to improve conditions for farmers, farming and production of staple foods. Officers of ministries
however do not get tired of reminding farmers that creating competitive businesses is the tasks of farmers, such
as creating trade relations and adding value. While there is a need felt by farmers, politicians and ministries tell
that they cannot be responsible for giving ready-made solutions. Conceptually, adding value for the end
consumer by taking steps in processing that otherwise another chain actor would undertake is one way of
upgrading ones interaction in the value chain. There are programs and projects directed to value chain
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upgrading: This can firstly include bettering some production features or selling by applying other technologies
or organising differently. Secondly, it can also mean to do something else: Produce or sell a new product or earn
money differently. Distinct value chains mean therefore ways of acquiring inputs or selling produce in a way that
farmers pay less and earn more. Some exist for a long time already, cooperatives are not novel for example, and
others have not emerged in the region yet.
“The degree of associations in the sector is quasi non-existent” (Delmelle 2006). Since a study from 2006 came
with this conclusion producer cooperatives have been fostered. Although the overall situation has not changed
significantly in Nicaragua, there are several cooperatives active around La Venada with several purposes around
grain production and distribution. Cooperatives for cooperatives as COOPERIO for Rio San Juan do some of the
processing work mayoristas also do such as sorting grains. They try to acquire a better price through delivering a
certain quality, but different to individual farmers deliver high quantities, which enables them to have leeway in
negotiations and to alter the chain. A producer family in La Venada that sells individually but buy inputs with a
cooperative with a favourable price states that they earn fairly well. They bought land recently and the ground is
not exhausted. With inputs being the only and rising cost of production paying less makes a difference. That
cooperative is one of rice producers. The farmers however also plant staple grains. Therefore they make use of
the network to acquire inputs for corn and bean production as well. Another producer however does the same
with another COOPERIO and concludes that she loses: She uses her ground intensively. In order to keep plants
growing she adds various fertilisers which allow a good harvest. Yet the market prices she faces make that her
work is very badly paid. Some farmers form part of the Seed Bank in Los Chiles and others form a group in El
Pavón to buy inputs together, hoping to set up a seed bank as well. A water cooperative in La Venada2 have
worked so well that it transformed and widened its scope: Now producers sell corn and beans together and take
part in the CRISSOL programme which comes with credits for inputs.
There are buyers that come to La Venada for corn and who directly sell to tortilla and other small businesses in
Managua. By this they earn a little more. They however hardly pass their higher profit margin through to
farmers, but reinvest in their businesses. One intermediary reports to try to step into the beef export business,
another local one upgrades his business with a new truck and a shop in the neighbouring city. Judging the price
paid with other intermediaries, it makes the impression to some farmers that both local intermediaries and
others form cartels. This might be true in some cases. However, prices are mostly set by the large wholesalers
and intermediaries depart from there, giving another explanation for intermediaries handling the same prices.
With mayoristas still being involved in the trade and corn and beans, prices are resembled by the business and
market logics that they handle, ultimately orienting at world market prices.
Organic production methods have been stimulated in the 1990’s with projects in sustainable agricultural
production yet few methods are used. Recently, incentives for organic production came back not focussing on
production and problems with it, but for showing possibilities to export. The new law on organic agriculture lays
a focus on certified production for special markets. There is an array of problems with this system for small
farmers and also for poor consumers, and I elaborated on this extensively in my BSc thesis (Langanki 2010).
There is hardly organic production in the research area. Possible reasons are that promoters for organic
agriculture on higher levels focus mainly on certified production for export. As a possible acknowledgement for
other forms of valuation of quality is lacking, this option is not yet taken in the research area. INTA for example
should have to do projects on organic production but have little priority for that as it is about setting up a niche,
while conventional agriculture is connected to all their work they do with farmers. Other forms of production
that try to combine less harmful techniques for people and environment with alternative ways to sell are little
known and promoted. There is some organic and fair trade cacao production in the region. The families that
produce cacao organically do not produce beans and corn organically as organic production is promoted for
export crops. One reason for this is that families do not necessarily work together as one coherent farm. In a
case observed, cacao was the domain of the women and the children, with the cacao trees intercropped next to
the house under conversion to organic agriculture, while the husband worked producing beans and corn a field
away from the homestead. The explanation used for not applying chemicals is that the distant authorities in
other countries check well and are stricter. While there was a discourse about health and the impact of bought
(chemical) inputs versus self-made (organic) inputs amongst farmers that had heard of organic production, they
were not used for production.
There is a niche market for fresh corn cobs that are used for several traditional dishes. One farmer uses a hybrid
variety that produces for selling fresh corn cobs. He works together with a partner- intermediary who directly
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sells to businesses. Selling this fresh produce is much more profitable and allows that farmers to earn a decent
income. For own consumption the family plants another variety. Another niche market is the production of seed
and certified seed. This is now done in the region for corn with some projects connected to Self Help
International. Those are directly sold to veterinarias, agricultural inputs shops or distributors through a
cooperative or project representatives. Also, farmers shift to other products. In La Venada, several farmers grow
or plan to plant yucca. Within a project a processing plant already has been built and farmers hope to obtain a
better price than by selling either corn/ beans or by selling yucca to intermediaries. Farmers also diversify in the
direction of dairy farming, poultry and other animals, cacao or vegetable production.

3.5 Conclusion
Not only the direct actors in the value chain, but also their perceptions and rules for working with each other
have to be described to understand a value chain. Most of the farmers buy inputs, most importantly
agrochemicals, individually from sellers in the village or the next city. While commodity products have risen in
importance, so has the importance to earn an income and partly to get financing. This however is attainable for
high rents only and not to everybody. Most farmers sell to local intermediaries who again sell to other middle
men which sell to small and large wholesalers. There are some alternatives to those major outlets: Some farmers
work in cooperatives, and some local female intermediaries sell smaller quantities regionally. Smaller local
intermediaries do some processing and are more dependent on farmers, while bigger middle men have the
power to ask quality from their intermediaries or farmers. If trust relationships have been built up, the continuity
of trade can be more important than to gamble with good relations by rejecting produce. Therefore quality
perceptions are often not translated into standards in transactions.
Ecological production methods and chains of organic produce are non-existent for corn and beans. Organic
production is with support of the law designed and communicated as marketing niche for export production.
Working according to agroecological principles and other features of this farming style are not taken into
account by relevant secondary actors that could promote organic methods.
Overall, moving up the value chain, insight into the chain increases with big buyers and decreases towards the
consumer. Communication and understanding is lost between not directly connected chain actors. Production
and distribution is also influenced by the supporting or restraining environment of agricultural related ministries,
farmer organisations, NGOs, networks of those, infrastructures, education and enforced rules. Of importance is
all well what happens in facilitated or coincidental interactions of people where information and opinions are
exchanged.
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4) Main obstacles with production and distribution
The aim of this chapter is to look at problems from different angles. Most aspects are therefore described from
the viewpoint of various relevant actors and extra information is given around the issue at stake. This makes it
possible to get an idea of the situation and to see if the actions of different actors to work on some of the
obstacles fit.
Although trucks full of corn or beans, depending on the season, leave Rio San Juan steadily on improved roads,
this should not mask the obstacles that exist with the production of the grains. Alternatives to structural
problems are often not sought as more immediate problems are pressing4. As mentioned in chapter 3, other
studies with a value chain approach on corn and beans in Nicaragua hardly focus on farmers’ problems and if
they do, they do not explain which problems are identified by which actors. Producers of beans and corn lament
various obstacles connected to both production and commercialisation. Many of those obstacles coincide with
what other actors comment about. However, there are also differences in the way different people and groups
of people describe a problematic situation. Both the reasoning and the possible solutions for problems can
differ. Because the actors act from different points of reference and follow different lines of thinking, ideologies
and goals, the directions in which they work may be contradictory and their mutual understanding only partial.
In market situations actors engaged with the production and distribution of corn and beans necessarily have to
work together. The business relationships between actors in the chain sometimes mediate economic interests,
and enable mutual trust relationships. However, power asymmetries lead to one-sided relationships with
farmers, who are often the ones with the least power. Following this explanation, the obstacles mentioned in
this chapter are described along different groups of actors and situation sketches.

4.1

Production and inputs

Some farmers have their own land, others rent land. Landlords may set requirements for land use, which may
inhibit a more productive or sustainable way of production. More importantly, land is soil, and soils are
increasingly becoming depleted and exhausted. There is no room for leaving land fallow, and farmers are heavily
reliant on fertilisers. Elias is one such farmer that has reached his limits. Being old, dealing with health problems
and living a distance away from the road on a hill, from where it is several kilometres to the next buyer, he has
cut the last piece of forest on his land and cannot deploy coping mechanisms such as migratory off-farm work.
Only two trees remain from his recently cut forest: “My daughter comes to get juice from this tree and sells it. It
is a remedy against blood diseases.” However, the seedlings of this tree are lost in the clear-cut fire and it is a
different business to engage with. This man does not have energy for long-term thinking that would have
perhaps been the domain for his children who only visit the parcel. He needs the piece of land to be fertile for a
few more seasons for producing rice. Also, he knows about producing staple grains and has lifelong experience
with this. Natural medicine is something he needs, he tells, and is waiting for sellers from Costa Rica to pass by
again.
While large-scale burning has been halted, some farmers recognise that “...we burn corn rests instead of making
compost, though we know how we could do it. I and other farmers have been trained in compost making to get
fertilisers, but we don’t do this yet.” Those farmers that have had training from extension officers repeat what
they have learnt: “The soil is not good for agriculture; it is forest soil, and therefore it is exhausted now. But we
are used to planting grains.“ Others argue “This is our culture”. Therefore, there is a paradox of ever more
difficult production because of working under sub-optimal conditions against natural conditions which leads to
further complication of production.
During the production cycle all farmers spoken to encounter problems with pests. Many of them report
increased pressure during the last years with new varieties (e.g. babosa, a snail) or massive plagues of e.g. rats
every few years. Mechanical management is time-intensive and this is also the reason why farmers view some
agroecological methods that reach them through trainings as problematic: compared to the use of chemicals
they are take too much time. Moreover, farmers report increasing problems with fungal and other plant
diseases. To fight pests, farmers mainly help themselves with chemical pesticides. Those farmers feel a growing
dependency on agrochemicals, the prices if which are constantly rising, while prices paid by intermediaries for
outputs stay low. Farmers have the constant worry that prices may fall even more. Some farmers, whose family
4 Studies in on value chains of corn and beans or also other goods often include problem analyses. Delmelle and Flores (2006) describe
extensively the corn sector in Nicaragua and come up with a list of bottlenecks for small-scale producers (p.40). They describe the typical
value chain dominated by intermediaries and sellers and their results overlap with this study.
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members have worked for a long time in Costa Rica where agrochemical use in intensive production is
skyrocketing, fear of health issues when using agrochemicals, yet feel trapped in the need to use them. One
farmer comments about the use of agrochemicals: ”We need to unlearn in order to learn again in a better way.”
He meant that agrochemicals are used in an improper way and that they should either learn to use alternatives
to agrochemicals or rationalise the use of them.
A different problem with production is security: The most faraway places to the road are also the most faraway
from police and there is a lot of burglary. Some farmers have been forced to live in villages during the war and
have stayed there, still having their fields further away or staying there for some days in smaller houses. Some,
however, have sold those lands or abandoned agriculture in the region completely for security reasons. It was
even reported that due to envy patches of forest got burnt down. Although security is a topic mentioned by only
a few farmers, for those affected it is a severe issue. The nearby region is also reported to be increasingly home
to drug traffickers.
A technician reasons that projects in the 1990s promoting the use of green fertilisers to suppress weeds came
just too late and at a moment when farmers had already got enthusiastic about agrochemicals, but did not feel
any harm by them yet. A common opinion of external chain actors is that farmers need more knowledge about
agrochemicals, e.g. they use chemical bottles to drink water. “In May the small rivers have the smell of
gramoxone”. Also, there is no enforced or communicated regulation about agrochemicals. Sellers of inputs only
want to sell their products and do not care about the effects, even though they should know that it does not
only harm the soil but also the people getting in contact with it. Eager technicians from the ground are talking
with their bosses but see agrochemical big business as one of the reasons for laissez-faire politics. Technicians
are the ones who see what is happening in the fields and who can communicate within the ministries. But much
of the work planning comes from above and is centralised, and although there is communication from
departments with national levels there is a big question in how far information from below steers measures to
be taken.
A technician with MAGFOR reports the alternative of letting land rest for some years until there are small
secondary forests. Taking such land into production again will result in less weed pressure, while the barer the
land is, the more weed pressure farmers face. This is, however, an extensive longer term option, while intensive
production is promoted and land availability does not allow for this method which belongs to shifting cultivation.
There are techniques to avoid both monocultures and leaving land fallow for periods, yet they have not been
implemented, nor are there plans to do so. Outsiders critique farmers mainly for their poor soil management.
Farmers from other regions in Nicaragua and some technicians state: “Farmers just plant, they do not do
agriculture”. Nearly nobody in the region ploughs the soil, while in other regions of Nicaragua ploughing with
oxen is common along with newer mechanical methods. A single farmer who migrated from the north where
sorghum is a staple food has one field which he ploughs with an ox. He can produce and gets a reasonable
output. However, he experienced that he could not sell sorghum- people are not used to use it. A technician
explains that the use of ploughs would destroy the small layer of topsoil in a short amount of time.
Mechanisation is not promoted. Yet it is possible that in some time mechanisation in other regions will push the
price for corn and beans even lower due to large-scale production.
Farmers lament this as they gained knowledge through diverse channels about the use of and necessity to
produce with Green Revolution methods of agriculture. Now they face the problem that the promises failed to
deliver. New promises for slightly different techniques or inputs are made. While those offers get taken up by
some, others view them with scepticism. There are no real alternatives known and no farmers around that
practise farming styles that lead them out of the treadmill of increased use of expensive quantities of
agrochemicals. The reasons why new pests and diseases emerge or why existing pests get worse each year are
not talked about. They seem a mystery and misfortune to farmers. What is also hardly talked about is the trend
to chontalisation: the more farmers go out of business, the more cattle production comes in their place as they
see no perspective. For the individual farmer the landscaping of a region may not appear to be of great
importance, but it influences them: rain patterns can change with vegetation cover and land use.
Only very few speak about substitutes and different approaches. High-input agriculture is the dominant
paradigm, sometimes with slight adaptations to the natural conditions by looking at climate, weather and soil.
Technicians use the terms agroecology and agroforestry for a different approach but no farmers know them. If
they would know, converting to a different production system would seem unattainable due to the many steps
that are necessary to come to a change. Also, the only way promoted and talked about is intensification.
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While the region is touristically not developed, there are some immigrants to the area that would like to start
community tourism as an extra activity. They notice the attractive beauty of rivers with surrounding trees and
patches of forest which make the landscape very varied. Increasing pollution by agrochemicals, and the taking
into production of small patches of forest threaten the idyll, however.

4.2

Seeds

This part aims to depict the issues actors connect with seeds. Firstly, different values and uses are described, in
order to show how seeds are framed differently. A corn or bean that can be used as seed looks as a dried grain
for consumption, yet it contains different qualities and has been treated differently in order to have the ability to
germinate. In an industrial agriculture view seeds can be seen as just another input to produce crops. As genetic
information can be more decisive for the quality of the output than any production system plant seeds are an
important input. Commercial seeds can be expensive and are thus a lucrative business. Landraces that get
reproduced by farmers themselves are mostly not part of the commodity circuit.
Compared to other regions in Nicaragua more farmers use landraces of corn and beans. A landrace is a variety
which has been adapted to its local surroundings by breeding. Seed providers, such as NGO Self Help
International, INTA, and some government programmes with varying involvement of different ministries
promote improved varieties, semilla mejorada, highlighting traits such as greater productivity, shorter growing
time and improved resilience. Some of the institutions claim that the landraces used in the region have long got
mixed up as there was no real seed management and that they are therefore useless. Improved varieties does
not mean improved landraces, but seeds with genetic material not necessarily originating from Nicaragua or
surrounding countries. They consist of varieties that have come with settlers during the last 60 years and are the
landraces that are used in other parts of Nicaragua as well. By yearly seed selection, however, varieties have
become adapted to the local environmental conditions, which are increasingly changing during the last years.
Most farmers store their own seed for the next year but not all manage to do this well and some forget to select
the best ones. Although there is no great tradition of breeding amongst farmers, seed selection and use for the
next year is an integral part of the production cycle. Reproducing good seeds needs some skills and effort: when
the moisture content is too high beans pre-germinate and are lost for reproduction. Once the best plants have
been selected, the grains of or beans have to be dried very well and then treated or stored in a way that pests
cannot enter and fungi cannot develop. Farmers that fail to store seeds are sometimes depicted as the stupid
ones and the ones with which smarter farmers do small business: corn and beans in seed quality are sometimes
sold or bartered amongst farmers. There are two seed banks in the neighbourhood, to which some farmers in La
Venada and surrounding villages have access to because of having joined a cooperative. The seed bank is a
repository to store seeds safely in silos, reducing the risk of losing their qualities such as germination capacity.
Some farmers in El Pavón plan to build a seed bank there as demand grows.
For farmers, the production comportment of varieties is important, e.g. how many days it takes on average for
beans to ripen from when they have been planted. Not only does a shorter production time mean a shorter time
period for caring for the plants, but also reduces exposure to possibly adverse weather conditions. The longer
the plant is outside, the higher the risks for heavy rains or a humid period, which enhances the risks for fungal
diseases of the plant. Farmers and intermediaries who observe storage traits have noticed that traditional
varieties can be stored more easily as they do not get as easily infested with pests as other varieties. Points of
decision and doubt among varieties are then about which traits are most important. “A local variety, Chile, can
be harvested in less than 2 months.“ says one farmer. A common, improved variety from Costa Rica that has
been planted in the region for a while needs a bit more time to ripen, yet it has other wanted attributes. “The
native corn does it well, but it needs 4 months to grow. The improved corn varieties are more delicate, but they
need only 90 days to grow. They are not hybrid but fortified with vitamins and iron, which is good.”
Some farmers attribute challenges with production to seeds and weather extremes. However, there is no
integral climate change risk planning. Seed development is not viewed as aspect of climate change adaptation,
while seed provision is. Beans are prone to fungal diseases if there are longer wet periods before the harvest,
and traditional corn varieties with long stems are prone to bending and getting damaged with heavy rains and
wind. Those weather extremes augment with climate change. While some farmers and secondary actors talk
about climate change, there is no discourse about adaptation to climate change. An exception is the promotion
and choice for varieties that are less susceptible to rain and drought. Various farmers are explicit about varieties
and make decisions for the one variety or the other according to their qualities for trade, growth periods,
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resilience to weather extremes, etc. Those qualities can be a reason to buy a variety of improved seeds from
shops, cooperatives or to get them via projects. Other farmers are less bothered and do not experiment with
seeds and are convinced of one variety.
Although some Nicaraguan landraces grow fairly well, farmers note problems: the traditional varieties have
some features that make them susceptible to weather extremes that are becoming more and more frequent. A
solution various institutions and sellers promote are improved varieties, which in turn, however, require overall
more inputs and have worse cooking and storing qualities. This means that those varieties are also no solution
for farmers. Next to production there is marketing, and farmers wonder which grain to plant in order to get a
better price, which grain will be appreciated by ‘the market’.
For corn, some farmers buy hybrid seeds, as they find these to be less risky: the certified or classified seeds
germinate to a very high percentage, but producing seeds proves challenging. Farmers that do not succeed in
treating and storing grain well use seed with low germinating percentages- and therefore face the problem of
where and how to make or get good seed from. Storing seed is challenging because of humidity and limited
knowledge on techniques, which leads to pre-germination of grains, making them unusable as seed. Some
farmers do not conduct germinating tests and lose days and weeks of work when sowing bad grains. Derived
from the situation experienced and described in 3.3, and affirmed from technicians and other secondary actors
in ministries and NGOs, just before the sowing period many farmers face problems of seed sourcing. Inexpensive
seeds are sometimes difficult to get if one is not involved in a cooperative that ytades seeds.
Different varieties of corn and beans have their distinct place in cuisine. Various traditional dishes require a
distinct variety of corn due to their cooking quality. A bean’s suitability for food is mostly determined by the time
it needs to be cooked. Only some older people who migrated to Rio San Juan years ago know and like other
coloured varieties, but scarcely plant them around La Venada. People that have worked and lived in Costa Rica
got acquainted with black beans yet hardly anyone plants them for their own consumption.
As trade patterns mix up varieties there is no sorting of corn varieties anymore for consumption. Next to mixed
chains, farmers plant different varieties of corn in a field and different varieties are placed in bags of dried corn
which get sold. Moreover, culture is changing and as such also the importance or place of different dishes in
daily life and with them the varieties of corn used. Only families living far from a tortilla mill tend to still sort corn
varieties from each other for several dishes and give different values to certain varieties. Therefore, the cooking
qualities play a differing and changing role for decisions about which varieties to plant across farming families.
There are families that plant some corn variety only for their own consumption while another variety is planted
for sale. One farmer reports about the importance of weight and uses a bean variety with larger beans for
commerce, while for food he cultivates a different variety and also plants it. In most families the cooks are
women and the ones to be responsible for planting are men. It depends then on intra-family decisions and
negotiations on which varieties are planted. It is not proven that women make those decisions with an eye to
nutritional quality and taste, yet more men are present and influenced by trainings and information gatherings
about improved seeds, which only focus on production. Most farmers prefer traditional varieties of corn and
bean for consumption, but compare them with improved varieties that have different properties. For some,
there is s a trade-off to cultivate improved varieties, while others do not recognise taste differences.
Diets are changing with traditional dishes getting replaced by a less nutritious diet leading to deficiencies.
Adding to this, the traditional technique to boil corn in in limewater frees the proteins lysine and tryptophan.
Without this process, corn proteins are not made available to humans when consumed. Therefore, improved
varieties with more protein are now promoted by some NGOs. Some of them have been developed for Africa,
but are promoted in Nicaragua for nutrition reasons as well. While farmers search for different seeds for
production reasons, arguments for improved varieties with regard to nutrition also sell. There is nobody to sell
the old cooking technique for freeing the protein in traditional varieties.
Thus, there are clearly different opinions concerning seeds. While traditional varieties are in danger, most
institutions see them existing alongside improved varieties. Focusing on production, all seed promoted in the
region are improved, high-yielding varieties. Most farmers dream of varieties that combine different traits and
are both tasty to cultural standards, yet also resilient, productive and easy to store. While some external
influences are difficult to change, seed can be adapted to local circumstances through breeding. The method
suggested would require evolution from landraces, needing at least 10 years to develop the desired traits. Some
farmers know about the possibility to do this. Jorge from Self Help states: “Producers like corn with the following
characteristics: average size, small corn plants, large corn cobs, hard grains which are more difficult to be
harmed by pests, high protein content for feeding it to animals. Therefore, they like a corn variety like
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NUTRADER.” To the traditional criteria, the promoters of improved seeds introduce new quality criteria for
beans and corn, namely their inherent content of minerals. Nutritionists tend to view the solution to nutrition
problems of especially poor segments of society in the enriching of staple foods as the poor are expected to not
be able to procure other foods. For sellers of seeds this gives an extra argument with a completely different
dimension to weigh in the decision-making process of farmers.
The method promoted by institutions is mostly to get improved varieties that have some of those traits. While a
farmers’ cooperative in La Venada did not manage to get part of this project, the same government institutions
facilitating the project elsewhere only promoted high-yielding varieties, following the national logic of the need
to increase production. Those varieties, however, come in a package, and yield only what they promise under
good conditions: enough fertiliser and other agrochemicals. “Agrochemicals have been used in the region for 20
years but with the new varieties they have to be used!” ,tells a technician. However, there are other reasons to
promote those varieties. Nutritionists see nutrition advantages for children below five who are fed improved
corn. As high corn consumption shows a tendency to occur in regions where children have nutrient deficiencies,
INTA proposed various hybrid varieties with a high digestible nutrient content. Those varieties were developed
by CIMMYT, the International Centre for Improvement of Corn and Wheat and have been tested by INTA for use
in Nicaragua (Eitzinger 2012; Pérez- Suaréz 2012). Next to directly coming in contact with ministries, NGOs such
as Self Help International lobbied for these varieties. Farmers themselves state they want to have a good output
price and high output, while they themselves prefer to eat traditional varieties. So even if farmers plant proteinenriched corn, they might not eat it. The fact that the varieties promoted with INTA and Self Help are developed
with a market lens makes them only partly fitting for farmers.

4.3

Money, income and price

Farmers do not name their low negotiation power with intermediaries as problem, but indeed name the
intermediaries themselves for paying them too little to be able to afford inputs and work. As the intermediaries
pay more or less the same, some farmers conclude that they have a cartel and make agreements about prices.
They observe that only the price of inputs, mainly agrochemicals, has risen, and some rightly connect this with
the oil price.
To pay for inputs, farmers need own capital or financing – with little income most farmers are short of cash, and
possibilities for credits are limited. Microcredits are attainable, and cover input costs often enough, yet they
come with very high interest rates. Other credit schemes are tied to strict requirements and legal land titles.
Some farmers have seen others lose land or their farm when credits could not be paid back and are wary to not
run those risks. Most farmers see no alternative than to buy inputs and feel trapped. If there is no money for
inputs farmers often face worse harvests and even less income.
Concerning the market, some farmers name a paradox of market logics: On the one hand it is good and
beneficial for food security reasons if there is enough yield of grains, yet on the other hand farmers then earn
less. They observe that prices for beans have fallen at least since 2000. In 2011, there was an outstanding
harvest of beans which led to a price drop of more than 50% from one year to another. Since then, prices have
remained low and volatile- which is a another problem for farmers. Reasons for prices not going up again are
unclear- some cite export sanctions from the government as possible reasons. Although corn is a bit more secure
as price variability has been lower, farmers have similar problems.
Most farmers sell to intermediaries, be it the local acopiador or a smaller seller that passes by in La Venada
village. They see those intermediaries as a major problem. The buyer sets the price and even has the power to
refuse the product. Some farmers who would like to sell differently and independently would like to access
trainings about selling yet cannot find or access those. A beginning cooperative observed that local
intermediaries already have deals with traders from outside, which makes it difficult for them to begin trading
themselves as alternative local traders.
Farmers complain of low and negative financial revenues, with prices for corn and bean not paying off both their
investment and work. Input prices are on the rise, while outputs are not satisfactory every season. Pests and
diseases further augment the need for agrochemicals, and what is paid for the grain is hardly enough to pay off
the investments made. There are several accusations on intermediaries. Two farmers interviewed elaborated on
how intermediaries form cartels, acting from greediness. Farmers have little power to negotiate prices, and
single farmers mostly get offered a price and have to take it, but I found other cases as well. The strategy of
some is thus to find the right timing to sell the grain. All actors that buy or sell try to play with timing, but
intermediaries and bigger buyers have other options as well.
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Some farmers are organised in cooperatives and have a vision to both process and sell their produce directly in
the region. As cooperative it is possible to act as a smaller intermediary and check amongst bigger ones to
choose the best price. Unfortunately, some cooperatives have to deal with a lot of internal problems, such as
members working selfishly in their own interests only, while compromising the achievements of the whole
cooperative. Other organised farmers see too many steps to be taken that are all just too difficult to organise
themselves. Even though they are invited to meetings with institutions from which they could get help, they see
those meetings as having a different level. They find it difficult to make their voices heard in meetings with many
officials. They find it difficult to shape meetings that are partly organised for them as target group, as they lack
the rhetorical and communication skills that people that work in NGOs have.
ENABAS is only mentioned by farmers connected to cooperatives. Those have the hope of selling for a better
price to ENABAS but see it as tricky as ENABAS does not buy much. ENABAS also often requires a higher quality
which puts an extra burden on the farmers. They also see this shortened value chain made longer by people that
are hired by ENABAS to do the work to go to the villages and buy grain.
Some farmers would be able to plant more vegetables and fruits for the regional market as alternative income.
However, transport is expensive. Therefore, this happens only on a very small scale only and the volumes of
vegetables from other areas in Nicaragua sold in San Carlos market are much bigger than regional produce.
Some farmers diversify and plant yucca or quequisque. There have, however, also been crop failures.
Poor quality lowers the price and many intermediaries do accept that quality. This may be an advantage for
farmers who sell ‘dirty’ produce with a lot of non-edible and degraded grains, but this leads large traders to
believe that farmers cannot produce better quality. As a result, better quality produce does not receive a higher
price in regular chains. Overall, farmers say that they lose out: they do not earn enough, especially not when one
takes labour costs into consideration. They can just keep going because they eat what they produce and because
farming is more than earning a living: it is a way of life, a tradition, as many say. Somebody noted that there are
no possibilities to sell e.g. red corn, which could create an alternative market.
The web of problems with farming as an occupation to make a living make few young people choose farming as
an occupation. Older farmers often keep on farming, telling that it is part of their life, culture and that they do it
although they do not earn and although they find themselves in a squeeze. Young people in the villages
therefore try to take their chance to earn money elsewhere. This intergenerational shift, is, however, not talked
about much.
Many employees in ministries, universities and NGOs also note the difficulty for farmers to attain loans. There is
a vicious circle of financing and quick selling of yield in order to pay back loans and to be liquid- this is one
difficulty for selling produce later. Climate change enlarges production risks and therefore even fewer producers
can take the risk of taking out a loan for production. Several people in ministries link the tendency to sell
produce immediately to short-term thinking and a mentality of wanting to have quick profits and see it as reason
for farmers not earning more. The instable market prices are also widely recognised as a problem for farmers.
Moreover, the lack of access to capital makes it impossible for farmers to add value and do processing
themselves, while they are urged by institutions to do so and accused of not even trying it. A farmers’ union
notes the lack of a processing factory in the region or province, which is one reason for lacking alternatives.
Sellers and intermediaries see those aspects from a different angle: They observe overall quality being too low to
engage in export. On the other hand, some acknowledge that there are no marketing chains for e.g. organic
produce, or beans and corn produced in another way. Several governments have tried to boost rural livelihoods
and providing farmers with better basic conditions by small benefit and relief programmes. They are viewed very
critically by people who have seen other similar programmes come that were not effective. Intermediaries tell
about the increased fuel costs. Although Nicaragua imports petrol from Venezuela at favourable prices, fuel
costs rose steadily during the last years. During 2005/6 there was a period when it was too expensive to
transport export crops by trucks from Rio San Juan to the capital because of high fuel prices (Muhr, 2009).
Farmers state that it is too expensive to arrange transport to Managua itself for the same reasons.
Intermediaries report rises in fuel costs of 150% in 1.5 years. Public transport to the province Rio San Juan was
subsidised by the state as otherwise it would not have been possible for people to travel to the capital. For many
medical or administrative reasons, however, people are forced to go there. With rising fuel costs not only input
costs for agricultural production increase, but also those of other commodities. Also, life in rural areas has
become commoditised and basic necessities have to be bought. Those rose often about 30% in one year.
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When there is little supply, price margins of menoristas and mayoristas are bigger. The bigger intermediaries can
also do this. If there is an abundance of grains, intermediaries gain less. Menoristas orient their prices at
mayoristas and they are the ones who set the prices. The big sellers have personnel to monitor expected yields,
weather, political climate, export, world market, and through their contacts and expert knowledge they have
information about the entire country. Wholesalers or national branches of farmers’ organisations handle
regional quality. Rio San Juan is known to be humid. It is difficult to dry grains sufficiently and often the overall
quality is lower than that from other regions. Because of former experiences with low overall quality, grains
from Rio San Juan commonly fetch a lower price than produce from another region. Again, farmers that deliver
high quality just change the overall mix a bit.
Wholesalers have a good understanding of how the chain works and say that the farmers are clearly the ones
losing out. They also see problems for farmers working in cooperatives and acting like intermediaries- there are
many obstacles to organise transport to the capital and the business world there is unknown to them.
ENABAS buys less than 1% of all grains produced in Nicaragua and therefore is by an agricultural union not seen
as an alternative for farmers. An ENABAS employee explains that ENABAS has the function to be vexatious and
create a bit of trouble towards the other traders.
While Venezuela is promoted by the government as an alternative export market, other actors mention
obstacles to selling there: high quality requirements and self-organisation to enter the chain. The agricultural
union also sees a problem with international trade, as Nicaragua’s small-scale bean production can despite its
low prices for farmers not compete with Ethiopian beans on the market. In order to be able to compete, the
export lobby within the union urges farmers to scale up, modernise and increase productivity.
Another alternative to gain more which is promoted is organic production for export. Traders think that it won’t
be possible to overcome the problems of high certification costs and more labour needed. In contrast to the
limited export possibilities, government policies are not seen to care for the internal market other than through
partial programmes and projects such as ENABAS. It is observed that free trade agreements force the
government to sell imports on the internal market, while other countries have higher standards, which make
export impossible. Imported goods can destroy the internal market. Although there are export limits in place for
corn and beans there is a danger of macro politics interfering negatively.
Many actors feel that the number of cooperatives available to corn and bean farmers is too low. Although
cooperatives grapple with internal problems the Ministry of Home Economics proclaims: “If we do not sell
together, we will never leave poverty”. The ministry’s representative laments therefore the low degree of
collectivism.
While institutions such as MAGFOR and farmers’ organisations make estimates and reports on area planted, and
expected and actual yields, there is no such monitoring about demand. This means that while national
consumption is registered, farmers do not get a more differentiated breakdown of demand.
"The government does not have or bear the responsibility of organising different ways of commercialisation for
farmers." This has been told to me by various ministry employees, both from MAGFOR and Ministerio de
Economía Familiar. State employees reiterate that farmers do not see themselves as businessmen, but that this
is the only way to keep farming viable and secure the country of staple grains. Farmers demand governments to
assist them with the commercialisation of their produce, as they encounter problems of fluctuating prices, low
prices, and a dependency on sellers. Ministries' employees do not get tired of telling people that this is not done
by governments (anymore). Answers include statements that other governments do not help farmers with
commercialisation, and that times have changed since the 1980s, when agriculture was increasingly organised in
collectives, and commercialisation was either a special task, or the old ENABAS would buy products at a good
prics. A person affiliated to a university recognises that adding value to corn and beans would at the moment
mean too many investments for farmers and he therefore tries to motivate farmers to produce high-quality
grains.
ENABAS gives incentives to deliver better quality. The learning effect wished for is that the market rewards
quality, which means grains that are already sorted. “It is not possible to leave a field for some months while
working in Costa Rica. People have to learn this and regain a sense of responsibility so that everywhere food gets
produced”. The institutions is very small, and their mechanism is to buy produce for better prices- however only
from selected groups, mainly working with the CRISOL programme of MAGFOR. The cooperative of Don Silvio,
however, states that the extra work to sell to ENABAS cannot not paid off with a slightly elevated price only.
Prices and national market logics can be described as external to farmers. They cannot influence intermediaries
or large traders, world market prices, export and other market politics. However, the other players in the chain
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do make some profit while farmers largely do not. While farmers may not be able to explain low market prices,
they are often connected to free markets: High and good yields lower the price, following the market logic of
supply and demand.
After years of getting low prices for their produce, especially for the beans, some farmers get desperate and
demotivated. They do not see it worth the effort to plant much. Therefore, some invest less- which means that
they sow a considerably lower amount of beans in years after seasons with price drops.
The rhetoric is about a free market with individuals having the responsibility to organise everything individually.
Farmers are forced to be entrepreneurs by an economic model with minimal government intervention. This fits
the description by Alvarez, Dagnino and Escobar (1998, pp. 21-23). Via economic structural adjustments, the
discourse of individualisation and self-help was part of the social rhetoric accompanying those policies. People
are told that they now form part of economised and individualised markets, and have the responsibility to
compete in those.

4.4

Processing

Farmers experience complications with processing. They depend on dry weather to dry corn and beans in order
to be able to store them. Some of them know easy processing techniques that are a bit more safe: “The roof
with small wheels for grain to dry, that is a nice idea and easy to build. But we do not invest in that, we simply do
not do it.“ Farmers often store grains in plastic bags after drying them to protect them from catching humidity.
But especially for producing seeds grains have to be very dry. If they are not dry enough, they quickly lose their
germination capacity. Some farmers notice that traders normally accept unsorted grains, while some demand
better quality without paying for it. Some farmers organised in a cooperative hope to acquire a machine to
remove the grains as doing it by hand takes a lot of time.
“Producers used to select the grains. Today, they don’t. Therefore, they do not get a good price”. This ENABAS
employee uses easy reasoning, although the situation is more complicated. Beans are more difficult to store
than corn. COOPERIO cooperative which buy and sell larger quantities of corn and beans report that they
experienced problems with drying and larger quantities were consequently spoilt. MAGFOR reports that the
weather over the last few years has become more unpredictable and processing that depends on several days of
sun can be a risky business. They claim to help farmers by providing waxed boxes which do not catch humidity,
but contain lots of chemicals to treat grains for storage purposes. The NGO Self Help has projects which include
all processing form the harvest. In a MAGFOR and INTA project in 2002, up to 35% of farmers are said to have
received a metal silo for grain storage by the government. Large silos that had been installed during the
Sandinista government in the 1980s are said to be destroyed by neglect, as there was no policy for common
grain storage anymore. Yet this is only one part of the harvest and still many farmers continued to not be able to
dry grain sufficiently, as was proven with problems of germination. Some secondary actors accuse farmers of not
cleaning produce and to therefore not gaining enough, while others see as problem that the importance of
cleaning and sorting was not explained well enough. Some traders store grain to speculate on a better price and
need to bank on good drying of corn.
In the olden days, quality norms, prices, trade volumes and mechanisms were different. It is no longer the case
that a higher quality delivered by one producer assures him of a higher price. It seems that meagre overall
quality delivered, or the mere fact that meagre quality is expected to be delivered results in farmers not getting
paid well. But the situation is more complicated. Big buyers have methods to clean grains more effectively as
compared to farmers. Years ago, it was more common for farmers to select grains, yet nowadays some
machinery or techniques that have been applied in the huge cooperatives of the Sandinista revolution in the
1980s have been forgotten, or long been destroyed in the contra war. It seems that there has been a
simplification of techniques and a loss of knowledge, together with worsening environmental conditions, which
result in an overall lower level of quality of produce. Some collectives and cooperatives of the 1980s were well
equipped and had access to cheap credit and technical assistance. After the contra war, the assistance to small
farmers and cooperatives, and most agriculture in general, dropped significantly, and access to machines
became more complicated.
Viewing aggregate numbers, post-harvest loss is enormous among farmers. It is unlikely that less loss would lead
to more income directly, but if more farmers were to store their grain for some time, trade patterns might get
influenced. Without a strategy, however, farmers will not automatically earn more from losing a bit less grain. If
everybody does this, it is likely that prices will just drop a bit because of a higher supply.
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4.5

Education and knowledge

Some farmers connect few perspectives to missing education and information. An older farmer tells technicians
that nobody knows anything about the new varieties that they praise, how they have to be planted and how
farming techniques should be adapted in the face of climate change. Farmers notice changing conditions with
irregular seasonal patterns and weather phenomena. “We would need somebody here who is reachable 24h in
our village!”, he tells, highlighting the need for knowledge and education with new varieties being introduced.
The same farmer says: “If you give us new seed, we also need technical assistance about this variety of beans.”
He is involved in an INTA group of ca. 15 men next to the village in La Venada and sees solutions offered by INTA
as good options. He knows that the new seeds only work if you treat them with fertilisers, get rid of pests, and
combat diseases. However, he is not able to act in the way prescribed by INTA: “I know I should have fertilised
already before. But I could not buy the fertilise, as I did not have the money. There should be manners to get
financing.” Later he describes his dilemma. “The old seeds grow well, they are easy. But they do not yield a lot,
so we’ll die of hunger with the traditional varieties.” So on the one hand he can use a traditional variety that
does not need too many inputs, but he then has no chance of obtaining more produce. With the improved
variety he can hope to acquire all necessary agrochemicals and to then have a good yield, but cannot access the
inputs and lacks the needed assistance to work with the improved varieties. His need of assistance in fact just
persists because the offered solution is not appropriate. It is one technological fix, that. However, does not
include the socio-technical complexity. It seems like a laboratory solution and indeed, INTA seeds get developed
in their laboratories.
About the one manner how education works in the agricultural field Adolfo, another farmer notes: “What are
those trainings for? They give you some inputs, that could be handy. Engineers pass by to analyse the soils, that’s
also good to know. But I have never got involved with those trainings. And no, I do not get to know about the
trainings. And I don’t get engaged in projects. It is too risky, you can lose out, they take 10%”. This farmers lives
off-road, some 45 minutes of walking from the village of La Venada. When it is dry the new road that covers
half the way makes the walk quick. In rainy periods it would mean walking through mud and the fact that this
mud earlier was deep and difficult to pass, further increases the perceived or described distance. The farmer is
not connected to any networks dealing with education. With his family, he produces a variety of fruits and
vegetables and has a quite diversified farm. “We do not sell the fruits, it does not pay to transport them. And the
market in San Carlos was always full of Noni fruit.“ Now there is none, however. They could sell the fruit as a
small seller at the market. But apart from their monetary value, the fruit also have a function: the cows eat the
medicinal fruit, which probably increases their health. The family knows that the fruit is somehow good.
Furthermore, the famer recently began to engage in rice production, although he thinks it is only something for
the trained ones who can afford all the inputs. But he took a fertile piece of land and his rice grows well. ”But
normally we buy rice. You need to use too many inputs for rice and there are too many pests, even the birds...
But killing them is also not just.” He wants to learn from the elder farmers. “And for the inputs, it’s written on
the bottle how much to use.“ He needs to use the whole package: various herbicides, some insecticides and
fertiliser for corn, and one pesticide more for beans.
“You chop some shrubs with the machete, and the weeds and grasses you burn with Roundup and
Gramoxone. For 1 mza you need 1 bottle. It costs about 90 Cordobas. You also need to apply
Carbendazim [a fungicide] and Ciptermetrine [an insecticide]. If you do not do it, this little insect will
eat the bean flower. Probably this insect was also there before”.
But not in the quantities of today. Adolfo even applies a fungicide only few farmers do. Although he is not
connected vertically to institutions, he is connected horizontally to other farmers and family members. One of
them sells local produce on the San Carlos market. She sources it from women only. Sonia bakes and sells
regularly cakes and rosquillas, a traditional corn pastry, in the village of La Venada and has contact to many
people. Het connections provide her with information that is useful for decision about the family farm.
Many institutions speak about a lack of education or ‘miseducation’: Some say that conventional agriculture
made farmers hungry for land in order to be able to sell more. Others see the media promoting consumerism as
‘miseducation’. Technicians that worked with farmers do not understand the fact that often people that visited
their trainings do not change their methods. Technicians ask themselves also if parents, who are often the most
important transmitters of knowledge on production technologies, pass on the knowledge well, as they seem to
recognise knowledge gaps. Although agricultural education possibilities are limited, some young people study
agronomy and agriculture at university level. Too often, however, these people do not work in the fields, but go
directly to work in institutions, change laws but have little practical experience. It is a case of “En casa de herrero
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cuchillo de palo.” or “The tailor’s wife is the worst clad”. People study agronomy in order to make a career,
which leads to some farms of those people being half abandoned. On the other hand, deputies on agricultural
issues are reported to scarcely be educated in this topic, either. The founder of an agricultural secondary school
laments that people rather pay 3 times for getting a title instead of really gaining knowledge.
Technicians who try to answer farmers demands cannot do their work as intended as they have too many tasks
to do. They can either attend to very few people thoroughly or the overall quality of their involvement with
farmers goes down. They reason is that the more varieties of seeds there are, the more assistance people need.
Moreover, when working in projects, technicians lament that bosses and high-level bureaucrats get trainings
instead of them, even though they do not even have contact with farmers. But there are series of trainings
organised with groups of people which leads to one technician commenting: “Those farmers are quite trained.”
A teacher tells:
“We teach already 17 years, but the people do not want to apply things. We work with
certifications, but the people do not want to adopt that, not even for cacao... it is so difficult to
change mentality as people have been doing the same thing for too long.”
Somebody from an environmental NGO says after describing agriculture in the region: “There is no technical
assistance and farmers do not need that. What is needed is to analyse what or who needs to be subsidised.” This
statement is influenced by observed useless encounters between farmers and technicians and critiques both the
methodology, approach and content of technical assistance. Villagers that are not farmers contemplate on the
fact that the region is rich and reason that there is only some lack of education. Looking differentiated at all
farmers, they say that some do not know some basic tricks for farming and those could be helped through
educational activities or assistance by practical companionship, not only trainings. Technical assistance often
proceeds in a way that farmers ask something or tell a problem with production and the technician tells them
what to do and how. Problems are, however, more than technical and farmers feel offended when the
technician tells them again to e.g. use a sequence of various agrochemicals while farmers have no money to buy
that.
A university teacher comments: “The problem is that the people have no alternatives to using agrochemicals
because nobody teaches them.“ Some projects and technical assistance opportunities either have other content,
encourage the use of expensive agrochemicals or give partial solutions and substitutes. Such trainings are,
however, purely technical and do not discuss the topics of practical fitting into daily life or organisation. The
questions of how are not touched upon. “Alternatives should be shown - as concerted effort of universities,
government institutions and others that deal with agriculture...Universities have to go into the field and work
together.” Up to now there are only a few joint programmes. “The institutions do not what they are supposed to
do.” Furthermore, there was a lot of assistance in different forms in the 1980s, which inspires different people to
say that farmers got used to assistance and developed a mentality that somebody will help. Therefore, there is
little development and innovation from within.
Most young farmers in the area have learnt from their fathers, who in turn again have learnt from elder farmers.
In this way, there is transmission of knowledge and also of problems. “One learns from the elders but one also
has to”, tells one man. While the fact that many elder farmers are engaged in the few groups that work together
with technicians could be seen as cutting off younger farmers from hearing some different techniques, those
elder farmers are connected to younger ones and techniques are spoken about a lot in daily life.
As there are few education opportunities and obvious ways to have a prosperous farm or a vision of what a
prosperous farm can be, many younger people do not see a perspective in farming. Ideally, research should be
carried out in the fields together with farmers, studying their production problems and exploring various
alternatives. For some time there was an agricultural secondary school in Los Chiles, not so far from La Venada
villages. However, there was not enough interest in this. There is a branch of a university planned there and
somewhat further away a branch of the state-related practical school INATEC will open, which will possibly also
be agriculture-related. Those are some opportunities for young people, some of whom even struggle to reach
and finish secondary school. Furthermore, every other form of education is expensive: Farmers are hardly able
to pay for their children’s secondary education or job formation. Abilities and knowledge not directly geared to
farming and commercialisation can also help with farm work.
It is important to note that there is no linear relation between educating activities and trainings and behaviour.
There are many factors that influence decision-making processes and the consideration whether knowledge
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gained can be practically used. However, many educational activities and extension services are built on a false
assumptions, that awareness leads to action.
Farmers know from technicians that the soils are not ideal for what they are used for, and they knew it before as
they noticed soils being ‘washed away’ or producing less. Still, technicians’ only solutions are about how to use
soils better in more or less the same way. The problem of ‘soil degradation’ is viewed from a short-term
problem perspective, consequently diagnosed as ‘not enough nutrients’ only, and therefore fertilisers are
offered. Technicians do not show alternatives. They are hired to help relieve short-term production problems.
Taking the symptoms alone and working on them leads to ever-increasing problems. The observed paradox that
the production mode is complicated given the environmental circumstances stays. Farmers’ problems are,
however, bigger, and the nutrient problem is connected to credit and commerce at the moment that external
inputs that have to be paid for come into play. But as technicians, the ones who should help, do not have more
advice, farmers feel an even a greater burden and start demanding for help from governmental actors and other
institutions. Also other methods promoted to farm better demand inputs. Squeezed between expensive inputs
and cheap prices for grains, they demand financial assistance. It is moreover ironical that the same technicians
who do not get tired of telling that the that forest soils are inherently unsuitable for pure agriculture are paid to
promote green revolution agriculture techniques only. Recently, INTA took up composting and the use of
fertiliser plants in their portfolio of techniques promoted. Yet technicians are always paid to do an extension job
in the way the institutions that hires them wants them to work.
The contradictions in practice and environmental circumstances produce a situation which is difficult for
farmers:
“Farmers told me that they had done everything asked of them by the technicians, but after three
decades, they were worse off than ever. A common product of modern agriculture – degrading soil
and water resources, growing pest problems, dependence on external inputs, unfair prices, and
debt – created the preconditions for challenging technology-centred development.”(Sherwood
2009).
The described situation is similar to what is happening around La Venada.

4.6

Squeeze of problems

The problems described above can be synthesised with the concept of the treadmill, here explained by
Sherwood (2009):
“Cochrane (1958) coined the metaphor of the “agricultural” treadmill to describe the self-defeating
process of innovation and debt associated with modern agriculture, especially when a large number
of farmers produce the same commodity. Under such conditions, no individual can influence prices
(i.e. farmers are price takers), so competitiveness depends on improved productivity through onfarm innovation that increase production per area or decrease costs. ...“
The description goes on with techniques being quickly adopted by all to make prices go down. An agrochemicals
treadmill also exists: The more ecocides used, the more needed as resistances grow. Also ecosystems degrade,
which makes it more difficult to farm with nature when a system has become dependent on agrochemicals.
More agrochemicals mean more money needed to acquire them. So without stepping out of the cycle, more and
more output needs to get produced to keep the system running. Therefore, to still earn a profit, efficiency gains
are searched for.
This description can be taken as a summary to the main problems voiced by farmers and other actors in the
value chains of corn and beans originating in La Venada. Because of this, persisting problems can be understood
more easily with the continued existence of the treadmill. The concept-image is furthermore a handy picture to
understand the linkages of farmers and the value chains, which are embedded in national structures and
influenced and framed by various secondary actors. The concept furthermore gives rise to the formulation of
alternatives when stepping partly or totally out of the treadmill. Therefore, sub-problems of the ones described
above can be explained viewed from a treadmill perspective.
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4.7

Conclusion

The problem blocks in this chapter cover most of the problems voiced by farmers and other actors. The main
problems in the value chain are for farmers, and can be summarised with the concept of the agricultural
treadmill. The treadmill is an expression of a systemic problem and acknowledges the interconnected nature of
problems and various pressures.
It has its local specificities but the main point is low prices for output by lower profits, while there is a need to
buy expensive inputs. It is already evident that some issues are equally important for various actors, while other
issues weigh heavier for farmers. The above suggests that many actors view similar problems in the chain and for
farmers.
Seeds serve different purposes, but only some are catered for by interventions. This does not account for
possible side effects. While the promotion of non-native seed is nearly the only intervention with respect to
response to climate change, seeds are not shown as variable and with the capacity to adapt. As a result,
traditional varieties intermingle.
It is important to note that having done research with various actors, connections between problems become
evident and can be described as a web with complex cause-and-effect relations. Every single farmer, trader,
politician, technician has a different perception and sees problems differently. While in this chapter different
opinions were only shown to get an overview, in the next chapter it will be shown what the different opinions
are based on and what effect this framing of problems has.
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5 Problem Analysis
A: Interventions to tackle problems
There have been various projects on the topics which constitute problems in the value chain for different actors.
Those projects claim to tackle one or several problems described in the last chapter. Therefore, this chapter
zooms in on them in order to understand why problems persist despite projects targeting them. Projects in the
research area are described in retrospect and using several case studies of present projects will illustrate how
projects go about and what factors are important to understand how they work. Both the project history of the
research area, the opinions of involved actors and interpretations are presented. Attempts will be made to
explain how come projects focusing on production do not succeed in reaching their stated goals, which mostly
involve technology adoption by farmers in order to overcome problems or reach production goals. This is done
by connecting facts with theoretical concepts: looking at problem owners, their stated and underlying goals and
their assumptions about other actors in the project. Finally, the factors which contributed to the development of
the various projects will be summarised. For the descriptions below concepts described in Figure 3 will be made
use of. Projects that target a value chain can better be made sense of when seen as constellations of different
actors standing alone or embedded in institutions, changing between making part of different networks or not
over the course of time.

5.1

Use of agricultural projects in the research area

Projects are unstable actors in the value chain that appear and disappear and can be described as networks.
They are engaged in building up different routes of the commodity or with changing production factors. They
may influence things, actors, constellations of actors, their connections and background, and influence their
decisions. Different people work over time in projects, and their personal goals and views shape projects. Most
of the projects that have come to the research area and had an influence there dealt with production methods
and techniques. Many newer ones aim at pooling resources by organisation of actors.
The projects referred to in this chapter are mainly development projects with certain goals and a limited amount
of time to try to reach those. While projects might be shaped locally and get the form of a development project
to secure funding, most of the projects in the research area and referred to have not been a result of a problem
analysis on the local or regional level. As problems in rural areas are viewed to be replicable and solved by a
certain developmental approach, they are often in locations and with beneficiaries predetermined on a global or
national scale. They arrive through collaboration with local broker NGOs and organisations. Typically, these
projects work with a certain number of beneficiaries, for example a total of 180 families in the department of Rio
San Juan, distributed over 10 villages. Taking into account that the municipality of San Carlos alone has a
population of over 50,000 suggests that projects of this dimension have a character of pilot project, still involving
substantial funding.
In the 1990s a number of agricultural projects were worked on in the research area. How did those projects
come about? One reason for the many agricultural and development works being done in the form of projects is
the reduction of investments in extension and other supporting functions for agricultural production and rural
development in neoliberal Nicaragua of the 1990s. NGOs took over duties arranged by the state before, for
example in the form of extension. In the 1980s every few villages in Nicaragua and Rio San Juan had their own
technicians. There were cuts in assistance for small farmers with new policy focuses in the 1990s. Some of the
tasks were taken over by projects for a certain time, until they stopped and then were again partly taken over by
other projects. During the Sandinista period attempts were made to organise farmers into collectives and
cooperatives, and those structures were used as basis for agricultural extension. Most of those enforced
structures were dissolved by the mid-1990s. Extension, in the form of projects, subsequently was directed at
individual farmers. Several people named this as difficult.
“In the 1990s we worked with the concept of Larga Vida. Today, we know this as sustainability.” Contents of
NGO agricultural projects were often agroecological methods about enriching soils by cultivation of local and
introduced leguminous plants, biological pest control or natural fencing. Projects lasted mostly three to ten
years and foci were mainly donor-driven. In the 1990s they can be traced back to the discourse on conservation
and natural resource management of, for example, secondary forests. In this line, a Swiss-funded project
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TRANSFORMA on technical transfer for forest management resulted in the creation of a network of
organisations and projects, REMARIO. Part of REMARIO were courses, extension activities and trainings. Next to
this there were research activities on the socio-economics of secondary forest management. Part of the training
was to show income possibilities with products of sustainably-managed secondary forests (CATIE 1999). Also, a
project with EIRENE/ CIPRES from 1991 to 2000 focused on capacity-building among farmers. It was subdivided
in three-year periods and under the vision to conserve forests it included one project phase with knowledge
exchange and agroecological methods. PROSUR was another project on agricultural production which was
executed by different organisations and that received more than one million Euros of funding, similar to the
Programa de Desarrollo Agropecuario en el San Juan, the Program for Agricultural Development. The project
Manejo de Agricultura Sostenible y Recursos Naturales Sustainable Agriculture and Natural Resource
Management was referred to as Auxilio Mundial, which was the executor and funding agency for the next
project with a budget of €1 million. The farmer-to-farmer approach to disseminating agroecological methods
resulted in Rio San Juan in PCAC, Project Farmer-To-Farmer with similar activities. The underlying rationale to
the project that originated further north in Central America and Mexico was to create a new farmer movement
for agroecology. It was running in many parts of Nicaragua and in the research area for 10 years.
All those and other projects follow a top-down way of trying to solve local problems and implementing solutions
and mechanisms coming from different paradigms and views. If a project conveys certain ideologies or logics
that are new and not told by anyone else it depends solely on the execution of the project if the logics and
methods with be understood and taken up.

5.2

Project failures: Is there a problem with projects?

Techniques and practices that were subject of many projects have not been sustainable in the sense of entering
practice. A technician who worked in several projects in the research area applies the following saying: “El
muerto al hoyo y el vivo al bollo”. The dead body is not even in the grave yet, but the people who should mourn
already go on with their life. This means in this context that if the project cycle is over the project vanishes,
nothing stays, and the project’s participants go on with other things. None of the numerous projects on
agriculture, and mostly corn and beans, that he worked in has succeeded in building up structures or resulted in
intended change. Still, technicians that worked with the projects in the 1990s claim that they were good. Staff
thought to have done a good job, but stated that money in some cases was lost in bureaucracy concerning
project rules. They ask themselves why farmers have not taken their offer and adopted techniques that they
promoted and come with various explanations. Technicians who worked with farmers, teachers in universities,
or bureaucrats in state institutions conclude for example that “farmers have become lazy”. This will be referred
to in chapter 6. Former project employees come to this conclusion, as in their view “good projects” failed to
have the influence expected and did not make farmers act as suggested. Some farmers conclude that extension
during agricultural projects has never given them useful insights. But people connected to former projects
acknowledge that projects also came with other benefits. This leads to the conclusion that projects evolve during
their execution. They may have some influence on, but not necessarily solve externally predetermined problems.
Those points will be explained throughout the chapter.
Projects fail around the world. On all levels people involved in innovation, assistance, and development have
been discussing possible reasons and experimented with what to do. “Old mistakes” are repeatedly analysed by
sociologists and anthropologists (e.g. see Loker 2000), and this chapter represents another such analysis.
Behavioural sciences, environmental psychology and sociology, technology studies and other fields have for
years worked with models on change, learning, awareness and action, and also can explain why intended
processes of change did not go the way expected. In the 1980s in Nicaragua societal and agricultural projects
with the Sandinista revolution, for example, were inspired by the liberation pedagogy of this approach.
Elsewhere, for example in Brazil, it inspired the methodology of the agroecological practice, science and
movement, but in Nicaragua it was used inconsequently and barely came back, neither in state-funded nor NGO
projects.
Also development studies try to explain how projects evolve and some readers use the insights in order to
intervene differently. “As long as people are viewed as something to be developed, rather than agents of their
own development, this failure will persist.” (Loker 2000). Although this is not the place to reflect about
development as such, it has to be noted that this rationale underlies projects persistently and any attempts to
change things is still done by creating projects and development interventions, and therefore can be criticised
for exactly this. There are therefore approaches avoiding extension and education from above that try to foster
local innovation or look for examples of success to inspire people to choose from and see what fits their personal
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projects. Elsewhere in Nicaragua, Farmer Fields Schools (FFS) do well. Reflecting on successes and failures, San
Carlos’ agronomists think of starting those in the research area as well.
Elsewhere, there have been trends away from top-down planned and implemented mega or mini projects to
participation on all levels. The criticised separation of scholars and practitioners gave rise to action research
manners of working. With new forms of projects and learning the old models have, however, not disappeared.
Also, all those projects have difficulty in responding to structural problems, but techniques or organisations can
fix some problems for (groups of) individuals and have the potential to grow. There is always the question of
how to do so, when everything else stays the same. Therefore, project failures can entirely be foreseen, says
Kumar (2002). Moreover, those failures can be foreseen not only by scholars, but by any experienced person:
possible beneficiaries and people getting employed by projects.
Organisations that worked with groups of farmers and promoters in the 199s often stuck to working in the same
villages when acquiring new projects and searching farmer participants for them. A logical reason for this was
trying to invest in some people in a continued way. While taking place in the same villages, the individual
projects involved different participants. Another reason to work in the same communities was to sustain support
for the organisation in one locality. An agronomist working in the region comments: “All the NGOs work in the
same villages. They systematically exclude others, so those people do not get a chance.” But another reason for
this is that government-related projects require beneficiaries to live in villages close to a decent road. “Some
experts come from Managua and there is no time and money to make them travel even more.” This way
projects exclude the villages with the least infrastructure, and possibly greatest hardship.
“ The region of Rio San Juan always has been considered as a difficult one, up to a region
impenetrable for technicians and agricultural extension workers. Those normally would look for
another place to work again as soon as possible. The group for farmer experimentation, some
fertiliser beans and a radio programme changed this situation.”
Holt-Jimenez (2008, translation by author) states here that PCAC was the first project in the region which
managed to send technicians to faraway villages, while government projects employed technicians that would
soon back off because of the physical hardship of travelling to a region that lacks infrastructure. For an ongoing
NGO project with a ministry on corn varieties the NGO states:”They [MAGFOR] suggested to only involving
farmers that live near to the road, because they will send 3 technicians from Managua to supervise the fields.” It
is possible that requirements for other state projects were adapted to the fact that staff would not be motivated
to stay in the rural area in Rio San Juan and therefore projects were adapted to lifestyle possibilities of
engineers.
With the Farmer-to–Farmer approach the concept of ‘promoters’ was introduced and spread to other projects
that included agricultural extensions or social development. The projects concentrated on working with a few
people, assuming that those would teach others, or would be sought after by other farmers who want to adopt
what has been learnt during the projects. By this means the initial projects could spread horizontally and
possibly have structural impacts. Antonio, the technician who worked twenty years in projects that tried to rely
on the promoter concept stated that this concept did not work out. It is, however, still being used by state
institutions, NGOs and farmer organisations.
Another story about beneficiaries of several projects is recounted by one worker: “In two cases, they hired me to
evaluate the projects in the region of Rio San Juan in Nicaragua, every time with a different NGO. In both travels,
the NGO took me to the same farmer and introduced him as “their” promoter. While this farmer obviously did
not get reimbursed for voluntary work, it was also obvious that he got assistance by the NGO, e.g. travels, access
to seeds, training, ideas, etc. When I asked him why he worked for two different NGOs, he stated: I am Farmerto-Farmer. Those NGOs help me to do my work”. The autonomous promoter is common in the Farmerto=Farmer movement. “ (Holt-Gimenez 2008, p.274) Here the multiple times benefitted farmer is seen as
defines himself as promoter of the farmer-to-farmer movement, who is facilitated to do this by getting help
from projects. In that sense, the farmer uses the project opportunities which come to him for his own agenda,
which is a societal one in this case.
In chapter 6.2 it is further explained why a farmer does not just adopt techniques promoted by projects,
considering their agency and fit into their life projects. Next to this, the example illustrated the difficulty of trying
to rely on voluntary promoters in general: not getting benefits reduces the number of people who are willing to
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spread the word or techniques or even try to convince others of what they practice. The amount of people that
will be reached depends also on the status or opinion that other people have about that person and of their
social status. If a promoter is somebody who is scarcely connected with other farmers, is regarded as strange, is
from a different party or religion, or is considered an opportunist- all these factors may lead to nobody viewing
what they do as attractive to try out.

5.3

Four case studies of actual projects

By researching several projects in different stages it becomes evident how many different actors are involved
with them and what their roles are. Events and what they are connected to are described in detail in order to
show the snowballing character of the stated projects in execution, contrasting it to linear project goal-reaching
sequences. While there is no judgement given on how projects should go about, it will be shown that projects
that have a stated goal to tackle a specific problem for a group of people may have entirely different outcomes.

5.3.1 Case Home Garden
This case study is an illustration about involving the right people, but also for politicising agricultural assistance.
The anecdote is furthermore an example of a top-down project that in this case comes from the government
responding to goals on poverty reduction and food security. It shows how a project drafted by a state institution
is perceived very differently by different people involved in it.
A state-planned project reached out to the municipality San Carlos and the La Venada district during 2012: several
people that worked in different institutions talked about an urban gardening initiative and that it should also deal with
environmental concerns. After hearing about it as a municipality project, also an IDR representative told about the
project. He mentioned a gardening project and sketched huge amounts of seeds, beneficiaries and pictured large
amounts of vegetables to be produced around houses and in home gardens within a short time. There were, however,
many challenges with setting up community or urban gardens and the need for time and effort to facilitate gardening;
from making people interested to skill-sharing and finally seed selection. Therefore, this project seemed to be
doomed. Additionally, former regional projects with women, the ones traditionally and currently working in vegetable
farming, provide a local body of knowledge concerning more challenges. The local situation is that few people have
extensive home gardens, and even in faraway rural villages traditional vegetables come from the north of the country,
making them expensive and thus constituting only a very small part of the diet.
When some weeks later going along with an INTA technician to visit some bean and corn farmers of his group of 12 in
one village, I heard him casually asking about their possibility to plant some vegetables. He told that he was asked by a
person working in another agriculture-related ministry to find people that have surplus land and space to plant
vegetables for a family garden project. When the farmer said that he had no space left, the technician asked about his
neighbours or wider family. The farmer negated and the topic was closed.
Investigating afterwards I found several state programmes that could have been meant by the project around San
Carlos: it could be the broadening of the Programa Huertos Familiares which is about gardens in both rural and urban
spaces (Canal13 2012), to be executed by the ministries MAGFOR and IDR. It is possible that the Rio San Juan edition
began in Managua and then spread to the provinces some months later. In the meantime, IDR transformed the
Ministry of Home Economics, got more funding and employees, and also many more tasks Programmes such as the
above-named were transferred from the responsibility of MAGFOR to the new ministry. The director was involved in
many activities, amongst them election activities. The technician that I went with wanted to do that field visit already
two weeks earlier, but at that time was too much involved with election-related activities. The positive thing about
involvement in election campaigns is that state employees from different agriculture-related ministries meet and can
talk about projects and possible common components. However, the responsible person did not try to involve those
that had worked on home gardens successfully before, although knowing them personally. Precisely this is a problem.
It is evident that state employees try to involve state employees from other ministries in their projects when they
cannot cope with the workload. Involving outsiders could be seen as lacking prestige, status, image for individuals, and
a lack of authority on behalf of the government.
For 2013 a similar programme was announced by the government, but bigger in scale and scope. In August 2013, the
first lady as spokesperson for the Ministry of Home Economics communicated that “1000 families will plant fruits,
herbs and vegetables“in various departments (RadioNicaragua 2013). In the meantime, the new Ministry of Home
Economics states on its website to have initiated the Programa Solidario Patio Saludable, the Solidarity Programme for
a Healthy Home Garden, to mitigate food crisis, re-enact the right to food and produce vegetables in patios in a safe
manner. In order to do so, the “programme” counts on the participation of state employees, families and the
Sandinista political youth organisation (Mefamiliar 2013a and 2013b). Therefore, the programme seems to be a followup of the 2012 edition in Managua, during which only some programme components were executed. As it is
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mentioned that the programme should count on the solidarity of the participants and the Sandinista Youth, the
political youth organisation, the programme is identified as a highly politicised event. Since 2007, state projects under
the Government of Reconciliation and National Unity are often accompanied by extra events and ceremonies as
propaganda for the ruling party. Especially shorter term projects without institutional assistance are accompanied with
colourful rhetoric from state employees on all levels. This contrasts the casual and last-minute manner of how the
gardening programme was implemented. Politicisation is further discussed below. However, the communication
around the project shows how projects arrive in a rumour-like manner.
From the initial communication that “There will be something happening with vegetables and home gardens” it took
several months until related ministries were asked to help with the execution of the programme. In the manner that it
was communicated people could not know what exactly came with the project- was it only gifts, what had to be done,
would there be any follow-up, how politicised is it, are there possible disadvantages? Is it a sort of contract farming, or
are the vegetables meant for own consumption? The way the technician asked about the participants’ will to plant
vegetables did not suggest that little space and land would be required, as probably intended by the project.
Although the report on a programme on family gardens shows a man as well (Canal13 2012), it is mostly women that
grow vegetables, especially if it is around the house, which would also have suggested a different approach than
asking INTA group members, which are nearly without exception men, both technicians as farmers. Those farmers
want to earn more and have more production, but they want to solve problems with bean and corn production on
which their income depends. Those men, moreover, are older than 50 and specialised in corn and beans, forming a
narrow group. Before mentioning the garden project, the farmers lamented the fact that technicians did not attend to
the farmers sufficiently. Not being content with the way INTA works and getting too little assistance, they were
furthermore not inclined to help the officer, who again was helping out somebody from another ministry, which did
not have people that work in the villages, only office staff. It is not known how the home garden project proceeded,
but it illustrated several particularities of government projects in the field of agriculture, such as working with a
predefined number of beneficiaries. In order to show success, exact number and tables reported. There is no
information available as to what happened after the people transformed into beneficiaries.
Whereas current state projects under the umbrella Hambre Cero have follow-up activities, smaller projects cannot
count on this. Additionally, there is no time for the promotion of the project and selection of beneficiaries. What in
this example has been communicated by the INTA technician is what he heard from somebody else in a brief
conversation, and that person never explained the goals of the project fully. From interviews with employees it is
known that how a project evolves depends to a great deal on the motivation and dedication of staff, as assisting
families involves topics that have e.g. gender components and touch upon sensitive topics.
As the programme is directed to ‘poor‘people, those should be considered. Although there are stratifications and big
disparities in villages from the very poor to middle class, most people qualify as poor and therefore there is no need to
select in order to fulfil project requirements that target poor farmers. However, this is not a requirement in this case.

The garden project thus illustrates that a project planned on a higher level can be viewed very
differently by people and institutions that get involved in it and that are supposed to implement it. With
many institutional actors on different levels involved, the project explains itself differently on different
occasions; an objective project does not exist, every actor involved in the project has their own
interpretation of it. Political actors use the project to reach a high number of people for propaganda
beforehand, while the ones who should execute and form the project have no time to do so. The
images and rhetoric on the national level and in media does not necessarily reflect what decentralised
governmental institutions make from those plans. While it is questionable if the project reached its
goals, it was enough to produce nice footages for promotion on government websites. The original
project goals were not communicated when trying to enrol people for the project.

5.3.2 Case PAPSSAN
The project goals of PAPSSAN apply directly to the main identified problems by most of the actors in this
research: production and selling. Research was conducted during the phase for farmers groups to apply to get
part of the project on seed production. It therefore serves as example for trying to investigate if the way how to
set up this project and the objectives of farmers are the same.
The most recent project in the research area is PAPSSAN, a project financed by European Union. The Nicaragua
government is with 5% Co-funding body of the project of which the initial phase forms the case study.
There were several reasons for the content of those projects. With the project the donor writes that they want to
tackle future possible food insecurity by making available more landraces and certified seed in order to elevate the
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productivity of staple grains on a national scale. It is stated by the project that productivity of staple grains is below its
potential. One of the reasons is limited use of certified seed and quality landraces, which inspires the mission of the
project. Finally, farmers shall also get more income by getting trained in both commerce and organisational skills (INTA
2012) . The expected results are better supply with and selling of seeds, higher productivity, less losses in the chain
and higher income for farmers. For the government of Nicaragua it is a means to execute their policy plans on a
Sistema Nacional de Semillas de Nicaragua (SNS).
Farmers’ reasons for producing certified seed is often to get an extra income. To do so , however, they have to invest
heavily, and this gets subsidised with the project. The hope is that after the project is over the farmer groups continue
alone with producing and selling certified seeds. Most farmers use mixed landraces and would probably benefit from
participatory phyto improvement, which is done in most of the project cases. However, the project runs maximum
four years, and to get a new race it needs 10 years. So then there can no stable adapted varieties be produced, unless
the accent lies on sharing skills on breeding. After the project phase there is however no financing for that anymore.
Besides, the project is about improving organisational capacities and trade. These are things farmer groups possibly
want to learn. Many farmer groups want to get engaged in commerce. It is however not clear that the farmers get
trained in what they ask for. In the end a lot lies in the flexibility of executing technicians and their superiors to react
on demands. Therefore, the outcome of the project is open.
There are two angles of the project described in the extensive project documents. One was presented as “certified and
organic production for export”. Reading project documents one option should be the production of certified seed, but
not necessarily organic or for export, as ‘translated’ to farmers by the NGO that conveyed information. This created
confusion. At an information meeting about the cooperation of a farmers’ cooperative and a NGO to apply for taking
part in the project, the farmers were uninformed about full content and need the NGO as broker to understand the
projects’ dimensions. One of the issues lamented by the group of farmers was that none of them is able to understand
and write project offers and proposal, and therefore the farmers are not able to advance towards getting into selling
and not only producing grains.
The project description encompassed countless documents that the NGO had difficulties to work through in a given
time. The partly edited information for farmers still was presented with foreign words. The farmers did not know
about the inherent difference of the two projects paths. They had their own wishes and aspirations, and tried to fulfil
them by taking part in the project. During the meeting the opinions changed from “We want to produce certified
seed” to “we only want to produce our own local landraces” according to the extra information the NGO was giving. As
the project addressed all regional staple grains beans, corn and rice, farmers even understood that they have to
engage in all of those, tough they mainly focussed on rice. However, the main point of debate was not the content of
the project; it was assumed that it was a means to get to the groups’ stated common goals. The project would imply
many other workshops and activities, which could be adapted by the NGO on the basis of a SWOT analysis made on
that day. The important points of debate lay in the financial part: Although the project should nearly be fully financed
by the funding institution EU, the requirements were demanding for the newly forming cooperative: They needed to
show to possess commonly a piece of land, which had to be officially measured and a design for a building, which
meant high investments for every single farmer. Those doubted to pay that or take a loan to do so due to the implied
risks: They all know farmers that had lost their land because of not being able to pay back loans. Also, loans often are
only given to those who possess an acknowledged land title. However, also in Rio San Juan an unknown but substantial
percentage of farmers work on contested land and may have a contested land title, report an advocate of INETER and
a technician that worked in on measuring land of people that tried to get a title. This makes the respective farmers not
make them eligible to credit. Finally, the cooperative as legal entity was just forming, although the group of farmers
already had been working together for quite some time. As money had to be pooled, the success of the effort of all
depends on the comportment of single members, creating fear of free riders.
After the application phase and before it was clear who will execute the project, there was a meeting communicated
as being organised from the PAPSSAAN project, as a part of a start-up phase. Invited were farmer leaders, technicians
and employees of agriculture related ministries. A coordinator of the project on national scale was there. One
objective of the meeting was to facilitate direct contact to conveyers of agrochemicals and seeds. Furthermore it was a
opportunity to discuss with each other and ask questions. Under the name of the project, the main content of the
reunion was a lengthy presentation of a Nicaraguan daughter firm of Syngenta on the use of new varieties of beans
together with a vast package of agrochemicals. The message conveyed was that branded inputs can get to producers
without intermediaries. The discussion was mainly on a technical level, and showed the knowledge intensiveness
behind the seemingly easy to use agrochemicals. The packages offered seemed much more extensive than what
farmers in the region use. More expensive products were suggested to be used in a sequence, meaning larger
quantities in total, and a heavy investment.
INTA is the responsible organism for skill enhancement in this project. Their expertise is mainly technical. As already in
their INTA groups, again with this project INTA promote techniques that depend on high financial inputs to farmers
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that want to see low cost alternatives. The project comes in the form of subsidies to both INTA as the partner of
execution and the beneficiaries of the projects. They receive as gift importantly trainings, after having fulfilled entry
criteria. Working with local seeds, there are three seed banks being constructed in the municipality of San Carlos
which planned to be managed by farmers.
As the farmers of the La Venada group were checking their opportunities, they negotiated simultaneously with
another broker NGO to do the project together with them. However finally, they did not get chosen, although there
was only one candidate of the same region. Instead of them, it was another group of farmers, not organised into a
cooperative, however members of farmer association UNAG. Those farmers did not ask for the project, however they
were offered to be part of the project after project plans already had been written. The partnering farmer organisation
manages to mobilise farmers to take part in the project and delivers a technician that works with the farmers. Without
the project, the farmer organisation did not have the financial means to employ technicians to give technical
assistance to their members, membership numbers were in decline. So besides contributing to the goal of the project,
which is the task of the partnering organisation, the farmer organisation rejuvenates itself and trust with their
members by executing this project. The main writing part of the project proposal was done by UNAG of another
province, which employs staff that handles EU application style. The Rio San Juan UNAG contributed local information
on agriculture that they possess through experience; next to this they did a survey. Similar mechanisms applied for
earlier projects (see Holt-Gimenez 2008 pp. 253).
Two technicians carry are carrying out this project with 85 farmers at the moment. As the technicians know both
projects, the area and different forms of learning it is possible that the project contents get readapted to the both the
objectives of farmers and the project conveyors. The project option chosen by UNAG was the one for ‘traditional
seeds’. But it depends on the staff members to juggle between stated and underlying project goals and the ones of the
farmers. One of the technicians reports in October 2013 when the project runs for more than half a year already: “We
produce seeds for alimentation, realise experiments with at least five native and domesticated foreign varieties
[acriolladas+, growth plots, clearing and preparation plots and other tests.”
In the following different actors’ positions, involvement and opinions are shown in order to understand their different
goals and framings with the project.
The Nicaraguan state has to work on the issue of food security, it is internationally important. However, Nicaragua is a
grain exporter and for food security, there one can argue that there is no primary necessity to bring up production.
This suggests that there are other reasons for putting this project under the name of food security.
The Nicaraguan government however arranges food export possibilities to Venezuela in exchange for support in
different forms. I spoke with a farmer in Rio San Juan that hopes to sell corn and beans to Costa Rica and NGO Self
Help tells farmers about and prepares them for this option. Production increases would therefore favour exports. In
the news ministers proudly report that so many tons of beans are already demanded from abroad. Potential grain
export to the Costa Rican market is not traditional bean and corn varieties. The Costa Rican market demands hybrid
corn varieties with different looks and properties, and such as Venezuela black beans instead of red varieties. Most
Nicaraguans do not like those varieties although some have become acquainted with black beans through migration. It
is questionable if putting up production should be done for ensuring national food security, although proclaimed so by
INTA. Producing varieties that are not wished for potentially produces conflict with food sovereignty. In 2011, during a
bad harvest of beans, the government banned private commercial bean exports, also those that have been agreed on
before with contracts. At that time the minster of MAGFOR announced that production increases are only needed for
export of beans, which has since after the mid 1990ies increasingly become an income for Nicaragua. Neighbouring
countries partly rely on the import of Nicaraguan beans. In order to facilitate black bean production for export there
should be programs of irrigated fields in the North of the country.
Looking at farmers’ wishes and their perceived bottlenecks we see that there is not a majority of farmers that want to
grow and bring up productivity. Overcoming their stated problems with pests, diseases, soil fertility and nutrients
could also be solved introducing different manners of production with other outputs next to corn and beans.
Therefore, bringing up productivity by working on varieties can be a part of the solution, but this however one
amongst many that is possible. However, as the project was directed at cooperatives, all farmers not organised in a
cooperative were excluded beforehand.
The NGO which was a broker for the La Venada farmers group is in constant need to convey projects in order to keep
their organisation running. They are open about their need to sustain basic housing and administration and act and
see themselves as facilitators for farmers and other people. They back on a good reputation of 19 years of facilitating,
initiating end executing (rural) development projects. It is evident that their workload and precarious mid-term
financing made it difficult for them to invest more time and energy into this project. From communication it also
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seemed evident that they take the chance but not put all energy, as certain parts of the process were non-transparent
which made them doubt.
The provincial part of farmer organisation UNAG got enrolled in the project as another province’s UNAG wrote a
proposal. One locally experienced technician wrote the local part, negotiating with the other province’s staff, and
suggested the villages from which farmers should form part of the project. While the La Venada farmers were required
to already from a formalised cooperative, for the other farmers it was enough to be member of UNAG which is a much
lighter criterion. I tis not clear how this could happen, but making the legal status of being a cooperative a
demarcation seemed unreasonable, perhaps UNAG could convince INTA of this, although stated criteria did not
change . It also was implied for those farmers that they will take part in the traditional variety part of the project,
which seemed logical given the resources. The interpretation of the technician in the end shaped the way PAPSSAN
got implemented.
Finally INTA took over the role to implement the project of national scale and with it the stated goals of financing body
EU. The meeting about a shortened agrochemicals chain showed that they pick their part make their interpretation of
project goals: In an interview the director of the provincial INTA stated vehemently that PAPSSAN is not about
producing seeds but about cooperatives’ infrastructure. Seed related projects would come in a later stage with World
Bank and FAO financing, while the PAPSSAN project details say the contrary. The meeting that he organised breathes
his interpretation of the project’s focus.

It is evident that the ultimate receivers of the project got enrolled in a totally different way than the
other group of farmers was planning to join. The farmers group that wanted to join the project shows
totally different levels of organisation and articulated agency than the farmers that finally participated
in the project. Negotiations to join and the final enrolment of another group were again brokered by a
well organised branch of a farmer organisation form a different place, thus with external assistance.
They were allowed to interpret some in the paper stated requirements very broad, which shows a big
inclination from INTA to work rather with this farmer organisation than with the NGO. The different
actors that (tried to) work with the project have slightly different intentions for doing so. Some
dominant people try to shape the project more than others in the start-up phase. This phase is a
situation of negotiation, and a bit of power –play. Topics that seem not fit to the project are made carry
its name, shows the INTA meeting on shortened chain for branded agrochemicals. This is possible
because a ministry’s employee was allowed again to interpret the project requirements were broadly
and there was nobody to control that person. Secondly, as high employees of ministries are closer to
the president, they have more influence and people may object less aloud, enabling opportunities for
political rhetoric.

5.3.3 Case INTA seed giving
This case study illustrates politisation and should be read with the question of “Assistance or propaganda?” in
mind.
As assistance to small farmers, the INTA by order of the government organised a gift giving ceremony where some
farmers received a small amount of seeds of a bean variety chosen by INTA. That event was just the handing over of
the material and part of a project. The event was repeated throughout the province and possibly the whole country
about a month before provincial elections. INTA had preselected 60 farmers connected to the groups of farmers from
the La Venada district and neighbouring ones that receive technical assistance by INTA in irregular intervals. The
intervention was content wise put in one line with poverty alleviation programs such as Hambre Zero. The beans came
from Michigan State University, paid by USAID, the United States Agency for International Development. By the head
of INTA however the seed was described with as gift from President Ortega, attributes as good seed, bettered,
promising good yields.
The INTA stood there as institution representing the governing party and depicted bean seeds as gift by the president
and a small step in the effort by the government to lift farmers out of poverty. There was a sermon and Christian song
initiated by a farmer’s leader. The word was also given to a local candidate of the Sandinista party, telling that the
various municipal and governmental institutions cooperate in order to work for the poor. An INTA technician spoke
about the need to treat seeds with affection and sympathy. This is contrary to technical language used during visits of
farmers, e.g. the right mixture of insecticides. By this value discourse they create a climate of non-rationalism and
perhaps prevent farmers to talk about wider problems with production during the event. Technicians did not tell about
the origin and built-in qualities of the seeds and also not about who advised INTA to select those beans. The 'gift' of
collaboration with a US universities’ breeding or plant sciences department is portrayed as gift of Daniel Ortega and
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the FSLN party. As I noticed a US university as the origin of the seeds, a farmer reacted impressed by the fact that the
seeds originated in an institution with a lot of prestige.
A lengthy speech of the head of the department’s INTA followed. The INTA representative politicised and
emotionalised the event, talking with hints on moral:
“Producing more we want to continue to move forward, we want to lift people out of poverty. And this is the pure
goodwill of this government. Who has just given you something like this during the last 16 years? We want to support
the small and middle sized producers! “
The Frente is shown as paternalistic patron figure that will be generous in the future as well- with small gifts, therefore
the party deserves to be re-elected. Next to it however, the strategy for poverty reduction is revealed: Higher
production, with- high yielding varieties.
As only half of the 60 invited farmers came, the INTA president seemed to take this personally and talked in this
speech about unthankful and lazy farmers that are greedy and want to receive more and do not appreciate the efforts
the government makes for them (see 6.3 for deepening on this point). There are too many farmers to benefit all of
them and the government at least tries their best.
Paraphrasing the party slogan “El pueblo presidente” farmers were invited at the end of the speech to give comments
and ask questions: “You are the president, you all are representatives and you decide”. However, beforehand farmers
have not been asked before if they for example want seeds delivered in their villages which would have cost them less
effort, money and time.
One of the few women present, detected as one reason for little participation in the event the fact that simultaneously
an election campaign event took place in the provincial capital. Women from all villages had been taken there with
buses. Ironically, the INTA representative was one of the main organisers of the election event for women and the
whole ceremony was delayed because of last minute activities for this during the morning. Especially in election times,
much work of state institutions is simply not done, as the employees of INTA have to organise and co-organise events
that are part of the election campaign of the FSLN. There was some more defence to the verbal assaults that are made
to the non-present farmers, elaborated in a roundabout way. One farmer remarked that the timing of the event was
wrong: Most people have already bought seeds and planting nearly has begun. This is another indicator for the
political meaning of the event, as the expertise is there to know when farmers try to get seeds. The farmer
furthermore replies to the ethics tone of the speech: Those farmers who fail to pay debt debts on time often fail as
dealing with a risky business. Another farmer broke the politics discourse and asked for them important technical
questions about the beans: the time to ripen, more information over the variety and the need for more assistance
about the inherently different beans. Production requirements and cycle were hardly broached, and there was no
explanation on the inherent qualities and cultivation needs of the bean, or for example qualities for cooking “It is a
quick variety and it is resistant. Working for INTA I have to do what you, the farmers, tell me as I work serving you.
However, I have to do a lot more things to do and visit 15 villages. “This answer of the INTA technician was not
additionally commented by the INTA president to the dilemma of soaring workload of technicians and the impossibility
to do the work that is promised. A different farmer’s question was on the modality of the beans. Just with the answer
it got evident that the seeds are a loan and that double the amount have to be given back after the harvest. The
discourse of gift and support seemed a bit corrupted at this moment.
With this event INTA shows itself as an example of a politicised ministry, more in the top layers of staff, and as an
instrument for political propaganda. The government motto “Solidary, Socialist, Christian comes back in the rhetoric
and content of the event. Not clear policies, but values and imagery are transmitted, which stands in contrast to the
rational vision of the ministry. Yet it gets clear that the government’s rationale is “poverty reduction through
production increases”. The few comments of farmers, when they are finally given the floor, show that a different setup of the event would have led to discussions unveiling weaknesses of the department and then possibly for an
approach to better those things. The design of the event depicts however a top-down manner of working; from the
selection of the seeds, to the farmers, by different layers of the state apparatus.
In the end of the event, a third of farmers that came wait for long for the INTA president who promised a ride, making
himself seem having more worth than others, again. The promised technical assistance- explanations about the bean
variety, its needs, built-in logics and growth does not come until 6 weeks after and only to a few farmers. Those then
lament that they cannot get high yields which they try to have as to lacking financing for fertilisers.

Summarising, the INTA enacts with this event the will and proclaimed goodwill of the ruling political
party and uses it as part of their election campaign. The populist rhetoric covers technical details which
are claimed by farmers in a question round. Some farmers try to take the opportunity to discuss about
INTA responsibilities. They do not give in the intention from INTA to make the project a propaganda
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event. They see more details which matter to them, while INTA shows itself content providing a frame
and end their project with this event. INTA in facts gives the responsibility of lifting themselves out of
poverty by giving some seeds, which they claim to be a solution. The underlying frame of INTA to this
projects thus a) propaganda and b) production increase, camouflaged as remedy for poverty.

5.3.4 The Seed Bank
The Seed Bank illustrates a project that at the moment seems to be successful. The reasons for that are
explored. Success comes by and creates certain dynamics, creating opportunities for different and issue
deepening projects within the Seed Bank networks.
The Seed Bank in Los Chiles began as a Caritas project, financed by the catholic church, together with projects on Seed
Banks in seven other places in the department. At this time there was a ark Bishop that ‘was interested in the people’,
as Los Chiles community priest tells, which means that there was institutional backing from above for church
employees to take an active part in the projects. However of eight projects only one succeeded, although the other
was given a hand by the ones that made the 8th successful. What was different with the successful case? One factor is
that there was strong leadership and through the connection of the church there was a steady factor: the priest that
was involved stayed long after the setup of the project working for it.
There was a lot of experimentation to create working systems: “After some people did not pay, we decided to work
with a closed group of farmers, now about 330. ‘Padre Cornelio further, that the Seed Bank is getting a branch in a
nearby village and people have been trained to manage the silos, they have been part of this project for some time.
However, slight changes in temperature may harm the seeds and turn them infertile; in order to succeed they have to
be more patient and exact. ” 15 years after the start of the project it has become an entity working on itself, so that
the priest sees the possibility to retreat from his involvement with the Seed Bank. This is even necessary- as church
project it is not possible to be engaged in trade and the project needs to transform into a cooperative.
Over the years the on employee of the Seed Bank got a ‘technician by practice’. This description of a profession
acknowledges the fact that through experience one can get equal expert knowledge as thought study. The future of
production he sees in the usage of fertiliser plants, which control at the same time weeds. These production methods
have been promoted with projects for 20 years in the region. However, his approach to promotion is different: ”La
gente se fija su mismo.” People recognise the advantages automatically when they see working examples.
For some years already Padre Cornelio and the Seed Bank collaborate with NGO Self Help International. Padre
Cornelio, working as priest as development catalyser, brought innovative ideas from other regions in Nicaragua and
helped to build them up in a manner adapted to the local circumstances, without a fixed project tie. Although the Seed
Bank based on a project, it dissolved from it and through the institutional and personal support it got more time to
base itself. Now slowly the church and the priest omit from the Seed Bank. Therefore there is also more room for an
actor as Self Help International and cooperatives. Together with a core group of farmers they formed a cooperative for
the production of certified seed, more concretely input intensive reproduction of hybrid varieties. While the Seed Bank
and got more institutionalised, it forms a basis for forming more projects. The Seed Bank tries to help the problem of
the availability of seed varieties wanted by farmers with a good seed quality, which is a high germination percentage.
The other projects with groups of farmers that work with the Seed Bank aim at other problems. By producing certified
seed the farmers’ cooperative can access a niche market and earn more money than by just producing corn for foodprovided that the production and processing and commercialisation work out as planned. Another project that
evolved with the people in the SeedBank network to create high output value and more income for farmers is the
production and processing of quequisque.
While Self Help creates together with actors of the Seed Bank a solution, it is a predefined one. The organisation
handles a market approach of trying to access markets for higher added value or markets that pay more. One
possibility is niche production and selling, including the search for windows of opportunities to implement them. It
includes the assumption of inclusion (see theoretical framework): Some farmers, because needing to earn more
money, want to be included in any kind of production that enables value added selling. Self Help can broker those
ways of production and selling. As this, the organisation not only creates a new project within the project of the Seed
Bank, but parasites the problematisation in order to bring forward their own goals: promote hybrid seeds and
intensive production as panacea for rural development and agricultural production. On the one hand the
representative of the organisation tells: “We never said that farmers should not anymore use traditional varieties.” On
the other hand the organisation communicates that they see using traditional varieties as a step back into a past,
depicting a linear view of development (Self Help International 2013). Collaborating with the Seed bank, they start
adding to its offer more varieties that they seem as adapted, prosperous etc. As to their positive reputation, there is a
chance that those increasingly get chosen. By working together with the Seed Bank, Self Help gets the chance to
disseminate their science based conviction for one production paradigm being a round solution.
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In Sum, the Seed Bank started as a project but got working just by more years of assistance of the
leading person. While consolidating as a network, more problems of farmers got identified that could
be tackled with other projects. In collaboration with an NGO a small part of the Seed Bank associated
farmers got enrolled in certified seed production and a forming cooperative for this. While having
common goals with the Seed Bank idea, Self Help simultaneously enacts their convictions and
development paradigms and spreads them carefully and not too openly. The example shows how a
project evolves and changes depending on who gets enrolled.

5.4 Factors that played a role for the course of projects in the research
area
In the following many factors that played a role for the course of projects will be explained. Those can be
understood better taking the view of translation. The processes of planning and implementing projects involve
many people that shape those projects. Projects that are realised can look quite differently than their original
idea. The factors describes fit again into the scheme of figure 3 and the theories that emphasise the importance
of the broad environment for things to happen: Politics, infrastructure, personal goals, paradigms and
expectations, norms and values, rules and how they are interpreted and enforced and relations influence the
value chain and project around it.
Politics and agricultural development
After the 1980ies interventionism, the state retreated during the 1990’s liberal laissez faire politics: Both rather
extreme political systems had impact on rural people’s lives and opinion forming, as they also came as
ideological projects (Horton 2013). Both the Socialist discourses on collectivism and market domination and free
market discourses on individual responsibility and hope for prosperity suggested corresponding attitudes and
actions that people should take. However, all macro level ideologies and policies appear to be mediated by real
life happenings on local levels. Therefore projects with ideological backgrounds can be interpreted in many
ways.
During the Ortega government agricultural assistance got re-politicised: Development projects are as
propaganda towards citizens or about spreading images in international settings. As suggested above,
agricultural projects that come from the government have become increasingly politicised during the last years.
Most of the projects currently being planned or being executed in the research area are executed by one of the
ministries related to agriculture or the municipality. It is not a government institution, however it is ruled by the
political party and work is determined by this. The neoliberal governments from 1990 until 2007 offered little
assistance for corn and bean producing farmers. They favoured export agriculture of traditional and new crops,
bigger and more capitalised farmers. Inhabitants of Rio San Juan accuse the neoliberal governments of a neglect
of the whole region. The re-elected Sandinista government began to take into account small and middle sized
farmers again in their projects and programs. Those are often aid and relief directed.
Taking part in a political project asks for belief, indifference, and conviction, a grin to bear propaganda elements,
apparent docility or cumbersome critical engagement with the setup of it. A project can be joined in many
different ways in order to fit into a participant’s life project. Critical engagement is possible, but only if
somebody is autonomous enough from the state, already stigmatised as being critical or if somebody believes in
the Sandinista revolution, trying to bring back the present Sandinista government to the initial goals of the exrevolutionary party. NGO projects might come with different requirements.
A Nicaraguan community activist explains in Horton (2012) in how far projects can be moulded into participants’
expectancies: “Governments don’t like it when communities control *development project+ funds. It is power
and they don’t like to lose power. “This is in line with Pomeri (2013) saying that a caudillist organised state likes
participation which is very controllable. If beneficiaries are connected and controlled by a ministry there is little
danger as ministries are synchronised with governments’ goals and propaganda. Furthermore new community
empowerment councils “Poder Ciudadano” have been enforced by the Ortega government. Those councils do
not easily get accepted in many villages, as they are felt to be a tool for party influence: it is not about giving real
power to people. So there are reasons for seeing projects that are somehow related to the state as the longer
arm of the government.
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Currently funding and credits are nearly only given to organised cooperatives. Sometimes farmers organisations
can describe their members as being a cooperative entity and can secure projects and funding by this. There are
several reasons for this. Since the Ortega government is in power there is again more support for organised
farmers. A well running cooperative can be a good form of organisation. However, there is a limited number of
farmers organised in a cooperative and therefore limited amount of farmers eligible for state projects’ benefits.
One reason for this is that many cooperatives had problems in the past, for example of free riding. Bad
experiences lead to a negative opinion about cooperatives in general for many people. They might transmit this
reluctance to engage in cooperatives to children or are people that are near to them. However, the people that
have most problems are often also the ones that are the most disconnected, poor and unknowledgeable. There
are a lot of part time farmers that also do other jobs and that hardly participate in trading. Those mostly are not
organised in cooperatives, which can cost quite an effort difficulty to join when one is a farmer mainly against in
subsistence farming. This is also a reason for many cooperatives to only exist on paper.
Large development projects as the above named have become scarce in recent years due to reorientations in
established development organisation. After hurricane Mitch in 1999 some organisations moved their focus on
the affected coastal regions and did not come back. Also, there is on-going discussion on the effectively of
projects in development work. But not only projects moved away: one reason for the discontinuity of projects
can be found in migration. There are several reasons for that in several conversations I was told about the fact
that many farmers sold their farms since the 1990ies. One is that land in Rio San Juan had been and is sought
after as it used to be and is cheaper than in other regions of Nicaragua, and overall not too degraded. On the
other side farmers sell land when being insecure about land rights or having debts. When in the 1990ies
cooperatives dissolved and a new government was elected, there was ambiguous information about land rights
and there were disputes about them. To be sure to have something in the hand before possibly losing land,
some farmers sold their land. Besides, not all farmers that have begun to farm in cooperatives and then acquired
land through reform or war compensation could handle a whole farm by their own and were not successful,
deciding to sell their land. On the other hand a continuous influx of people to the research area means a
continuous influx of certain knowledge that meets with local practices and gets spread, teaming up or
countering with the content of projects.
Production technology
Next to trainings and education many projects come with materials such as agricultural equipment. Therefore
projects can be described as hiring farmers as beneficiaries by paying them with project ingredients. Some
project ‘beneficiary’ might be interested in the physical benefits, and take the trainings as necessary burden. A
project conveyor might think of facilitating the farmers to work with the techniques taught in trainings by
making materials accessible. If project organisers want however people to have more advantage from a project,
and if they want to reach their goals and have impact, they could be advised to choose participants differently. If
the people engage in projects would have been so more intensively instead of being subjects and beneficiaries, it
is possible that they would shape those projects in a way that they serve them. There could be real discussions
and negotiations, resulting in different kinds of involvement in projects. To begin with, the Proyecto Campesino
a Campesino (PCAC) evaluation below could be inspiring. For the Campesino a Campesino overall project, factors
that lead to (not) adopting methods were identified: Agro ecological methods were adopted by farmers with
small plots, possibly degraded, with few financial means. Farmers who adopted agro ecology wished more
autonomy from banks or state projects, and did not want to make debts and appreciated health benefits of
working without toxic pesticides. Also technical assistance and material incentives made correlated were
appreciated by farmers that took began working with agroecological methods. They also searched a way to deal
with weather extremes such as droughts or inundations. Farmers that did not begin to work with agroecological
methods when participating in PCAC shared also some attributes: they had more land or did not own their land,
got cheap or subsidies chemical inputs, or lacked family labour. Some had very little knowledge about farming or
environment or their interaction. Others were not ready to make changes for the insecurity coming with them
and risks.
At the same time that some 1990ies’ projects promoted agro ecological methods, agrochemicals continued to
get increasingly popular. By seasonal migration to Costa Rica those techniques were brought over to Rio San
Juan and spread in a way that projects organisers aspired to see their ideas being spread by promoters. This was
the impression of some technicians and other people. However, already the Sandinista government’s policies in
the 1980ies favoured this type of agriculture. Although extension hardly reached farmers in the frontier zone of
that time, techniques were disseminated on different levels, next to a discourse on those techniques. Also
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farmers from zones with intensive modern agriculture migrated continuously to Rio San Juan, bringing
knowledge of other techniques. Before, there were no inputs used in the region as it was recently chopped land
with a form of agriculture resembling shifting cultivation. Projects’ ideas on organic farming methods got
competition from what people learnt themselves. Seeing Costa Rica prospering with this way of production, and
getting more contact with those techniques through migrations and various institutions, Green Revolution
agriculture spread further in Rio San Juan. Next to the NGO focus on sustainable agriculture, there were
subsidies and projects that brought easier access to chemical packages. Agriculture with chemicals is physically
easier: instead of cutting not desired plants in the field, they get sprayed with herbicides, instead of taking the
process of planting cover/ fertilizer crops and making compost, mineral fertiliser just can be sprayed or
distributed to the plants.
Although nobody I spoke with found different projects contradicted each other, some agro ecological methods
are countering or substituting conventional agriculture and vice versa. But the use of some agro ecological
methods does not change farming styles. For ecological methods to work, they sometimes have to be
complemented by other changes, as a field needs to be managed in a coherent way for physical reasons.
However, having to implement many changes can be seen as unattainable and difficult, although presented in a
step by step manner. Some farmers have been participants in several projects offering many trainings in various
techniques. From an agronomic point of view agro ecological methods may be contradictive to conventional
agriculture with bought packages of seeds and inputs. Farmers however did not understand them as contrary.
Projects that did not succeed in their goals to make farmers adapt technologies can be seen as failures. People
that worked in such projects blame farmers’ laziness, their culture and lament little motivation. From state
employees statements as the followings are frequent “We have to bring them back to a culture of responsibility,
with little work only it cannot be farmed. “
However, there are more explanations: Firstly, amongst technologies promoted and spreading was the use of
herbicides instead of the machete to control weeds- promising and promoting limited workload. With
monocultures weed pressure went up and mechanical ways of cleaning fields involve a steadily rising workload.
Therefore, the very drive to produce more makes work intensive techniques less attainable. Once learnt and
adopted, there is often no way back of the herbicide use except with other agronomic methods, which again
involves attaining knowledge and experimenting. The same culture of irresponsibility emerged from the
institutions that now claim that farmers are acting wrongly. Finally, farmers develop different coping strategies
to the squeeze that happened worldwide. Van der Ploeg’s analysis on farming styles (1994; 1999) shows that
seemingly contrary manners to deal with risks and investment can lead to keep on farming. This should not
suggest that the farmers in La Venada act the same. Yet another technology loaded production package with
investments to make might not be what makes a 60 year old farmer enthusiast that has seen technicians passing
with many different kind of advices.
If a technique is useful for somebody depends on various factors. Trying out something new asks for the
possibility and inclination to take risks. New techniques may come with possible disadvantages or pose
difficulties that projects implementers have not thought about before, as they do not know the people and their
environment well enough. Projects sometimes employ local technicians, yet it does not mean that they can
adapt the project according to their local knowledge. Most people and farmers especially are acting risk adverse
for good reasons, they cannot afford a failure. Even if praised new techniques sound good, farmers that have get
acquainted with them have possibly also experience with technologies that have not work out as promised, for
themselves or a case that they have heard about. Therefore, it is possible that farmers that join projects and the
trainings they are coming with as they constitute an opportunity to get access to assets and inputs. They
broaden their horizon, can do networking etc. Besides, they come with trainings. The content of the trainings
add up to the individual farmer’s pool of techniques available and to choose from, to adapt or discard.
With the concept of the treadmill it gets evident that problems are interconnected. Many projects target subproblems, while connected sub-problems stay the same. Those connected issues and problems continue to exert
influence. A project on fertilisation that promotes expensive fertilisers may convey its message of fertilizers
helps to get a high output. If people however have a problem to pay fertilisers, tackling a knowledge issue on
fertilisation is not enough. The same occurs with promoting agrochemicals to tackle pests.
Assumptions and people
Organisers assume that farmers participating in their project had a lot of advantages. According to farmers and
technicians however, a lot of money has been lost in bureaucracy and making project employees well paid
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bureaucrats. Criticism include that upper project personnel was hired from outside and had little involvement
with the region and the projects’ objectives yet was paid major salaries. Projects were planned in a top down
manner. They often used few local resources and hired services from outside to exorbitant prices. So one reason
for projects to reach little compared to what has been put into them measured in numbers of staff was that they
were big, bureaucratic and not using local knowledge and insights sufficiently. Staff may have had different goals
than whole heartedly contribute to the projects’ ones. Amongst each other, staff members had little idea of
what each other was doing: “She was hired as a kind of manager and was sitting in the office; we did not know
exactly what she was doing. But she often went to trainings herself to Managua as part of the project. “This can
indicate a form of mismanagement: Rupture in information flows from ‘the field’ to offices and sponsors, and
subsequently missing reflexivity and ongoing adaptation of what was the content and daily work within a
project.
Therefore, the reason for not reaching their goals often lies in the very setup of projects. As for the municipality
San Carlos, most projects do not respond exactly to local needs and are set-up without problem analysis by other
stakeholders than the project organisers. One of the possible frictions is that projects are still often donor-driven
and top- down planned by actors other than the main actors of the projects, those people that are addressed
with the project. However, projects’ goals are often pre-defined and not formulated by the people that will work
in them, so called beneficiaries. If a project does not respond to the wished and needs of the beneficiary, neither
does the supposed beneficiary have a benefit, nor is the intended attained, as it is likely that project goals are
lost in translation between organisational levels. A study for the environmental management plan for the Rio
San Juan watershed (OAS 1997) suggested for future projects:
“ [Projects should] Modify the strategy for technological transfer, focussing more on the demand
than supply. That means to answer the needs and questions of the producers instead of offering
predefined packages or programmes” (Translation by author).
Given field research for this publication was done during the middle of the 1990ies the study suggests that
projects up to then did not respond to farmers demands, but responded to offered solutions packages, instead
of developing special solutions for the local condition. The study moreover states that there was little assistance
for small and medium sized farmers, who are subject for this research as they are the ones engaging in bean and
corn production. One of the connected ministries is the agricultural ministry MAGFOR. As others, it works partly
in a project manner. An employee of that ministry states in November 2012: “They (national level officers) gave
as an orientation about what we will have to execute during the next year, however we do not know yet how it
will be.” The local employees meet with national level officers, give input and discuss. However, usually
programmes get formulated on top level and have to be executed in the provinces and the villages. This means
that it is insufficiently listened to the particularities of farmers and other people live in the research area, and
also partly to the people working in the ministries themselves. With the 2012 new project PAPSSAN goals are
also partly predefined. Besides however, they are planned to be accompanied by market studies which should
be tailor made for the farmers that take part in the project. The INTA has a broad mission yet a limited budget.
This makes the institute susceptible to lobbying and personal preferences of employees when deciding on
programmes and projects to concentrate on.
Another factor to the course of projects are capacities of people engaged with them. State employees state that
there are few possibilities for in-job training which can result in old methods being applied when executing
projects, though in other realms they have already been abandoned. An employee of MAGFOR sees lacking
training as one of the main reasons for state programs and projects having insufficient result. Next to this, some
important positions concerning agriculture in the department structurally get filed with employees with a
different background: “The deputies make the laws and the majority of them are lawyers or have studied
something else. The environmental specialists do not work as state representatives and they do not listen. They
make copies of other countries. The forest law they copied form Costa Rica- but there is nearly no forest left.”
This university lecturer tells furthermore that during the 1990ies taxes had to be paid for forest land, while
grassland was tax free which lead to deforestation. Now there is a forest law which forbids to chop wood, while
people depend on it. This only leads to illegal cutting. But not only on higher levels, also on lower ones people
are hired not only for their expertise. Connected with the politisation of project issuing ministries positions are
given as favours or for expected loyalty. Moreover, many people from the department and that know issues by
hard do no stay- studying in Managua they stay there. This means that there is an efflux of capable people, while
some positions get filled with not perfectly trained people. Considering that state institutions like MAGFOR ,
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MARENA, INTA next to some NGOs are the only one doing agriculture community work, this has far reaching
consequences: the technician workforce of MAGFOR is quite young, also due to restructuration to save money:
younger employees are cheaper than older ones. In the offices of MAGFOR you have therefore new knowledge
mixing with a practice experienced workers. However, more up in the hierarchy, in the state apparatus making
policy that ministries regional offices execute, new knowledge slowly arrives, and structures tend to be
inflexible. Moreover, experienced employees in the ministries may be good at what they have been doing for
years, they are however not innovating. There is lack of training possibilities, and programs come top-town and
just have to be executed. Younger employees come with little practical experience, methodologically neither
innovating. Given that universities, especially smaller provincial ones, often cannot do own research, and
university lecturers are doing their job part time, earning their money mainly in jobs in the NGO or state sector,
university training itself is not optimal and the quality depends of many, often coincidental, factors.
Project design and underlying goals
The underlying reasons for initiating change with projects can better be understood better by looking at the
huge body of literature on failed projects and the disadvantages of working in projects in a more general sense.
Some of the reasons found there can be found also in past projects on corn and bean cultivation in Rio San Juan.
This old type of project can be summarised under Development 1.0 and 2.0. Those typical development project
from the 1970iescontinued to reach out to Rio San Juan, with other trends in development practices in the
1990ies as participatory approaches or endogenous development bypassing the area, or at least not determining
the overall shape of projects. Kumar and Surname (2002) counter in their article Fergusons’ and Lohmann’ s
famous analysis of the “Anti-Politics Machine” about structural failures of development projects and the
unintended penetration of bureaucracy through it in to all life spheres. Looking at underlying goals Kumar and
Surname do not interpret the projects that fail to reach their stated goals as failed. A failed project can be a huge
success for some stakeholders and actors whose personal goals with the project are just not stated on paper
(Shrestha 1996). Underlying goals and motivations be power and influence, but also access of other networks By
knowing how to play with projects’ rules, those actors use them for their ends. However, as those underlying
goals are never openly stated, development projects offer a great opportunity to mask those real objectives,
which would be disaccredited by society or the internationally. Analysing projects it would then get more
important to look at who is involved and connects with whom, instead of looking at contents, which could get
more secondary. Kumar state further that many projects enhance therefore social capital of the ones involved It
is possible that farmers that villagers that persistently are involved in projects are seen by the poorer already as
part of a new middle class, as suggested by economically upwards mobile farmers during the neoliberal regime
in the 1990’s (Horton 2013). This might separate them increasingly from people that are not taking part in
projects. Joining projects that come along therefore can be a must do for people that want to stay in contact
with certain institutions. Those people might not need a project to be tailor made, the mere bureaucracy serves
them, notwithstanding of a projects logics thought by a donor.
As projects offer an opportunity to network and build up social capital for so called beneficiaries on the ground
level, so do they for actors in all other levels, too. And as those projects benefit all levels in the end, there is has
not been a real need to modify them in a way that they help the real problems and also the underlying ones of
the ever so called beneficiaries, or guinea pigs or co-workers for the agricultural development machine. Kumar
and Surname state that if there would have been a real political will for the poorest farmers and not rural middle
class or elites to benefit, a government long could have done so. Holt-Jimenez suggests that if there would have
been a real will for continuing the farmer to farmer project, there would have been funds acquired. And for the
governments it applies that if there would be real will for trying to get the areas in the Rio San Juan watershed
doing less harmful methods of agriculture, then there would have been measures taken as suggested in the book
Manejo Ambiental y Desarrollo Sostenible de la Cuenca del Río San Juan (OAS 1997), an extensive study on
sustainable development. It suggests to let agricultural interventions and projects be formulated increasingly by
the final beneficiaries, often small and medium sized farmers which are the main producers of staple grains. In
how far projects got executed by the issuing ministry for environment and natural resources is not clear.
Possibly, however, the suggested measures only make sense if other environment and agriculture related actors
are taking part and if they some of their real goals worked on through a cooperation.
While getting enrolled into projects, some actors try to impose their problem analysis onto farmers. Farmers
may accept partial solutions or projects, yet not necessarily agree with the analysis. Some farmers see viable
solutions to the problems. Some of the problems seem to be able to overcome technically, while others have
their origin in macro level developments. The external actors’ analysis probably has common ground and some
similarly defined sub-problems. This makes people enrol in offered projects. As however the whole picture might
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be problematised differently, and not all sub problems addressed that need to be solved to tackle the main
problem fully, interventions can seem to have no effect. Moreover, the initial miscommunication or a non –
articulation on the problem diagnosis can lead to the result that there are misunderstandings on the scope of
interventions. In other words, different actors work from different convention bases and do not realise this. In
the end it results both in failing interventions and there with, not in problem solving.
Differently framed problems are reflected in projects and actions of actors who exert directly or indirectly
influence on farmers of corn and beans in a certain region by intervening in the value chain. Actors are various
local NGOs, branches of international NGOs, the regional and national branches of farmers associations, diverse
state institutions and ministries and state projects, universities etc. Other actors are market actors such as
traders or conveyers of inputs. Those actors may work together and exert influence on each other. People
working for those institutions may have different hats, meaning being for example university lecturers but also
employed by a ministry or a NGO.
Evaluating the Farmer to Farmer project of the 1990ies, Holt-Jimenez (2008) states that an important impact of
the project was not about technology adoption with farmers. More importantly the project influenced the
approach of the executing organisation towards disseminating a broader range of technologies and towards
organising learning exchanges and other participative methods when working with farmers. The reasons for
offering the project were also not only to search solutions for farmers’ problems, but strategic for the
organisation: It was directed at the smaller and poorer farmers in the organisation that never reached to be in
the influential national levels of the big organisation. Politically, it helped the organisation to create a voice for
farmers in the begin of the neoliberal era, which was marked by political neglect for farmers and their problems,
and to convey a certain image of what the organisation was like (Holt- Gimenez 2008). So even if technicians
state that farmers barely adopted technologies, and did not switch to methods that made them more
independent from purchases, subsidies, financing and enhanced resilience of their farming systems. In that
sense also this project which in regional parts could have been seen as failure, it can be seen as a success for
various actors that worked with it.

5.5 Conclusions
Though being contested, the classical development project model has been implemented repeatedly in Rio San
Juan, with the same persisting faults of fallacies and it, leading repeatedly to failing official goals. There is
positive discrimination for centrally situated villages which may increase disadvantages of already deprived
villages. Concepts of practical outworking of projects can become popular, but the fact that one pilot worked
well with a tool does not mean that replications do so, too. State institutions depend on promoters, but this
concept does not work out in practice. Projects are furthermore by e.g. comfort requirements of employees,
which make them exclusive and unfairly distributed. Depending on how they evolve and who gets enrolled
projects form opportunities for individuals to reach their goals. A project as thing does not exist, for every
person getting involved with it has a different meaning. Personal factors such as training and prejudice influence
project a lot, therefore involving the right people is a major challenge.
It is easy to forget to put attention on underlying reasons for the coming into existence of projects, which often
differ from searching solutions for the participating farmers or other people. The main objective can be to
support a national goal or policy. Farmers are expected to act as predefined for them by projects which do not
centre on their or other beneficiaries’ goals. Projects do not start from local conditions. If there are a lot of
requirements fixed from before, then the ‘beneficiaries’ become ‘tools’ to execute the projects. Projects create a
dynamics through different personal or institutional goals of the involved actors. Actors in projects often do not
state secondary underlying goals, and the system predefined projects supports that: People or groups of them
search means to overcome their specific problems through joining projects, which deliver more opportunities
than. The main ones can corrupt reaching official goals, yet make projects personal successes.
There are many reasons for farmers to not just adopt technologies that they have learnt to work with in projects.
Looking at this positively, it shows the farmers' agency, their analysis of the situation and their decision making
power. Projects that fail to build on this often fail, although they might involve some participative methodswhich does not change the above mentioned and the fact that there are second reasons behind development
projects.
As in this chapter cases were described, to unravel manifold factors that take influence on interventions and
projects to evolve, the next ones again goes deeper and zooms in on only some of those issues that are the glue
between several actors- actants. It is what connects different actors in projects and other interventions, when
describing obstacles and making decisions.
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6 Problem analysis
B: Knowledge, perception and persisting problems
The following paragraphs treat inherently different units of analysis that belong to the wider framework around
the value chain: knowledge and its diffusion and mentality. These aspects connect with the problems and
interventions described before. All can be viewed as actants in value chains. Those entities are inter- connected
through opinions that different actors have on them. As such actions that originate with the frames that various
actors use will serve as examples in order to explain persisting problems, behaviour and interventions. This
contributes to an answer to the question of how various actors frame problems, and how this affects farmers’
strategies. In the earlier chapters, the problems and actors around those examples have been already partly
introduced. Where applicable, it will be referenced back to those descriptions.
6.1 presents the viewpoints of actors that play a role in the knowledge issue, 6.2 describes how farmers deal
with the current situation around knowledge and innovation and 6.3 picks up the main misunderstanding
between farmers and institutions. In 6.4 the limitations of the research itself offers wider context to the issue.

6.1 Actors that emphasise knowledge and change
In order to shed light on the topic of knowledge and change with production and distribution, and to show what
influences decisions, some actors with their goals and strategies need to be described more in detail in respect
to knowledge.
The way INTA acts in their education outreach comes from a viewpoint of social engineering as explained in the
theoretical framework. The promoted technologies should be taken up by farmers to increase production which
in the INTA point of view will both solve their money issues and the land’s overall food security. The Institute for
Agricultural Technology diagnoses that farmers have a knowledge deficit, especially in the wake of new
challenges they cannot defend themselves but need to learn more. Next to a lack of agricultural knowledge
many farmers are indeed formally uneducated.
There are not enough capacities for extension, therefore INTA concentrates on giving assistance to some
villages. When they recognise, after some years, that their effort was not successful, , foci shift to other villages.
The farmers that learn are made promoters and should tell and teach others.
Problem fields described in chapter 4 have various angles but INTA approaches the technical part. Other
ministries may deal with different problems. Problems are interlinked, and therefore the working together of
institutions is important. Solutions for farmers are given by experts, farmers’ problems are responded to by
technicians. Market complications are seen as the fault of the market and the world order which imposes
capitalism and market economy. Therefore farmers are told that they should defend themselves with modern
techniques of sowing, crop protection and seeds promoted by INTA. Recently there are projects announced that
deal with both: technologies to achieve higher yields aiming at food security and methods to link farmers with
markets. Experiments to create solutions to agricultural problems are mainly done in experimental stations and
research units spread in the country, however not near to Rio San Juan. Some field trials are set on farmers’
grounds, e.g. to see if a new variety of some grain grows well in the respective area. The modern techniques
relate mainly to a high yield paradigm and respond to some pressures created by increasing weather extremes.
They do not approach agriculture from a resource view, but try to adapt techniques and practices to be stronger
within the treadmill. Thus solutions are externally developed, slightly adapted and then offered to farmers in a
package like manner. How to organise to adopt solutions is considered the responsibility of the farmers. The
approach to learning from INTA is to hear or see, to memorise and then to apply which is juxtaposed to how
people should socio-economically and organisationally make ‘adoption’ happen. Much depends on self-learning
and connectedness to others to encounter possibilities, which is not acknowledged.
MAGFOR’s mission is to execute state policies on agriculture and forestry. It deals with broad set of issues and
problems connected to agriculture in general. “Assistance to farmers” is one of the ministry’s tasks. MAGFOR
employs even more technicians than INTA to work in the villages. They deal with organisation and report issues
such as illnesses or traceability and prepare regional statistics. The underlying assumption of their work towards
education and knowledge is that farmers have to get informed and that information that is important for other
places gets transmitted. Farm planning is one of the solutions promoted for farmers but again, the capacities to
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spread it are limited. Knowledge flows are mainly top-down, and only quantified information such as expected
yields are asked for by higher levels of the institutions, and sent up from the bottom. Information about other
needs and problems or suggestions for actions are often not even communicated. Information for farmers is
partly disseminated via internet programs that are not accessible for the largest part of them. Other information
is also disseminated in different complicated ways. Because of the many tasks and bureaucracy, there are little
trainings possibilities for employees of the ministry itself. Of the programs that are being executed in La Venada,
the Bono Productivo, realized first by MAGFOR and later redirected to the Ministry of Home Economics, has a
more interactive aspect: In the process of repeated visits of farmers the accent is on women and production is
viewed within their life projects and seen connected. While some problems are predefined and tried to be
relieved with subsidised material objects, there is more room to talk about other aspects of life, gender issues
etc. This program therefore includes more elements of counselling than teaching.
People that have had a role in projects look back on them with a lens of effect. Many are frustrated as there are
few visible effects. The underlying assumption was that projects would succeed, together with the respective
part of extension and training and that those would lead to adaptation of what had been learnt. However, a
possible perceived advantage of a change has to be double the value of the present situation in order to give an
impulse to change. This is also called risk adverseness. Next to this people may add advice to their basket of
possibilities. The advice could sometime be useful, yet again; it has to proof greater usefulness than other
options in this basket. Furthermore, there are other factors that influence decisions. When project employees do
not consider all those mechanisms they do not understand why their solutions are not as well the solutions of
farmers that have been told about them.
“Agricultural services, particularly extension services, have been and still are being criticised for ineffectiveness,
supply drivenness, lack of sustainability and inability to offer services which benefit the poor. Nevertheless,
agricultural advisory services remain crucial to improving the livelihoods of rural poor people. Even the best
policy environment will not result in pro-poor agricultural growth if the concerned rural people do not have
access to adequate services – be they knowledge services, or more tangible services such as inputs, water or
marketing.”(AGRIDEA 2013). What has been tried above is indeed to explain a critique to extension services that
are offered in Rio San Juan and La Venada.
While most government programs and projects work with clear steps and predefined goals, there are some
projects which leave room for an approach adapted to the groups of farmers that make part of the project. Yet it
seems that insights about learning from elsewhere are not taken into account and that a steady wave of critique
to extension has not entered Nicaragua or at least Rio San Juan. The critique of supply drivenness with
interventions therefore matches.
For problems with education, knowledge and innovation, two university teachers of the universities in San Carlos
find faults mostly on the institutional side. They are critical to the approaches taken. They observe that some
problems can be agreed on and that education and knowledge transmission did not work out in respect to these
problems. There is a knowledge/ education/ innovation deficit. What institutions offer farmers is not adapted for
them, does not fit. The ones interviewed are the people most critical as to be expected, but also more
progressive.
Professor 1, who also works for the agricultural ministry, reasons that this is the fault of institutions or errors in
the system of extension. According to him solutions are not good enough and extension officers either, and the
institutions they work in function according to wrong logics and are organised too much in a top-down manner.
First recommendation is to continue with extension, but train teachers of farmers better both content wise and
methodologically. Moreover, different institutions have to work with each other, and knowledge flows in
institutions have to be multi-directional.
Professor 2 reasons that persisting problems are the fault of people that strive for individual profit or fulfilment,
both farmers and people that re- trained to work in agriculture but do not do it, or people that work in
agriculture, but have not trained for it. He states that bringing out scientific knowledge through students does
not work, and one reason is again the search for personal profit. University teacher 2 works also in an NGO
project of Farmer Fields schools and sees this as a method to bring betterment to manifold problems, and as a
sort of holistic solution. Solutions such as adding value to primary products, post-harvest management, organic
agriculture and ecosystem services in this way are made attractive and understandable and people will take
them over. In order to appreciate the value of natural resources and protect them, nature tourism and
recreation possibilities can be developed as a manner to show alternative values that still can be income
generating. Awareness raising and education most importantly begins with children and he suggests starting
with children in order to get sustainable systems later on.
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So while the solutions offered are different than everything else, they build on how systems work and how to
improve from within, without undermining the concepts of competition and market integration.
NGO Self Help is probably the most multifaceted actor in the area on agricultural education. Self Help
international is an US based NGO. Its board is formed by a large array of scientists in agronomics and crop
science, former and present professors, doctors and former US Aid workers, as well as development aid workers
(Self Help 2013a). Its solutions carry the imprint of the involved scientists and practitioners work and
convictions. One of Self-Helps strategies to help malnutrition is the promotion of nutrient enriched varieties of
corn. The solutions offered are also used by the NGO to lobby the INTA. This seems successful: INTA introduced
varieties that have been developed by the department of crop research of the professor emeritus who is the
advisor for the Nicaragua program of the NGO. The goal is that promoted technologies get scaled up when
taking by a governmental actor.
While Self Help’s projects are concentrated in surrounding villages, La Venada farmers take part in some of
them. They focus on knowledge transmission of techniques that have been developed scientifically with a crop
science, nutrition and market integration background. The problem that they want to tackle is that incomes of
farmers are low due to – no use of state of the art techniques – no specialisation and wrong seeds. Their
promoted solutions are on the one hand to approach niche markets by organised production and a
predefined/designed chain yielding uniform and nutritionally enriched varieties. On the other hand they work
step by step to enlarge the capacity of farmer leaders. Capacity then means the ability of farmers groups to self –
organise, reach common goal and enact partly given solution and own goals by being able to deal with
institutions.
In contrast to other projects Self Help’s involvement with distinct farmers is more intensive and geared to a
process of knowledge adoption, with integration in a sales project. The approach brings therefore together
intensive inputs agriculture with the possibility to earn back investments though approaching niche markets,
bypassing middlemen. Self Help is the only NGO in the agricultural field in the area that works with a seemingly
non precarious and large budget. This makes it possible for them to sustain their projects steadily. Through
intensive networking their solutions are further spread. While working with individual farmers, the organisation
recently has built learning centres where especially farmers leaders should be trained.

While they accept traditional varieties and landraces, in their communication they discredit traditional varieties.
On the Facebook page of their project group “Red de Productores de Semilla - Centro Sur / Nicaragua” (SelfHelp
2013) the photos of pest invested corn cobs titled traditional varieties, are posted next to spotless corns and
fields, titled with the name of the respective improved hybrid variety. On the one hand this serves to show that
the approach that Self Help promotes is successful. In this case it is a project on value chain niche integration by
producing certified hybrid seeds. On the other hand however it evokes the picture that traditional varieties are
one source of the farmer’s misère and that hybrids are the solution to it. The content of other posts is diverse.
But overall, improved and enriched varieties are presented as a need to secure food and nutrition, and
communicated as such to farmers. Not regarding if this is right or wrong, they steer opinions and discourse on
the topics they deal with in the region they are active in, and through enrolling other actors with their goals they
try to get their solution approaches into other localities. Self Help directs the use of seeds in the course of
externally improved seeds, while traditional varieties are ignored. They speak about quality seed and certified
seed and imply that only their promoted externally improved varieties have quality. As the organisation has
turned into an influential actor in the region on the provision of seeds, they can increasingly influence opinions.
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Other Latin American countries have partly suspended the cooperation with foreign NGOs and agencies. But
while post-neoliberal countries in South America try to reduce foreign influence (Karg 2014), the Ortega
government depends on and uses foreign help, camouflaging it towards the population as government help. Like
this NGOs and agencies can even have easier access and implement their ideas and development paradigms, as
shown with the example of NGO Self Help. Megaprojects as foreign investment suggest even more of this in the
future.

6.2 Knowledge, its diffusion and innovation
Farmers that are new in the region are mostly not taken as example, they do not know the particularities of the
region. However, migrants who are able to buy land or rent it mostly have experience and are knowledgeable.
They often practise somewhat different techniques, or use other varieties. Yet those hardly get popular in the
region. Farmers that are new to the region learn from fellow farmers. Farmers do learn from each other, mainly
from the elder that are more experienced. However nearly all state the need to access new knowledge or create
new knowledge and techniques in order to cope with or adapt to changing circumstances, since experience with
static circumstances do not help in this situation. Therefore there is need for education or innovation.
There are divergent opinions from farmers about the usefulness of accessible knowledge which have to do with
past experiences, personal styles and personality, political preferences and more factors. Farmers in the region
have been adapting their styles a lot during the last 25 years. Most of them sow but with a stick called espece
making holes one after another. Before, seeds were just thrown, yet it is generally not wet enough for that
anymore. While in the 1990ies field preparation was still done by partial burning, today farmers burn less.
Burning with fire has mostly changed into burning with herbicides, also promoted by state institutions. After
soils at the frontier began to degrade, two alternatives for fertilisation and stopping degradation were promoted
in the later 1980ies and 1990ies: artificial fertilisers and cover crops/ leguminous plants for corn and bean
production or agroforestry in the case of cattle raising. The slow apparatus of government institutions
responded with partial solutions for the farmers, through various bureaucratic layers, to be implemented in
programs in order to come back to farmers. While during the 1990 seemingly many NGOs and farmer movement
projects promoted some sustainable agriculture techniques, agrochemicals had been promoted for longer and
also possess a more diverse field of actors supporting it. Different actors come with different solutions. This
enhances the need to make decisions. Is it the case that the advice of the most powerful actors gets followed?
While there were many projects, their ultimate influence is apparently limited. There were pressures that in the
end provoked a landscape change from slash and burn agriculture without inputs to modernised input
agriculture. While firstly both cover crop fertilisation and chemical fertilisers were refused by farmers, nowadays
most farmers use fertilisers. The use of other agrochemicals spread seemingly naturally, whis is not
understandable for some technicians that were involved in the promotion of cover crops. This process however
took many years and intermediaries and farmers report that only for somewhat more than 3 years artificial
fertilisers are widely used. Although this estimation is imprecise, it is an indicator and it shows a process of
change in retrospective. This leads to the question of why the change happened like this. It seems that after a
certain point modern agriculture went viral and over a tipping point. As described in the theoretical framework,
technologies lead their own lives when spread. If more and more people use them, even more get to know and
acquainted with them. And while some solutions got promoted for a certain time only, some government
institutions now come with the same solutions as they promoted 15 years ago. In the meantime there are few
left who already had heard about those methods. This suggests that there was not an individual powerful actor
promoting one solution, but that one method got promoted by many institutions, at different points in time to
different people. While some people adopted solutions, others did not have yet the knowledge about
techniques spread in networks.
To understand the developments which have been described above it is useful to look at theories of change, e.g.
of socio-technical transitions (Geels 2007). Geels argues that innovations can come into being in “Protected
spaces within the regimes where there is less influence of system dynamics ...”. System dynamics would be the
described problems and patterns of production and commercialisation. Projects could be in such a protected
space as e.g. they come with some resources. Yet, while applying agrochemical fertiliser has been promoted
continuously, the option of compost and fertilising plants has not. Some farmers seem to have experimented
with it as many state that those techniques need too much time investment. This information is also spread and
it is possible that while the first option got some positive feedback, the other was more connected to more
problems.
There are also some common sense explanations: Farmers try to find alternatives to the solutions proposed by
some institutions. While the benefits of fertiliser got more acknowledged and continuously promoted,
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influenced by the discourse on increasing production, the obvious disadvantage of the option got evident:
fertilisers cost money, and many other solutions promoted for production problems as well. So while there
might be two solutions promoted again for pests- fighting them manually or using pesticides- the same trade-off
gets visible: either tremendous workload or tremendous not payable monetary costs. So again farmers look for
advice and solutions- and ask for it. What some of them may get are again trainings in small groups in the style
of question-answer consultation or top-down education. This implies that all the knowledge creation takes place
somewhere out of the farmers’ realm and farmers are receivers of information. Enacted is therefore a
hierarchical way of knowledge creation. It is accompanied by extension as the way expert knowledge
approaches farmers. This means that a) the solutions promoted to general problems are no tailor made but
generic and b) that the solutions mostly do not take into account individual social realities. Knowledge is
therefore not seen as equal: Knowledge from ministries and political goals towards production are valued high
and are seen more important by those who promote them than ideas or practices that come from other people.
This is different with ANT and other non-individualist approaches where knowledge is acknowledged to be able
to have different origins and ontologies.
Market integration and yield enhancing projects that are now common with e.g. the World Bank apply logics,
that a) do not respond to present market conditions of complex socio- technical dimension of the problems and
that b) do not take into account perceptions and influences. Production enhancement and conditioning of
farmers in market logics result often in continuous run in the treadmill with a slightly altered pace. Sherwood
(2009) gives an explanation for a landscape change in the light of agricultural modernisation and a treadmill
situation: “...later adopters are compelled by price squeeze to also follow suit. Thus diffusion becomes market
propelled.” The explanation for change in techniques used here is the price: Without modern techniques(the use
of agrochemicals) farmers are not competitive in the short run, and therefore they adopt new techniques, which
make them enter the treadmill. There is no easy escape out of the treadmill: in order to get out, solutions need
to originate from another mindset and be innovative.
While continuing to talk about applied knowledge and its diffusion, one clear actor comes into the picture: The
market. Yet looking at the abstract market in a network view it gets evident that it is made up by rules and
conventions that shape pressures. On a macro scale the government co-shapes the market and of Sherwood’s
(2009) explanations for governments to no try to breach the treadmill for farmers is that they take advantage by
the treadmill pressuring farmers: prices are low for consumers and for getting competitive with export. Yet the
situation is more complicated in the reality. If too few farmers produce more and too many other farmers get
demotivated to farm because of low prices, supply does not rise and food still is not so cheap for consumers and
trade. Moreover, there are aspects of organisation and quality that come in place when dealing with export.
However, real market complications might be secondary in the decision making process for an orientation of an
economy of a country.
There is no discourse and discussion on innovation with farmers, but solutions are suggested to them. Farmers
that see that offered solutions are not enough may stop farming or at least stop appreciating input from outside
institutions. While the systems that they are working in are not reflective, some actors are, in this case the
farmers do present reflectivity and respond to solutions consciously. Assche et al. (2011) argue that it is not easy
to diagnose lack of innovation with institutions except when experiencing the auto collapse of those institutions.
How the environment is viewed and decisions are taken depends on self-reference and interpretations. If the
organisations are not too restrictive, then there should be a lot of room for innovation. However, this needs
conscious reflection and the effort to do it. If that effort is not taken and too much influence is unconsciously
allowed to be exerted from all kind of environmental circumstances, innovation can be inhibited.
Bringing forward external solutions is not empowering, imagine if always somebody else is the one that knows
more. However, empowerment could be useful as it is agreed on that farmers have a hard time and that some
get ‘demotivated’, as told by a farmer that attends many meetings in a quasi-function of leader. The way that
solutions are brought forward does therefore not enlarge the capacity of farmers to help themselves and when
the next problem comes, farmers are in the same situation as before. On the other hand, there is aloofness
towards those solutions and reluctance to just do what being told. This triggers again promotional activities by
those who want farmers to take over, or in other words, who try to enrol them in using certain technologies or
techniques. Yet the style of approaching farmers stays the same: They should take over expert solutions that
they do not see tested and working, and that mostly respond to technical problems only.
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6.3 Reframing a mentality problem
The following paragraph is an analysis of the often articulated argument of secondary value chain actors in state
institutions and higher education: farmers are lazy. They connect los agricultores haraganos. the lazy farmers to
esta cultura de deme deme, a culture of open hands, waiting to receive and not ready to work for benefits. This
section aims to refute this argument by looking behind these accusations. The advocates of the mentioned
viewpoint explain people’s expectations of state assistance with the 1980ies Sandinista regime that gave farmers
easy access to credit and some inputs. Their frame is that farmers take too little initiative themselves and do not
innovate, so it is their fault to not gain more and to be poor. The subsequent section argues that this is not
correct and why.
Although farmers do not speak about a treadmill, they perceive that it is impossible to change the squeeze
pattern with value chain upgrading or higher efficiency. Therefore in this thesis those approaches are not
considered. For those who are able to create a much better situation in the treadmill by being the first ones to
try a new technique or approach a new niche, this efficiency gains can improve their situation in a satisfactory
way. However, this is generally the case of the upwards mobile farmers (Horton 2013), the ones with more
qualities anyways. “Upwards mobile” is Hortons’ (2013) concept about social stratification under neoliberalism,
describing poor farmers that in a situation of competitiveness manage to gain more and move towards a middle
class position. Only in a situation of working collective units of organisation that make individual qualities
accessible and beneficial for the group, more people that themselves do not possess the qualities of upwards
mobile can profit from the adopted changes. There are farmers who get enrolled in projects that are beneficial
in terms of finances and capacity development (Horton 2013). Grassroots leaders often belong to this group,
which makes their situation ideologically precarious.“ Orteguismo, explained in chapter 2, did however not
change neoliberal fundaments, the ideology is still there: the FSLN even endorsed and ratified neoliberal policies
in their opposition years and continues to sign treaties which are based on neoliberal paradigm (Gómez- Pomeri
2012). What has been added under Ortega is relief-for-the-poor programmes as enacted solidarity of the
government with the poor, connections and alliances with the catholic church. But those do not change the
treadmill. More even, the Ortega rhetoric, as repeated by ground level employees of agriculture related
ministries, is that by being connected with other countries through treaties that the government actually
welcomed, farmers are forced and responsible for their own luck. With this argumentation, agronomists,
economists and employees of the Ministry of Home Economics ask for self-initiated upgrading projects from
farmers. This means that value chain upgrading is one of the prescribed solutions for farmers’ problems.
As mentioned above, groups and collectives could make it possible for people that are not competitive to
engage in niche markets or access other forms of strengthening their situation in the value chain. However,
cooperatives and collectives are unpopular and mistrusted because of bad experiences in the 1980ies when
prescribed cooperatives were so much influenced by politics that it was a factor for them to fail. Thus even
cooperatives are perceived as part of the tradition of imposed solutions in Nicaragua . Moreover, the capacities
needed to organise collective and cooperatives are not sufficiently present. Already in 1980’s socialism,
prescribed solutions, as part of top down policy, demobilised people. Workshops held to empower people and
to help self-organisation within cooperatives then turned into an effort to convince farmers of a prescribed
modernist scenario (Montoya 2007). Another reason for cooperatives to fail was that farmers, or campesinos
were depicted as backward, while the state elite would know the answer. While the state would keep on
prescribing solutions that campesinos could not live up to, cooperatives were a means to maintain a patronising
relationship between the state and farmers. Thus, the 1980ies collectives were highly externally influenced by
the top-down organised state. “Through a kind of perverse logic, these dynamics ensured that the state’s
vanguardist position vis-à–vis the peasantry would be upheld” (Montoya 2007, p.84). There were of course
individuals that had leadership competences or learned them, people that still see the possibilities of
cooperative work and are convinced of it to date, or younger people that see the advantages of this concept. Yet
they are more rare than one could expect of a state whose agriculture was organised by collectives and groups
25 years ago - supposedly there should be more capacity for this kind of based collectives. In many
circumstances however the family as a unit of collective work gives a much more trustful and reliable
connection/basis to work and is therefore used as such, although some farmers try to work in cooperatives.
Under Ortega benefits are often accessible to farmers who are organised in cooperatives only. As described,
historically there is no general trust in cooperatives. The prerequisites to organise them, certain competencies,
are lowered by disempowering approaches of the interventions themselves. This is contradictory and
incoherent. But following Gómez-Pomeri (2012) self-organisation and mobilisation of society is only endured by
politics until it challenges their position as caudillo. Therefore, it is not probable that empowerment to selforganisation gets too much endorsed, although the transformation of the IDR into the new Ministry of Home
Economics in 2012 decentralised and eased some bureaucracy connected to cooperatives.
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Another cause of difficulties with motivation and perseverance in the bottom-up formation of peasants’
institutions can be attributed to the increasing percentage of farmers that only farm part time because they
need to have an additional source of income. It is possible that this factor indeed leads to less innovation; the
farmers have already given up on farming yielding monetary results. While I do not want to claim at all that
part–time farming frustrated innovation, I want to argue that it is connected with demotivation on farming being
rentable because of perceived production and distribution problems. Farming is one part of the livelihood
strategy and functions as back up, for own consumption and for some income. There is little hope that the same
strategies preached for years –in the treadmill solutions- bring a real answer. However if less energy and thought
is spent on solutions there is less of a chance that they will come into existence. An illustration gives the example
of dairy cooperative in the region: For years this cooperative only existed formally and did not proceed to reach
their goals. Members occasionally met and there was never a problem to find board members, who
subsequently enjoyed their title, but did nothing to get the cooperative working. In the meantime, all
cooperative members worked on their personal life projects. The richer ones went into more intensive
production of dairy, diversified their farms, or worked also in other jobs, while poorer members became labour
migrants to Costa Rica in order to buy some more land to sustain more animals. But nobody was so successful in
what they were they doing, that they could afford to give up hope in some project coming in and making the
cooperative the most lucrative option. The hope that some external actor could come in is always there this
means that membership with the cooperative is potentially lucrative. As the cooperative was also attached to a
farmer organisation there were even higher chances of making connection with the unknown external actor. The
farmers were also aware of the fact that the government often favours cooperatives and it is therefore possibly
beneficial to be member of one. While hoping for something to come, the members were however not idle, the
contrary. The focus of their dedication was however more individualist or family related.
Gómez-Pomeri (2012) explains this culture as well influenced by politics, but then by longer term repeating
patterns of Caudillos plus catholic religion: “The ruling political culture and behaviour patterns of politicians have
conditioned people for decennia. They are not the wrongdoers, but victims of the political codes.” (p. 21,
translated by author). Gómez-Pomeri moreover tries to link mystic elements of Catholicism which is deeply
rooted in Nicaragua with the tendency of people to trust their fate to a Caudillo - or to ask for his support in
order to solve problems. This tendency or culture of expecting assistance and solutions from a Caudillo is then of
course partly supported by him as it secures his power. From this it can be derived that top-down policies which
are not capacity enhancing serve as a mechanism to keep power of the ruling party and their clientele in a
Caudillo oriented state.
Therefore, the culture of ‘deme deme!’ , translated “gimmegimme!” that actors in state institutions sketch is not
surprising, it is the consequence of present and past politics and it is densely webbed within cultural tendencies
which are used by governments to serve their own goals. It does not lead to the conclusion that farmers are lazy,
as the ones that describe the 'deme' culture think. The ‘deme’ is on the one hand a mechanism to get things
done in a caudillo state and it is the accepted (although lamented) tone. This state gets reinforced by the way of
approaching farmers with intervention as passive receivers. However, people also know that they cannot really
trust in the politicised institutions but that they will get only some poverty relief measures. Therefore they do go
for their own solutions. Yet, in staple food production those are not innovative out of the treadmill solutions as
they are far too difficult to implement and even think of. It can be refocusing on other goods, it also can be
earning money by labour migration or otherwise alongside producing grains. The argument however should not
be read as a structuralist one: people do engage in various networks and actively shape those, while also being
part of a nation state and its frames, restrictions and opportunities.
A university lecturer in the department adds: “Those who say that the small producers are lazy are wrong. Small
producers do not know the techniques and lack awareness. (Government) Institutions and NGOs have the
responsibility to spread knowledge. Universities should get in and work together with farmers. We as institutions
do not do what we have to do.“ This comment comprises two suggestions: There is not enough outreach from
institutions and universities are not involved enough in this outreach. However, not all production related
problems can be solved with production techniques. Motivation to change has to do with believe or hope in
better conditions. If farmers see problems as not production but value chain or sales related, the motivation to
put energy into methods to boost production can be low. Many projects do not take an integrated approach
while farmers face a diversity of problems, therefore project focused on one issue only may render farmers little
enthusiast. So again, the very problem of a project to have a limited scope can be a limitation for fruitful
developments in production.
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6.4 Beyond disabling frames
While up to now the value chain of dried corn and beans was taken as unit of analysis, to see innovations and
possibilities one has to look a bit further. Change with corn and bean production is ongoing, also in the physical
and institutional environment.
Concentrating on producers of corn and beans, this research does not compare findings with people that are out
of the networks of corn and bean production. In the introduction the reader learned that cattle production is on
the rise, land use changes, more tubers get produced. While corn and bean production is important and stays so,
still other products are on the rise and the production landscape gets more diversified, and therewith also the
value chains originating in La Venada. Knowing about difficulties for producers one can assume that larger
intermediaries would also engage in trading other produce, which women sellers to the regional market already
do. Those women farmed in their lives but started small businesses as well. Not integrated into technification
groups from extension offices of agricultural ministries, they describe that corn and bean production is not
possible in the old manner a few years after forest has been chopped. Those women search another income
while many people keep on farming corn and beans the old way, just helped by fertilisers, insecticides and
pesticides. Younger women barely work on fields nowadays, while in the times of pioneering into the agricultural
frontier they worked more on the fields as well. Corn and bean production has apart from some exceptions
become a male dominated occupation. However, in a household functions are split and therefore taking a view
on only production of corn and beans can be limiting. Many households consist of women and men, even if
single households are on the rise. While households thus still produce corn and beans, not all households sell
corn and beans anymore. Earning money is difficult for rising input prices, soil degradation and other production
difficulties.
Some people become part time farmers and not innovate in the agricultural practices, staying with the same
problems but trying to earn a living otherwise and have corn and beans for subsistence. So they do innovate in
their personal lives. Introducing the concept of new rurality, there are two interpretations of the importance of
the rising pluri-activity of peasants. Some scholars see engagement in activities other than primary production as
steps out of poverty, while others see pluri-activity as a structural must which helps people merely to survive in a
changing environment, and not as a means to better their situation (Kay, 2006). Taking an explanatory step back,
pluri- activity can by the latter ones be seen as encouraged by neoliberal reforms and therefore imposed from
above. As neoliberal reforms brought both more competition in the food market and possibilities to engage with
new export crops showed to be largely unattainable for small farmers, the step to pluri-activity can seem to be
forced. As explained, the same logic is still at place in Nicaragua of 2013. The structural dimension is important in
order to explain how the power and agency of actors is influenced by factors beyond their short-term influence.
While farmers generally still cope with low output prices, some can only do so as their partners and children
earn some money as well, making it possible for continuing grain production even with a negative income. Every
second farmer I spoke to explained that farming is a culture and tradition and part of their lives, they are only
able to continue their lifestyle when being supported by a family structure or other occupations. Those who do
not have this support and cannot cope anymore are the ones who really suffer. Taking this frame explains that
the value given to farming is not monetary, can be done because of family conventions. Moving away from
nearly solely relying on corn and bean production for an income is turning towards a more diversified farm.
Agronomically and from a viewpoint of sustainable agriculture this is wise to diversify. The production peak
approach of the government however does not encourage that. On the one hand there is a food security
orientation for staple foods only, and on the other hand the government want income through export of staple
foods. If producers are however more resilient by spreading risks on more crops overall food security can be
increase.
Looking at innovation and farmers of corn and bean in chapter 3 there were some other chains mentioned;
some farmers are selling fresh corn cobs to new intermediaries, in a chain that both set up themselves. So
although the sample of farmers spoken with was small, there were differences noticeable. Some farmers are not
connected to any of the interventions that have been broadly discussed, and therefore they are not directly
affected by their dynamics. Coming back to the virtual development apparatus (Vries 2007) an interpretation is
that people that are not giving themselves into the desires and hopes for development connected to a
development apparatus are more independent and free to move on with their own. This may be difficult as the
state is in Nicaragua one big player of this apparatus that works on hope-marketing in order to sustain votes.
Disillusion with politics, exemplified by historically low percentages of votings of about 30% in Rio San Juan’s
2013 elections however can be a sign of more independence of people of the development apparatus part of the
state. Of course can disengagement with politics lead to more passiveness, as described by Horton(2013). A local
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businessman in La Venada showed concern to the fact that abuse of agrochemicals could deter tourists, and
thinks about giving incentives to farmers that rent his land to convert to agroecological forms of farming with
regional chains in mind. A practitioner with community development, gender issues and health with an
agricultural background works on her vision of a agroecological training farm and centre for surrounding villages.
Therefore speaking about ideas and possibilities one gets input from people with a positive and enabling outlook
on agricultural practices and education. Recommendations from others include farmer field schools, the use of
agro ecological methods and coordination along the chain. Working in cooperatives and setting up regional,
shortened chains steered by producers and consumers mark opportunities.
There are many ways of diversification that farmers use for risk spreading and they definitely go away from
concentrating on corn and bean production and their selling. Going beyond this frame of value chains of corn
and beans and have a broader look on the possibilities is then logically more easily possible for people not so
much influenced by the rhetoric of value chain upgrading.

6.5 Conclusion
This chapter zoomed into the aspects of knowledge mentality. As explained in the methodology part and chapter
3, not only the immediate production environment takes influence on the value chain, but also wider factors as
politics, culture, climate etc.; opinions and perceptions of people and historical events. When these broad
frames and influences are not understood, it comes to finger pointing; it is always the other factors and actors
that are responsible for persisting problems (Herr 2009).
With little attention for and knowledge about breeding and storage, farmers get often back to situations of
looking for seeds and are confronted with the overarching discourse that good seeds come from outside. It is a
clever turn of Self Help to say that they do not want to see traditional varieties to disappear, however they have
a linear view on knowledge and see landraces connected to pre-modernity.
State institutions and extension services work with knowledge transmission and general solutions that are in line
with their institutional goals. What they promote does not come out of a dialogue but out of strategic planning
for national agriculture and security. The long criticised top-down manner of extension is kept alive and its
structure is not criticised by many. Therefore people are not empowered and innovation is not fostered, except
from NGOs driven and only connected to a modernist paradigm.
Some of the actors that deal with knowledge and education are described on the basis of their underlying
assumptions - solutions about knowledge creation and learning. One interpretation is that external actors want
to help to solve farmers’ problems in a way that they reach their own underlying goals. Farmers are then used as
tools. For example, national goals on productivity gains which have to be reached through farmers creating more
output. Farmers have as only option to take part in the offered solutions or not. External solutions on the one
hand get spread through projects and extension, on the other hand also by own initiative, imitating, projects and
cooperatives. But often prescribed solutions cannot work out as they neglect personal financial or organisational
realities.
While culture is rightly diagnosed to influence decisions, farmers are accused to be lazy. 1980ies policies
included e.g. credits that often turned in to subsidies when they could not be paid back and technicians or
teachers claim that farmers today have wrong expectations due to artificially beneficial conditions in the past.
However, longer term historical patterns are found to be influential. People use the mechanisms that are in
place to get things done and this practice is wrongly interpreted as laziness. When state institutions perceive
farmers to be passive, their aid interventions gain legitimacy above commitment for assistance. On the other
hand, projects and interventions are not taken by farmers as ready-made solutions, but they use them as pieces
in the mosaic of their livelihoods.
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7 Discussion
7.1

Methodology and conceptualisation

It has been found that interventions that target problems are based on value loaded approaches and paradigms
that include the assumption to know something better. The wider value chain concept encompasses all kind of
actors but not concepts on what plays behind the actors and between them. The concepts in 1.4 are the glue in
between actors and their transactions which can be explained with conventions. Those conventions and implicit
rules are one way to describe the links that lie between actors that deal with corn and bean production and
distribution. They are part of the way of thinking and decision making of actors which influence their bonding
and relation to each other. However, those concepts do not go deep enough. What has been suggested by
problematisation and frames that influence decisions, problem views and interventions on it could encompass
more
While only in some cases historical factors induce path dependency, people and institutions make sense of the
past in various ways. This is the enacted agency of these actors. The concepts sketched in 1.4 should be taken
into account when exploring situations or intending interventions. Saying all this is a plea for a holistic approach.
As this thesis is an explorative study, the above named has influenced the analysis and the questions asked. For
another research however I would like to make this approach clearer from the beginning and apply it more
thoroughly and exactly. While factors form 1.4 have been taken into account, the theoretical dimensions by ANT
and also CT are clear enough to integrate them in a more structured approach of analysis, too. They however
have been used indirectly only. On the one hand this is good as the theories and their concepts are a frame and
guidance to order the results. On the other hand can a more explicit use of the concepts lead to more, deepened
and more exact and directed insights.
While in chapter 4 perceived problems are analysed, there could also be analyses of perceived embedding into
this frame. On the other hand it is possible that some actors do not recognise that others are not aware about
how they frame their environment. This shows the importance to use more guiding theory after getting a rough
understanding the issues at stake in the local examples of the value chains. The research problem about
production and distribution suggested the use of value chain theory or approaches to begin an analysis.
Moreover, value chain approaches are salient in development work, also in the research area. As value chain
upgrading sometimes is promoted as a remedy for problems, it has gotten an approach and paradigm to
development assistance during the last years. Integration of farmers in to value chains and markets then
however often is used together with rigid value chain approaches that are tired to make more fitting to reality by
integrating poverty and environmental dimensions. This could be compared with integrating external and
environmental costs into cost benefit analysis. This however does not change the underlying critique to the
economic paradigm. At a certain point the underlying theory has to be changed, as it is too much of a brake for
out of the box thinking. In this research, it narrowed the view to corn and beans only, while it can be important
to see the combination effect with other livelihood activities, both agricultural and different. Then the relative
importance of corn and bean production for several farmers could have been tried to map. Although information
was gathered, to look at problems with corn and bean production obscured interconnections to other products
and activities. So while conventional value chain analyses, also those that use a broader framework such as this
research, looks at specific value chains, this was an exploration that took a very broad view in order to enhance
understanding. It zoomed into a very small part of the value chain, mainly production, and how it is influenced
by interventions and the wider institutional and physical environment. Because of this it could be discussed if a
different approach could have been justified. I argue that it is necessary to try to understand present practices in
order to formulate alternatives. By looking at very different actors with a case study it was possible to see
frictions and connections that otherwise would have not have been encountered.
Having found many problems that web together and that sketch a complex situation suggests to use more
concepts that encompasses the problems. The treadmill or farmers’ squeeze, which is described in 4 is a strong
tool to visualise how those different problems gear into each other, and for a situation which is not easy to
change. The two concepts of the treadmill and the wider environment of the value chain give also ground for the
formulation of alternatives. With safe spaces for innovation it is possible to get solutions that are not prescribed
by institutional actors, and that help to step partly or totally out of the treadmill (see 6.4.6). Some farmers that
were informants for this research were not connected to any supporting actor through the activities that those
offer. Having found an entry to the village however though a cooperative, and not having lived in the village for a
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longer time to grasp the totality of lives there, I did not get to grasps all linkages, influences etc that those
farmers have. Some were evident. Yet in general some more time for ethnographic methods of research around
La Venada would have been insightful. A strong point of this research is that information has been gathered
from most of the actors sketched in the illustration. By having stayed in the region for longer and having met
people that not only directly connect with the value chain I intended to study, I could grasp factors of life of
people that are not topic of this study, but that are important to grasp situations, that shape actors and that
contribute to their frames of reference. This influenced my plea here to introduce a historical- personal
dimension of influence for every actor.
It was tried to leave the researcher’s own paradigms out of the research as far as possible. Everybody has
paradigms and they direct the way to look at things and the questions to ask. They form both possibilities and
limitations to research. Not because they render impossible objectivity- total objectivity is not considered
possible. Through self-reflectivity before and during doing research and by using a methodological framework it
can be tried to work from a logical ground and structure and not from paradigms. However, parts of one’s
paradigms are one’s beliefs and world views that guide choices of topics. It is possible that paradigms about
holistic sustainable agricultural development were as topic neglected by trying to avoid researcher paradigm
influence. However, there is correspondence with a methodology that tries to be encompassing which makes up
for this possible shortcoming.
The term sustainability was only used in connection to projects in the 1990’s. Then it was a more meaningful
concept, while today it is such a conventional and partly misused term. Therefore even after a clear definition
there would be a danger that the readers continue with the connotation it normally has for them. However
interventions that are described here do often not even use a shallow definition of sustainability which
comprises only one of the three basic dimensions of sustainability: economic, social and environmental factors.
A deep concept of sustainability would also encompass the sustainability of agro-ecosystems, cultural,
regulatory, communication and organisational factors. A possible outcome of applying sustainability to the
problems would be that they encompass many dimensions of sustainability, while projects try to tackle the
economic one. While earlier having concluded that only parts of problem webs are tried to solve, it could now be
added that those solutions are not sustainable along one or several dimensions.
Throughout this thesis farmers are mentioned in general terms. Working with a small sample the heterogeneous
group could not be described more in detail. There are however differences than their degree of organisation,
e.g. whether- working individually or in associations or diversification of produce or farming styles. Age definitely
is a factor that is slightly mentioned but that could be deepened posing a sub-question about how young farmers
organise, integrate and make decisions. For the purpose of this explorative study it was not necessary to have
more quantifiable or comparable and extensive data. However, as mentioned in the introduction, the research
does not encompass a whole value chain and stops with wholesalers. The consumer or end user is only
mentioned when being also a producer. As the worlds of consumers and producers are distant through diffuse
and large chains, it can be justified to some part. It can however be argued that for real solutions the end users
have to have a role. At the moment they do not have a say, but they could be partner in setting up new value
chains that are beneficial for both producers and them. Then it could be possible that quality conventions that
are important for consumers set the price and not the ones that intermediaries or industry favours. A hypothesis
is that cooperatives for consumers have not been enforced to an extent as farmer cooperatives in the 1980’s
and have therefore no negative connotation. Specific farmers could be match specific consumers. Now some
ministry related people talk about value chain upgrading. Yet shortening of chains and shifting the power to the
farmers and consumers to take some away from intermediaries and supporting actors whose actions may rather
be disruptive. This could facilitate support for different solutions and shape a production and chain landscape
that is inspiring and enabling by diversity and practicality.

7.2

Results

An illustration of influences to the value chain has been sketched in 1.4, encompassing a broad range of actors,
their paradigms and constellations in present and historical constellation. It would be undoable and without
justification of the purpose to analyse this all in detail, coming up with quantifiable data. The framework that
guides the research helps to interpret results and helps as a frame of reference. It could be used for more
research in the same area. As this research is very general, it would be insightful to have a closer look at some of
the issues mentioned:
Migration and the dynamics of land sales have just been touched. Yet the continuous influx and outflow of
people in and out of the region can explain more deeply problems and opportunities and in how far the
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environment of grain production makes people leave it or continue. INETER, the Nicaraguan Institute for
Territorial Studies keeps some data but is confronted also with overlapping land claims and landless people who
look for land to farm. With better infrastructure migration might even get more salient. While it can be observed
that land sales occur often to farmers of the same community, there is a lot of outside demand for land in the
region. Migration influences the involvement of people in communal activities and the possibility of links and the
possibilities to shape own projects. Now, immigration may obscure the cases of people that could not continue
farming and shed a light on possible tendencies of land concentration with upwards mobile farmers. Therefore,
further research should look closer on these issues.
This research explores the problem frames of actors, and as it looks deeper at problems that farmers and
secondary actors state. Therefore little attention is given to environmental problems, risks and hazards. Some
environmental problems or hazards are named, such as climate changed related unpredictable weather
patterns. Except influencing the discussion about seeds, there are few measures taken so far and the possible
deepness of environmental risks seem not to be an explicit problem. The risks and hazards with agrochemicals
have been a topic of discussion with various actors and when digging deeper both farmers and secondary actors
in ministries saw them as a real problem, which is tangible and is experiences with everybody. But when asked,
most farmers would ale to state immediate or derived health problems connected to agrochemicals. While in
the rainy period runoffs of ecocides are clearly perceivable with nose and eyes around rivers and ponds.
Residues in corn and beans are however no quality criterion for neither farmers nor sellers. Consumers have not
been taken into account for reasons of time limits with research. Yet most of them are not afraid of residues in
corn and beans and connect small scale agriculture to healthy agriculture. There are however many consumers
that connect fresh vegetables with toxic ecocides and reduce their consumption of them. Several events and
pieces of conversations could have been used to illustrate these topics more.
Although I considered projects that approached farmers where contradictory using the farming styles concept,
farmers do not find that approaches for agricultural development that are offered to them do contradict. It
could be investigated if this means that they never were explained well or only in a reductionist way. It could
also reveal other ways of thinking that have not been researched deeply enough in this thesis.
As stated in the beginning, consumption and production connect conceptually but were not brought together in
the frame of this thesis. Many value chain studies exclude consumption and eating and give more attention to
logistics. This study is not different, although at least the need to take that into an account is seen. While in the
villages people plant some varieties of corn for special dishes, those dished cannot be cooked anymore in the
city with no supply of the certain corn. And while in cities depending on generalised chains food related health
problems grow, and interest in vitaminised processed food grows, traditional cooking methods and spicing could
provide solutions to that and be an upgrading opportunities to the value chain. Without having a first focus of
value chain upgrading in terms of money, one could put food itself more at the centre of the research and. This
would also set people behind the attributes producer, intermediary or consumer more into the scene, and there
with their needs beyond money. This supports the reflexion above to use more anthropological concepts, in this
case the body. A rather classical value chain focus misses concepts such as well- being. While for state based
statistics the Human Development Index has replaced intended to replace national income with people centred
statistics, the value focus of value chain analysis form a social science point of view could replace income and
money value by more people relevant concepts when thinking about looking for and solving problems.
Measuring poverty, the FIDEG report of 2012 (Martínez- Cuenca 2013) compared the effect of different
programmes to people: health related ones were the ones that had the biggest impact. Therefore, re-connecting
value chains with food and health could make them transform in different ways. As bean and corn production
and trade are followed by processing the dried produce for consumption, taking a more people centred
approach would make the value chain more tangible- and reconnect it to essential values of food that are lost
when using the value chain merely as economic concept. While not having applied the critiques of value chain
approaches that include gender and poverty, they should be reread for further analyses. Having started with the
observation of a man dominated trade environment, a first hypothesis for further research could be that
restructuring conceptually with the female dominated domain of food could bring in different conventions that
lead to innovations and upgrades in the chain. A clearer and more extensive use of Convention Theory could
then be helpful for conceptualisations.
This research has criticised interventionist projects and has tried to explain what they are, if they are not pointed
tools to tackle problems but bring benefits to some people. Projects and programs for agricultural development
can be described as children of Development 1.0 and 2.0 paradigms, while they are also political tools for the
fulfilment of personal and institutional interests. Projects that did not succeed in solving stated goals can be
successes as possibly having served underlying goals’ implementation. It has been argued that real solutions are
to find ways out of the treadmill. While it was stated that every form of involvement comes from a certain
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paradigm, can it then be possible to make a paradigm public and positive? Can it be possible for farmers to work
on their aspired personal goals while working together with others, while up to now personal goals had to be
hidden inside top-down problem descriptions of interventions? It is tempting to conclude that a way to move
forward is about development in general terms, more than about single actors framing problems. However,
various actors and especially the supporting ones frame problems from their paradigms and their actions are a
product of those paradigms. Those paradigms are not static and change continuously in the line of actors’ and
actants’ agency that they come in contact with.
While many struggle, others do find ways to prosper. What has been done in the past around La Venada is
looking at problems at an aggregate level, and try to implement a generic solution that practically does not work
out. Afterwards, people that investigate projects may find actors that point at each as scapegoats for persisting
problems. To look behind this, to do problem analysis and problematisation is time costly and expensive. This is
one reason for development practitioners do not do it, and continue with adapted 1.0 and 2.0 solutions.
According to Development 3.0 (Sherwood 2012), actors could get out of the treadmill with practices that endure
and that are innovative for a specific locality. This bases on different ground than enhanced problem analysis
with complicated frameworks, in order to come to aggregate solutions. Scientists may need these frameworks to
not forget important factors and insights from the past and other cases. But practice of engaging with change
and obstacles can be about finding existing solutions instead of trying to invent new ones in a quasiexperimental setting of a project. It is possible to find grassroots solutions and disseminate them in different
ways in order to create a pool of practical experiences that can inspire solutions. Another idea for making use of
different kinds of knowledge is action research. By intensive use of reflexivity it is tried to integrate relating
historical dimensions and elements of constant change into the co-work of scientists and local problem owners.
By this encountered solutions can be optimised. These approaches can base on the awareness of negative
experiences with development approaches. Most importantly however bringing people together in various
situations can catalyse ways to move forward with different development paradigms (Arce 2013).
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8 Conclusion
While the chapters of this thesis already gave answers to the sub-questions, in this conclusion the question of
how actors in value chain frame problems, and how this affects their strategies and interventions. In sum,
framing of problems is influenced by history, experiences and through influence of contacts and perceived
possibilities and restrictions. As those and more factors differ for every actor, problems differ, although general
problem fields are agreed on. Interventions in the chain take either place to solve own problems, those of others
or both. As problems are not agreed on, or as definitions and goals are not made transparent, interventions and
pursued strategies can lead to frictions. Factors such as migration, demography and the coming together of
different means of gaining a livelihood are not given a meaning. It was found that the treadmill prevents
problem solving for farmers, while it can be a wanted mechanism for a government. Competitive market
mechanisms are taken as a given. Aid programs make up a major part of state interventions, while more
structural programs are poorly equipped. While secondary supporting actors pursue modernist strategies and
follow top-down strategies of involvement, other actors are demobilised through side-effects of the setup of
those interventions. By this logic, there is little attention and relieving for local social, environmental and
resource problems, which enlarges problems of farmers with production, workload and input dependencies.
When problems persist, scapegoats are searched for and secondary actors find farmers often the ones to be
those. Farmers that work at financial limits have coping strategies. Some innovate and diversify despite adverse
circumstances. The interviewed farmers had less contact to established assistance than others and were
younger. While for example the government has an interest in keeping staple grain production up, solutions for
farmers can be to move to other products or means to gain a livelihood.
In order to answer the research question more comprehensively, in the following more factors and
consequences are described with details.
The region of Rio San Juan, especially around La Venada, has been settled during the last 60 years, pushing
further the agricultural frontier. This was encouraged by a Somoza government that wanted to free northern
production zones from small scale farming for export agriculture and that therefore encouraged resettlement.
Settlers migrated from degraded regions further north in Nicaragua and continue to migrate to the area for
cheaper land prices and better environmental and climatic conditions. In the meantime, some small villages such
as La Venada slowly developed into rural towns with a service sector. Land sales can originate from difficult
production conditions. On the one hand, production has become difficult as forest soils lose fertility quickly and
monocultures are grown persistently as there is no space for fallows anymore. On the other hand, farmers can
commercialise their produce to local or other middle men that come to the main villages, because roads have
improved. Intermediaries sell directly or through others to big buyers in the capital. While all tiers in the chain of
grains gain their part, farmers sell with a negative income. Prices are set by big buyers, who orient at
international prices, harvest predictions, data on supplies, and government plans. Farmers see themselves in a
prize squeeze and their situation can be pictured with a treadmill. How farmers thus interpret the present
situation of bettered infrastructure and factually worsening production factors influences their comportment.
There are no general quality standards, but there are standards in transactions. Quality demands are mediated
by relations in which the upper chain actors often can set the tone. However, also small local acopiadores,
including women that sell in the San Carlos market, are dependent on farmers that sell the quantities they need.
In order to get those, they accept low quality and do some processing themselves. However, all buyers are
reluctant to pay more for better quality. More often they show no interest in demanding high quality from
farmers but add some processing effort themselves. Some bigger intermediaries such as bigger cooperatives and
ENABAS, however, demand higher quality for having established a relation with farmers that in their view is
beneficial to the latter. In this way these intermediaries justify demands for high quality but do not pay more.
This makes it difficult for farmers to add value and get financial remuneration within existing chains. Yet,
enhancing quality by using processing is presented as solution to low prices by agriculture related ministries.
Shaping different chains is for farmers mostly only possible with some help, as most farmers lack some of the
necessary skills, other frames of reference and possibilities to kick off different relations, needed to change the
implicit rules of market transactions by making them explicit. On a longer term, better processing would prolong
grains storing. Still, thinking beyond immediate selling is not an option for the majority of farmers that are poor
and live with high financial pressures, having partly taken loans to finance production inputs and making them
needy to sell at once in order to recover costs. At the moment therefore diffused and changing quality
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conceptions over the chain and form actor to actor make clear advice impossible. Short explanations as given by
secondary actors are therefore worthless but keep on being given, enhancing frictions.
People that work in education see both the problems and the solutions to the situation sketched with education,
trying to link theory to practice. Farmers that are confronted with new technologies notice them as being
knowledge intensive and recognise that technological artefacts such as improved seeds are worthless without
the corresponding knowledge on how to work with them. Technological fixes that are promoted, however,
mostly do not include suggestions on how to make them work practically, thus do not take into account sociotechnical complexity. Promoted artefacts such as seeds come with a package – this is often not communicated
when those artefacts are offered as solutions. The partial and descriptive view on problems that extension
services ground on, furthermore results in more need for knowledge, education and extension. This mechanism
hence keeps intact a need for, or even dependency on, external knowledge.
While state and education related actors see farmers’ culture as reason for continued failures to reach
production goals, they analyse simplistically and therefore use incorrect assumptions and explanations. Some
cultural features are case specific and either more or less deeply rooted than they suggest. Political culture
mixed with religion is found important, while the claim of a provincial and lazy mentality of farmers could not be
verified. The Caudillo organisation of the state has had influence on people and continues to exert it. This
political system has gained influence during one of the 1990s liberal governments of Arnoldo Aleman, since 2007
under Daniel Ortega. A caudillist organised state synchronises all state institutions and results in energy being
blown out in clientelistic relations. The state gets less organised on content and tasks. The top-down manners of
implementation of state projects are a direct result of having a very central president and an overall hierarchical
organisation of the state. There is a clash with propagated social values, but the connections between culture,
politics and religion are not openly acknowledged.
The risks and hazards of agrochemicals are in perception of farmers and some other direct value chain actors
overruled by economic and production problems. The treadmill of environmental and health hazards of modern
agriculture (see Sherwood 2009, pp.35) is a lens to look at problems. This lens/view is not taken by farmers and
agriculture relate actors connected to La Venada. The economic treadmill that farmers feel and describe is in fact
also a pesticide treadmill that can aggravate over time. While on the one hand all agriculture and nature related
ministries are discussing enforcing laws on agrochemicals, on the other hand convictions about the agricultural
modernisation paradigm in ministries and NGOs are strengthened by a lobby of pro-modernisation NGOs and
industry. This explains how extension services and information events for farmer leaders and agricultural
organisation have traits of social-engineering for modern agriculture. There, the issue of real dangers of ecocides
are either not broached or they are trivialised. When in events for farmers industry gets a voice, they use
professional looking presentations of eloquent representatives to convince. Industry’s entry points are in
ministries themselves. Perceptions of real risks of agrochemicals are also mediated through experiences from
Costa Rica. Almost all farmers themselves or somebody from their relatives have experienced excessive use of
agrochemicals. But they put the dangers around La Venada into perspective as they have the impression that
their use and health risk is moderate. Problems that are not visible do not get tackled but are even pushed to the
back of attention.
Interventions
While technicians are knowledgeable about crop rotations and nutrient fixing plants, the only promoted solution
to degrading soils is fertilisation with mineral fertilisers. There is no discussion about farming styles. Agronomists
by training, most officers in MAGFOR, INTA and the Ministry of Family Economics know how to make use of
natural processes that slow degradation and are cheaper for farmers. They know that monocultures induce pest
problems and conclude that agroforestry would be an environment based agricultural system suitable for the
region. However, all presently promoted solutions worsen ago-ecosystem based problems. Ministries and NGOs
communicate to farmers that their soils are not apt for agriculture, but do not tell the array of possibilities
known to them. Techniques of organic agriculture and agroecology could have thought to be disseminated after
the approbation of the law for organic agriculture. However, organic agriculture is seen and communicated as a
possibility for certified export agriculture with the paradox of organic monocultures, while the production
mechanisms are not picked out as central theme. Projects that have promoted agro-ecological techniques have
not sketched the wider context. Their “teaching” methods were not inherently different than the ones
promoting external input based techniques. Yet the salient discourse on all levels has been and is dominated by
the modern conventional agriculture paradigm. Sometimes other techniques, for example using a machete
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instead of a herbicide, or a landrace instead of a hybrid seed, are sketched as being backwards. This is not
communicated to farmers directly, but implicitly through a discourse that mostly only sets modernisation
techniques in a good light. At the moment, farmers do not connect their lack of money with the possibility of
substituting bought inputs for corn and bean production by self–made organic ones.
Arce (2013) writes about tendencies in Latin America to recognise and reflect on actors’ daily practices in order
to take them as basis of public policies. Given the evidence that various actors have different opinions, framings
of reality and experiences, this poses a challenge that seemingly has not even been tried to be taken up in the
research area. This, however, is connected with a “theoretical methodological contribution, the perspective of
the social actor”. This scientific method to pose critique to the development industry mainly makes use of case
studies. Arce’s contribution describes what is also done in this research. Also the conclusion of this study
describes projects that are irrelevant to the lifeworlds of actors (Arce 2013, p. 44). Technological packages do
not fit in daily lives. My conclusion that projects can lower people capacities to innovate, is supported by Arce’s
conclusion of social innovation being possible when old borders and dichotomies of developmental interventions
are set aside. Different ways to do things are not based in better integration in structures that are prescribed,
but into structures that are built on other socio-economic concepts. Little reference has been made to
development approaches that were salient in Latin America throughout the 1990s, as these approaches did not
have determining influence on the projects that were executed in Rio San Juan at that time and that were
described in chapter 5.
As shown in this thesis, projects and programmes had not only intended outcomes, and the problems described
in chapter 4 have not been taken into account with the ones implementing development 1.0 and 2.0
approaches. The course that interventions and projects around La Venada took included non-intended
outcomes. They do not necessarily have to be negative. Projects serve different goals and purposes than stated
and all actors involved in a project may have their personal goals, which however do not get into official
descriptions. Therefore there is always discrepancy in what the direction of a project is. This can be a result of
negotiating personal or institutional goals of actors and their relation building capacity and influence, which all
affect a project, and not a commonly defined problem on which the project should focus.
While problems are not defined together with project organisers and the people that take part in the projects,
also the wishes of local people are not taken into account. If the same farmers that have been connected to
some extension or development programmes are the beneficiaries of the next projects, this contributes possibly
to local disparities. Moreover, the same farmer organisations or technicians that work for different projects in
the lapse of time get involved in externally started projects. Farmer organisations try to secure the survival of
their institution by repeatedly working with the same people. Technicians also have their networks and it
depends on individuals if they deliberately chose to not use them. That, however, is time intensive and normally
does not happen. Therefore, if invitations to general meetings, especially with state related programmes, would
be initiated and would reach the already connected farmers, the linkages would become stronger. This is
justified by backing on an organised but ineffective system of promoters, or by assuming that all information and
knowledge will spread. It is, however, possible that leads to contact of external institutions limited to the same
group of farmers over time. A side effect is slightly a wrong picture of those institutions about production and
distribution.
Besides, there is a cooperative bias that influences agriculture related projects. While there are reasons for not
working in cooperatives, there are political reasons for giving funding to cooperatives only. This mainly concerns
state related projects, yet also NGOs often cooperate with the public sector, in case their financing depends on
some public funds, and the bias is transmitted. Cooperatives are nevertheless rare. Only a few are strong and
many have been set up by projects without grounding them, while there is a general distrust due to negative
experiences in the 1980s and only big enthusiasm of some. Besides, with a Sandinista government people with
other political convictions are reluctant to join communal activities as they are highly politicised.
So when a development 2.0 approach is taken with participation of possible target groups, then the ones who
are able to set themselves on the agenda could profit. A community oriented approach - including everybody
that lives in a certain micro region - is, however, hardly taken by the organisations that come with agriculture
related programmes. The Seed Bank is such an example: it just transformed into a closed association in a later
stage. The success of that initiative made it attractive to an NGO to assist with a niche market project. With a
well organised project, more people get convinced of the paradigm behind it as well, which can be identified as
an underlying goal.
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One of the solutions for farmers reiterated by state employees is that farmers should take a more
entrepreneurial stance. The problem that they see is that farmers do not want to be or are not able to be
businessmen. Farmers’ problems are about price and possibilities, and their solutions are mostly not to be better
businessmen. This option is however reserved for the more risk adverse ones, mostly allowed to be so by having
more assets and possibilities. The so called solution creates winners and losers as it bases on competition. As
only some have the possibilities to develop into this direction it is unjustified to reiterate this approach that is
not a real possibility for people. Insisting that it is shows arrogance of state institutions and people working in
them. As already students take blueprints as solutions and blame the ones that encounter problems affirms how
deeply thinking in knowledge hierarchies underlies intervention and engagement in processes of change. Local
geographical and environmental data is considered insufficiently with most of the projects that have been
implemented in the region, but social facts even less. Recent historical factors considered and known to those
that have experienced them. The example of cooperatives shows that employees in decentralised state
institutions acknowledge on the one hand history, on the other hand however they reiterate and do what is
prescribed from above. Most interventions that reach out to farmers come with rhetoric of competitiveness,
production augmentation and external inputs. Small efficiency gains do however not pay off if not more than the
production is changed, if other market relations remain the same, and with that the logics of the treadmill. Only
some farmers manage to be the competitive ones and to set up businesses. The example of seed certification
with Self Help fits with this: Of a large group of farmers finally about a dozen remained for the niche programme
of selling certified seed for hybrid varieties. Those finally enter a new chain which has been helped to set up with
the NGO. The NGOs’ highly trained and experienced staff manage to play the business game. However, without
that broker it would not have been possible for the farmers. Such a market oriented project seems momentarily
to be apt for the ones that belief in the promises and plans of the NGO. While this NGO is the only one to
produce successful projects in the sense of value chain upgrading by changing production and selling, their
influence grows and the paradigm they are working from gains credit as well. While their present project is
directed to the Nicaraguan market, they want to reach larger numbers of farmers for the production of corn for
food and feed for the Costa Rican market. Government related programs work from stated goals to ensure food
security but encourage surpluses for government managed trade deals with ALBA countries. Hence high yielding
varieties are camouflaged as remedy for poverty. Market oriented NGOs encourage trade with national markets
or on the basis of trade opportunities which are not governmentally modified. The possibility of governments to
stop export has up to now only affected wholesalers, while if more farmers form groups to export governments
my react differently. Although present means of the government to influence trade prices internally with
ENABAS have little factual effect, they produce hope together with their rhetoric.
Projects are instable actors but serious intervention because involvement of many resources especially financial
for a limited period of time. When projects bank on financial resources only their influence after the money has
gone is limited. Overall, interventions reach limited amounts of people and normally not the neediest ones, but
those who see a real future in farming. Some of those farmers that have a broader orientation raise animals
produce other staple foods and diversify by engaging in micro activities. Those who sell their land to migrants as
they cannot cope anymore with production problems and negative income to those that escape chontalisation
are sturdier in the sense of being ready to take ventures.
Other effects of interventions are less tangible: Most projects and programmes are disempowering as
participants are given a passive role. Knowledge hierarchies are communicated and reinforced as knowledge
creation takes place out of the realm of farmers in university or state owned research stations. Because of
political power and personal issues knowledge that is not publicly available, but only present with local experts is
not taken into consideration. Using approaches where knowledge is seen equal helps to point out knowledge
hierarchies. Knowledge transmission involves expert solutions that are however not adapted to socio-economic
and circumstances and that therefore often do not keep their promises. Moreover techniques that are
communicated as being solutions for local problems are more often means to contribute to macro political
goals. Farmers are then rather tools to be used strategically than beneficiaries.
Externally produced solutions with top-own implementation in a non-participative way may have several effects:
Firstly, they may be disempowering as the farmers are always labelled as the ones that lack knowledge and
ingenuity. Secondly, they may mismatch with what is needed. Thirdly, solutions that do not work out may sow
despair: if even expert knowledge techniques and artefacts that are promoted as salvation, do not help, what
can then be done to overcome obstacles? The discourse on innovation is guided by creating Pavloff effects to ask
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for help, instead of giving ideas: Those ideas could be directed on analyse personal situation in order to inspire
experimentation with low-risk solutions tailor made to problems.
The concepts problematisation and parasiting, translation, actants and networks from ANT are useful to for the
analysis of interactions and developments in value chains. Adding other concepts from the socio technical
domain such as framing and social engineering make this lens clearer. Like this one can observe how a project
over time gets redefined and used by various actors that try to implement their underlying goals cadging
projects of others, reshaping original goals. This makes evident that an obvious success of an initiative could be a
failure when taking the perspective of original goals. People do not trust projects promises, but some do engage
with them as there are possibilities. Perhaps projects to not reach get their goals, but they can reach participants
to reach some goals or acquire some resources, get some benefit. A failed project can be viewed as a success
from the viewpoint of certain individuals considering their institutional or individual goals.
This thesis acknowledges the very fact that all actors are guided by their multiple influences and that some
explicitly try to get others to act upon their underlying goals. The people’s differing interpretations of situations
show however the capacity and agency to come up with original decisions despite continued attempts to socially
engineer them. The former could be fostered.
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10 Annex
10.1 Maps Land Use Change

Land use 1988

Figure 2: Land use change.
Darker green=forest,
Lighter green= secondary forest & shrubs,
Beige: Pastures
Ochre: Agriculture
Blue: Wetlands

Land use 2003

Land use 2006

Although these official maps are incorrect because of an underestimation of corn and beans and an overestimation of
pastures, they show the factual trend to less forest cover. Source: Espinoza (2007)
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